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This thesis was conceived as a division of a project to
see what changes, if any, the last twenty years have brought
to the fictional treatment of Negroes by white writers of the
South and will seek to investigate and interpret that body
of recent fiction which has been produced by Georgia authors.
Three basic factors have drawn our attention to the sig¬
nificance of this projected study. First, critics North and
South are claiming for the South a renaissance and a new li¬
beralism in fiction; the question arises as to whether the
liberal tendency extends to the treatment of Negro material.
Second, there are indications in current non-fiction of a
slowly growing liberalism which includes the attitude toward
the Negro; and commentators have suggested that there may be
a fictional parallel. Third, recent years have brought a
great quantity of southern fiction dealing with the Negro,
both as a major and as a minor element, and one naturally
asks what is the character and significance of this element.
The place of the Negro in American literature has al¬
ready been the subject of considerable research and discussion.
Besides numerous articles, there have been written and pub¬
lished several "Valuable books detailing the outstanding as¬
pects of the treatment of this material as a national unit
and by specific periods and regions and races. Looking at
the subject from the point of view of the artist and of the
Southerner, John Herbert Nelson produced in 1926 a detailed
historical study of the Negro as a literary type which reached
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its peak in the writings of Joel Chandler Harris. In 1928
came Elizabeth Lay Green’s historical survdy of the Negro in
literature, which took into consideration the more recent de¬
velopments of scientifically recorded folk-lore, careful his¬
torical novels, and modern realistic and impressionistic fic¬
tion and noted the decreasing rigidity of the bonds of type.
James Oliver Hopson made in his unpublished thesis in 1934 a
comprehensive survey of the trends in contemporary American
fiction, basing his discussion on selected works of approxi¬
mately thirty of the most outstanding writers on the Negro
and evaluating the literary quality and the attitudes of white
and Negro writers. Nick Aaron Ford’s study of the contempor¬
ary novel of Negro writers points out the racialism of those
works which focus attention on certain attitudes and areas
of Negro life, approved and disapproved, and which continue
the exposition of "racial traits." In 1937 Sterling Brovm
summarized all of the general aspects--historical and modern,
regional and racial, social and literary, supplying at the
same time the most complete cataloguing of modern "Negro fic¬
tion" by both races. These general works constitute an ade¬
quate basis for a more detailed study of the present and past.
A 1938 thesis written by Willie Lou Talbot at Louisiana State
University is devoted entirely to "The Development of the Ne¬
gro Character in the Southern Novel, 1824-1900." It remains
for another group of students to Investigate more completely
than has yet been done the South’s modern treatment of the
Negro in fiction.
This thesis will attempt to Investigate all available
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Georgia novels and a few of the most noteworthy short stories
written since 1920, to analyze the Negro element according to
quantity and character, and to compare it with that of other
fiction of the South and of Georgia in particular. Several
factors were operative in the selection of this material.
The state unit was chosen as a convenient and perhaps signi¬
ficant division of the foluminous fictional product of the
section; and the identification of the hooks with states was
based upon the author's birth and residence as the most a-
vailable, most generally accepted, and most significant cri¬
teria. Again, because of the abundance of material, only
those short stories will be included which mark a unique fea¬
ture of Southern fiction lacking in the novels or which are
necessary to a complete picture of a novelist’s work. Ju¬
venile books will be eliminated for the same reasons.
The material which was used in preparation for this the¬
sis may be divided into two main classes: fiction, including
recent Georgia fiction, early Georgia fiction, and fiction of
other states; and non-fiction on the two basic subjects of
the South and Southern literature and the Negro, in society
and in literature. A number of the non-fiction books, of
course, covered more than one of the subjects suggested; and
it Vifould not be altogether convenient to separate them under
the specific topics. Therefore only the fiction v/ill be di¬
vided in the bibliography.
For assistance in assembling this bibliography the v/ri-
ter wishes to thank liiss Charlotte Templeton of the Atlanta
University Library, ^Ir. Ralph McGill of the Atlanta
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In order that the recent fictional treatment of Negroes
by Georgia writers may be seen in perspective, it seems ad¬
visable to consider first three background factors vdilch may
have some bearing on the study. This chapter, therefore,
shall be given over to an exposition of; first, what Southern
writers of non-fiction are saying and how they represent the
South to their readers; second, what paths the literary treat¬
ment of the Negro has taken in the past; and third, iuftiat the
social history of Georgia has been, what its literary contri¬
bution has been, and where its writers have figured in the
literary treatment of the Negro, Briefly, then, the chapter
may be divided into a discussion of the South as represented
by its own critics, the Negro in American fiction, and the
social and literary backgrounds of Georgia,
The South as Presented by Its Own Critics
A preliminary survey of recent books on the South indi¬
cates that, whatever the reaction or lack of reaction on the
part of the masses, the intellectual leadership of the section
is becoming increasingly self-conscious. Replacing the pro¬
ducts of Northern curiosity and research, one finds numerous
critical studies of the South by southernersand the
%ote, for example, the number of books in the bibliogra¬
phy which were published at Chapel Hill, North Carolina,
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Southern treatments of the South and its problems grow in¬
creasingly incisive and unbiased. A number of writers are
turning from the unproductive though comforting occupation of
wound-licking and self-justification to an admission of a par¬
tial responsibility for the past and a very pressing respon¬
sibility for the present and future. Fixing the blame for
past wrongs becomes less important in their sight than study¬
ing and correcting cxirrent wrongs. One of the foremost jour¬
nalists of the South points with pride to this shift of in¬
terest from the pursuit of traditional excuses to the expo¬
sition of neglected fact of past and present:
Now, fortunately, save in a few groups devoted to a form
of rebel yelling which is also a form of ancestor whoop¬
ing, the Civil War as such plays little or no part in the
life and thinking of the South. That means, I hope, es¬
cape from the old Do-Without Economy of the Southern
States, for the chief injury inflicted upon us late Con¬
federates by the war was the excuse which it gave us for
giving up and sitting in the sun. The South was poor;
the war caused it; the South was ignorant; the war made
us too poor to educate. The South was slow; well, after
what the damyankees did it wasn’t any use to stir. The
war provided a satisfying, acceptable, and even mildly
exhilatory excuse for everything from Captain Seabrook’s
wooden leg to the quality of education dispensed at the
centennial school.2
He points out the inadequacy of the ”War and Reconstruction"
explanation of Southern ills.
Unfortunately, like a great many simple explanations
this one did not explain. The tariff did at least as
much damage in Dixie as Sherman and Grant together in
making the South poor and keepihg it poor. Indeed, while
Grant and Sherman have gone to wdiatever they had coming
to them, the tariff remains. The process of selling the
fertility of the land along with the cotton began a long
time before the Civil War euad had reduced Virginia gentle¬
men to the unpleasant business of breeding slaves for the
Daniels. A Southern'er Discovers the South (New York,
1938), pp. 335-36.
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Deep South markets. Even now men tremble over the pos¬
sible loss of cotton markets; it is a trembling like
that of the old slave fearful of losing his chains. The
contempt for labor which everywhere and in all times has
been an inevitable item of slavery was full grown before
1860. The hookworm was in the South but not discovered.
Yellow fever, typhoid, and malaria were there but not un¬
derstood. Pellagra was seen as clay eating and was con¬
sidered a perverse habit of the perverted po* whites.
Most of the white people were desperately poor. Most of
the Negroes had instinctively developed an apparently
racial shiftlessness as a shrewd labor defense under
slavery long before ladies and gentlemen on the Charleston
housetops applauded the firing on Fort Sumter. And Re¬
construction: Mississippi had defaulted on its bonds
sometime in the 40’s. The Rothschilds were Involved,
and, if Mississippi paid her debts, the Governor said
he was fearful that they might use the money to gain con¬
trol of the sepulcher of Our Blessed Savior. That would
never do, so Mississippi defaulted, and there was not a
Negro in the Legislature that did it.
The Civil war killed men and broke hearts and caused
a tremendous amount of private suffering. But war is too
spectacular. All of the major faults and flaws in South¬
ern economy were on the way to full growth before the war
began. But it served as an alibi—a magnificent alibi—
for them all, and for those that came after, too. In a
false present, the South had begun the adoration of a fic¬
titious past. It luxuriated in its tragedy. The South,
like some ladies in it, enjoyed ill-health. Delicacy of
constitution became a positive social virtue. And gener¬
ally the fact was overlooked that as early after Appomattox
as 1870 the South produced more cotton than it did in 1860
and got more for it, the most, indeed, that it had ever
received.3
A classic example of the modern southerner who is aban¬
doning this "Do-Without Economy" is Howard Odum, whose South¬
ern Regions presents the result of extensive research in a com¬
bination of critical analysis and hopeful suggestion. He de¬
scribes the Southeast in all its social and cultural aspects,
singles out its chief problems,^ and plans specific aims and
3lbid.. pp. 336-37.
^Listed as characteristic problems of the Cotton Pied¬
mont are:
...erosion, tenancy. Negro-white relationships, rural
housing, forestry, water uses and control, small indus¬
tries, the textile industry, community organization '
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programs for the removal of defects and the constructive de¬
velopment of the section.^ In the works of Odum and others
who are following in the same trend, sweeping generalizations
unsupported by fact are being questioned instead of being
cited as proof of deterministic contentions. The tendency
to discredit the belief that the Civil War and Reconstruction
were the source of all ills has Already been indicated. The
excuse of an ’’inferior people” is also being rejected. Jon¬
athan Daniels observes that there are wide varieties among
dombining the tenant and mill-village worker, town and
village, public health and relief, illiteracy and edu¬
cation.—See H. Odum, Southern Regions of the United
States {Chapel Hill, 1936), p. 513. This book will hereafter
be referred to as Southern Regions.
^The following suggestions for political and educational
planning are typical:
Planning strategy with reference to poiitics, govern¬
ment, and public administration, again, is a complex
problem. Basic to all considerations will be the econo¬
mic background....It involves again the problem of fun¬
damental deficiencies for the time being—apparently in-
solvable difficulties with reference to the Negro’s part
in government and social control. Here the strategy of
planning is of the greatest significance in that it may
make the incidence through which folkways may be changed
and fairer practices inaugurated....Other special as¬
pects of the problem which relate particularly to the
cultural foundation of the region involve the task of
Influencing southern politics to concern itself more
with principles of economy and efficiency than with per¬
sonal and party issues.—See H. Odum, Southern Regions,
pp. 586-87.
Within this framework of activity the planning approach
will provide for better coordination and integration a-
mong various institutions; between the white land-grant
colleges and the Negro land-grant colleges; between in¬
stitutions of higher learning for whites and Negroes;
for cooperative programs of both research and actual work
between Negroes and whites; closer cooperation between
the home and farm demonstration agents and public wel¬
fare and social work agencies; and between and among
state planning boards and state and federal departments
and activities,—See H. Odum, Southern Regions. p. 592.
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Negroes in a single district and concludes that though "*.A
nigger is a nigger’ may satisfy the intellectual as well as
emotional demands of some Southern persons,” there must be
many "racial differences among Negroes.”^ Rupert Vance not
only denies that racial inferiority—if admitted—requires a
system of abusive discrimination*^ but expresses his doubt
that the race capacity theory has any justification,8 giving
in support of his position the following statement of the
Negro’s progress in America:
Blankly limited in cultural opportunities, encircled by
race prejudice as by a barrier of fire, the Negro’s rise
to partial land ownership, to industrial position, and to
a modicum of success in the arts and sciences is frankly
a notable achievement for any race.^
Edwin Embree, too, offers evidence contradictory to the same
theory in the exposition of the difficulties under which Ne¬
groes have labored in their attempt to cover in a single cen¬
tury "the rough road of modern civilization.”10 Jonathan
Daniels denies the hereditary limits attributed to both the
Negro and the poor-white:
iu The Southern Negro is not an incurably Ignorant ape.
The Southern white masses are not biologically de¬
generate.
Both are peoples capable of vastly more training than
they possess....They would be able to build a South in
terms of the South's potentiality, if together they had
a chance to make and share plenty.H
Trying very diligently to be scientific and to be fait*, these
Daniels, A Southerner Discovers the South, p. 506.




IpB.'R. Embree, Brown America: the Story of a New Race,
(New Verk, 1935), p. 203.
11J. Daniels, A Southerner Discovers the South, pp. 343-44.
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new liberals take more cognizance of the environmental ef¬
fect of social forces than did the earlier doctrinarians of
the South.
The apologists and traditionalists continue to v/rlte, of
course. But they are losing their grip upon some of the more
serious thinkers of the 3outh;12 and more objective analyses
are being produced by men recognized among the outstanding so¬
ciologists, journalists, and commentators of the region and of
the nation. In addition to the more technical works, simpli¬
fied, specialized, and concentrated products of the same trend
in modern social thought submit the South to a scrutiny that is
even more pointed and sometimes radical in its attack on the de¬
fects of the region; and in spite of accusations of treason,
such works as Erskine Caldwell's You Have Seen Their Faces are
gaining Southern readers.
From these books one gets a frank and often detailed de¬
scription of the Southern scene. Few, it is true, go into
such exhaustive analysis of specific Southern folk-ways and
traditions as does Dollard's study of caste in the South,
IJ^Three scattered samples will Indicate the common ob-
jection, among recent liberals, to defensive over-simplifica¬
tion in social explanations: Vance points out that, because
of their tendency to put the blame for the tenant farmer's po¬
verty on one factor determined by the interest of the comiaenta-
tor, the biased arguments of the tenant on one and of the plant¬
er on the other are both incompatible wltii sound economics.--
See R. E. Vance, Human Geography of the South. pp. 190-91.
Odum observes regretfully that theories of tenancy up to 19S0
were almost all deterministic and over-simplified.--See H. Odum,
Southern Regions. pp. 489-91. A reviewer of Dickson's The Sto¬
ry of King Cotton expresses his impatience with what he calls
the "Octavius Roy Cohen school of economics and sociology."--
R. Hart. "The Story of King Cotton," The North Georgia Review,
II (Fall, 1937) 3, p. 13.
Dollard, Caste and Glass in a Southern Tovm (New
Haven, 1937).
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but a number of them succeed in giving an integrated picture
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of a complex and conflicting South, in which the difficulties
of ^ust and adequate interpretation offer a stimulating chal¬
lenge .
Outstanding in a number of these books is a conscious¬
ness of several problems and responsibilities vital to the
present and future v/elfare of the section. These problems,
and the culture of the area, often appear focused on two phe¬
nomena which, by the unusual seriousness and significance
which they occupy, distinguish the region from other sections
of the country: the cotton system, which constitutes the ba¬
sis of Southern economy and Southern classes, and the bi-racial
system, which makes the Negro a pronounced problem group.
For years the major portion of the Southeast has followed
a tradition of one-crop--in some places tobacco, in others
sugar cane or rice or indigo, but in most places cotton.
And the devotion to this sole cash-crop has had a singular
influence in shaping the social and cultural as well as eco¬
nomic life of the region—an effect often noted by modern stu¬
dents of the situation. Vance thus describes the dominance
of the "cotton culture complex":
The Cotton Belt, it may be concluded, offers a spec¬
tacle of a region in which the culture of a plant has
deeply impressed the mode of life and characterized the
habits and activities of its people. The cotton plant
lays down an annual cycle of activities concerned with
planting and cultivating, gathering and marketing of the
liOdum points out the wide diversity even among the coun-
ties of a single state (Southern Regiohs, p. 567) and Daniels,
trying to Identify the character of the South finds it compound¬
ed of many diverse and often apparently Incompatible elements.
(A Southerner Discovers the South. pp. 12-22.).
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crop which in turn has its effect upon social life and
institutions. Thus the school, the church, and the com¬
munity agencies find their seasons of intense activity
during the tv/o respites of cotton culture, for a fev; weeks
in the late summer between the last chopping and the first
picking and for two or three months in winter between the
last picking and the preparation of the ground for the
next crop. The demands for hand labor perpetuate the
field work of women and children, place a premium on a
high birth rate, and otherwise affect the standards of do¬
mestic life. The demands of the cotton crop are greatest
at precisely the period required for tending other crops
and thus Impede diversification. Furthermore, since cotton
is food for neither man nor beast and cannot be disposed
of except through the local gin, it furnishes an excellent
basis for the crop lien system of credit which in turn
fixes the tradition of the one-crop system upon the Cotton
Belt and tends to limit the diet of the cotton farmer to
the deadly monotony of meat, meal, and molasses.15
The specialized conditions required by this system of
cotton farmingl5 render it particularly feudal in organiza¬
tion, costly, and self-perpetuating. Recent students of the
situation are becoming increasingly alarmed over its destruc¬
tiveness and wastefulness. The "increasing exhaustion of
soil productivity through erosion and single-crop practices,
and other glaring evidences of deficiency and waste"^'^ occupy
b. Vance, Human Geography of the South, p. 202.
^^Vance summarizes the basic features of the Cotton sys¬
tem as follows:
Cotton is produced with (1) a large proportion of expen¬
sive credit, (2) in connection with a small percentage of
other crops, (2) under a system of supervision and regimen¬
tation as in plantation and tenancy, (4) calling for a
maximum amount of manual labor much of which is furnished
by women and children. Moreover, (5) in prosperity cot¬
ton creates a vested interest in credit institutions to
maintain it, (6) in times of depression, it enables fail¬
ing farmers to continue in the cotton system by receding
to the lower levels of tenure, and (7) at all times it
encourages speculation, over-expansion, and over-produc-*
tion. Finally, (8) the crop is sold in a marketing system
which the growers do not understand and over which they
exercise little or no control.—Ibid.. pp. 201-02.
17l, M. Brooks et. al, Manual for Southern Regions to
accompany Southern Regions of the United States by Howard Oduiu
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a prominent place in the recent discussions of the economy of
the South. R. B. Vance finds the culture of cotton ’♦the pri¬
mary cause"l® of soil exhaustion and erosion in the Southeast
and points out the fact that, though the exhaustion of plant
food in the soil is partially checked by fertilization (ex¬
pensive as that is), the twin menace of erosion, naturally
prominent in a region of high rain fall, is aggravated by
the necessity in Cotton culture of weeding out the grass and
humus that would naturally protect the soil from being washed
away.19 This danger to the soil is becoming more generally
recognized as a very pressing one through the work of such
journalists as Gerald Johnson, whose The Waste Land appeared
in 1937. But soil waste is not all. As Caldwell points out.
The institution of sharecropping does things to man as
well as to land. Conservation of the soil will be only
half a 'fictory. A man here has his vision of life re¬
stricted by ill health and poverty.^®
Professional social scientists also testify to this a-
larming human waste. Vance observes that the conditions of
cotton farming warp the tenant,21 and Odum considers this
22
waste one of the major problems of the South. This waste¬
ful exploitation of natural and human resources brings about
that wide disparity betv/een the potential and the actual wealth
and well-being of the South which is another aspect of
(Chapii Hill, 1937}, p; 6^.
B. Vanoe. Human Geography of the South, p. 95.
I9ibid.. pp. 95::mr—
Caldwell and M. Bourke-White, You Have Seen Their
Faces (New York, 1937), p. 20.
21r, b. Vance, Human Factors in Cotton Culture (Chapel
Hill, 1929), p. 351.
22h. Odum, ^ American Epoch (New York, 1930), pp. 318-
19 ff. Also Southern Regions. pp. 49-55, 331-374.
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unnecessary loss.
Another outstanding feature, which tends to prevent the
elimination of these wastes, is the natural tenacity of the
system, supported as it is by the power of the owner, the cor¬
responding weakness of the tenant, and the grip which the cot¬
ton tradition has on all classes of Southern farmers. As the
status quo is generally profitable and satisfactory to the
wealthy planter, his influence is usually on the side of per-
pertuation rather than change; and circumstances enable him
to exercise enormous power in controlling the situation. An
over-abundance of land-less and property-less farm laborers
makes it possible for him to dictate his own terms, whether
of sharing, renting, or wage-working;23 and the ignorance of
the majority of tenants leaves them open to further exploit¬
ation and cheating by the more unscrupulous of the planters.
Besides the economic big stick, the wealthy land owner usual¬
ly has control of local church^^ and political^^ units. The
tenant, with his ignorance and his poverty and his need can
23a clear and vivid, if somewhat partial, explanation of
the difference in status of these three groups may be found
in the fourth (last) section of S. Caldwell’s Some American
People (New York. 1955).
^^As Caldwell puts it:
The Church exists in fear of the landlord, and con¬
sequently it conducts itself along lines calculated to
give least offense to his social, political, and econo¬
mic creeds. E. Caldwell and M. Bourke-White, You Have
Seen Their Faces, pp. 39-40.
-25
The Southern politician learns almost from the cradle \ndiat
the landlords want and what they will pay to have their
wants catered to. When that has been learned, it does
not take him long to find out what it takes to get the
tenant-farmer’s vote.—See E. Caldwell and M. Bourke-White,
You Have Seen Their Faces. p. 87.
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do little but accept the system;26 and his capacity as well
as his opportunity for self imprevement is often decreased
by the conditions under which he lives. This tendency to in¬
creasing weakness is noted in the following statement by 0-
dum:
In recent years stark reality indicates the possibility
of a new generation with lower developments and fewer pro¬
spects unless there is a change in the agricultural econ¬
omy of the region.27
Thus the demands of the plantation system of cotton farm¬
ing tend to establish a vicious circle which perpetuates its
defects through political reaction and economic exploitation.
The '♦poverty, ignorance, and exploitation" of the mass of
small farmers make for demagogic power and in turn the empha¬
sis on demagoguery Instead of constructive program cooperates
with "the old order of plantation democracy which prevents
the reconstruction of the economics of the region" in keep¬
ing the masses poor, ignorant, and exploited.^®
Not only the opportunity but also the desire to break a-
way from the cotton system seems to be almost entirely absent;
for the average Southern farmer appears to be devoted to the
tradition, indeed, to have an emotional attachment to it. Un¬
til he reaches the level of tenancy, the average small farmer
tends to cherish a hope that the next season’s crop will mean
prosperity, so he clings to cotton and, with it, to a depend¬
ence on credit instead of thrift. He appears unaware of
2DThe impotence of the tenant is typified in Caldwell’s
description of the Negro share cropper in the Delta.—Ibid..
pp. 15*16.
27h, Odum, Southern Regions. p. 489.
26ibid.. p. 527.
possibilities in other phases of agriculture or, if he con¬
siders it, begrudges to any other crop or to livestock the
land and time and energy that might be devoted to the cotton
which is to bring in cash with the fall harvesting and sell¬
ing.^® Cotton has been the chief Southern commodity, the
chief means of livelihood, and a chief cultural determinant
for so long that any attempt to modify the system must meet
v;ith strong opposition in spite of its increasingly evident
inefficiency.
An equally prominent and an equally persistent problem
is that of the Negro, who is ever-present as the lowest level
of society and the object of systematic discrimination and
abuse. Modern social critics not only note the existence and
general acceptance of this group position of inferiority in
economic occupations, in housing and health, in education,
in law observance, and in social organization but look be¬
yond the traditional explanation of biological limitation to
a study of social causes^'^ and social Implications. Several
^^This attachment to cotton culture is demonstrated in
the conversations and comments in 3. Caldwell's and LI. Bourke-
.Vhite’s You Have Seen Their Faces. pp. 30-25.
^^Outstanding in the study of the Negro is Embree's
Story of a New Race. of which the following excerpt is typ¬
ical :
The odds are against him because he is a nigger; and he
is called a nigger in that tone of voice to make certain
the odds are against him.
'Negroes are dirty and full of disease,' says the
health officer, and he seems to think that is a good rea¬
son for not providing adequate health services to make
them well and so protect the public health.
'They fill the courts and jails,' shouts the magistrate,
'they have no sense of order or decency,' and he does not
look for the answer in part at least to the fact that Ne¬
groes have to live in bad and congested areas, that their
children are forced into association with the worst
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writers point out the danger to the general welfare of the
section of, first, the conception of the Negro as a convenient¬
ly inferior receiver of scraps and bearer of unpleasant bur¬
dens, and second, the attendant techniques of race relations.
The things that are tolerated and excused because they are
”good enough'* for the Negro are sore-spots on the South, and,
moreover, sore-spots that can spread and become a part of the
lives of the "superior"ingroup. Thus the poorly protected Ne¬
gro districts have constituted a haven for the criminal ele¬
ments of both races^l and the economic peonage which was "all
the Negro deserved" has continually involved more whites in
positions often inferior to those of many of the Negroes.®^
The phenomena of discrimination and abuse, as well as the
enforced concentration of an inferior strata of society, has
elements of society, that they have the fewest parks and
recreation facilities, and that the courts are filled with
Negroes often carelessly arrested on trivial or false
charges.
’Sure,the unions are against the nigger, he’s a scab,’
but the unions won’t admit the Negro to their membership
where he would cease to be a scab.
’They are Ignorant and backward,’ protests the school
superintendent; yet he spends four times as much on the
education of each white pupil as he does on the colored
and runs the white school eight months and the colored
but three or four.—See S. R. Embree, Brown America; the
Stor^tof a New Race (New York, 1935), p. 197.
3T5^ougii' several Southern writers have touched upon this
point, the clearest reference that the writer has found is in
J. Bollard, Caste and Class in a Southern Town (New Haven,
1937) pp. 279-85.
32"Behind the rallying defense of ’Let the Negro alone’
the South has let and has forced the nation to let tenancy
alone, until now it sees fastened upon itself the incubus
of a degraded white tenancy."—See H. Odum, Southern Re¬
gions. p. 493.
S3southern critics recognize more readily than formerly
the fact of discrimination and abuse. See, for example, E.
R. Embree, Brown America, pp. 197-98; or E. Caldwell and M.
Bourke-White, You Have Seen Their Faces. pp. 15-16.
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proved to be costly to the whites. Most obvious is the fi¬
nancial expenditure required by segregation. Sven more im¬
portant is the fact that the business of '’keeping the Negro
in his place” has diverted the energies and distorted the
personalities and institutions of the whites.The decreas¬
ing respect for Southern justice caused by the legal and ex¬
tra-legal mistreatment of accused Negroes and the political
demagoguery based largely on race issues are characteristic
developments.
Added to the harmful effect on the whites is the loss
to the South of the potential contribution of the Negro, whose
development is categorically limited. The theory that the
Negro is incapable of Intelligent thought and normal ambi¬
tion having been discredited by the conclusive proof of per¬
formance,^^ the loss through incomplete development and e-
motional maladjustment is more than ever certain.
However, the solution of these problems surrounding the
Negro is made difficult, like that of the problem of tenancy
and cotton culture, by the powers of tradition and special
interest. At the root of Negro-white relationships in the
South is a deep-seated prejudice growing out of slavery and
®'^Odum tells us that ”like religion, the Negro problem
was apt to enter at any time into most any sort of problem
that arose, holding the South in a sort of mental and spiri¬
tual bondage.”—See H. Odum, An American Spooh. pp. 265-66.
See also E. Caldwell and M. Bourke-'iVhite, You Have Seen Their
Faces, pp. 19-20.
SSThls theory is definitely denied in the work of Odum,
who tells us that "For one thing the Negro in three quarters
of a century has made unbelievable progress and has earned
in the hard school of social reality a better place than he
now holds.”—See H. Odum, Southern Regions, p. 484.
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conflict and endorsed by science. Basic to this prejudice
are the assumptions (ncv/ recognized by Odum and his school
as "major errors" ) of biological racial entity and Cau¬
casian superiority which the average Southern white still
feels it his duty to maintain. Fear and resentment caused
by apparent or imagined threats to this superiority tend to
keep alive the friction for which the "inferior race" theory
is often an excuse and the practices which constitute the
major defects already noted. This active prejudice, sanc¬
tioned by tradition, is further aggravated and used as a very
effective means to the ends of special Interest groups. Be¬
sides its tv/o most general uses as a weapon against the Negro
and as a bolster to white superiority, race prejudice also
serves as an instrument to keep the masses of vvhites in line.
In this capacity it operates as a sop to the pride of the
36
K. Odum, Southern Regions. pp. 481-483. His attitude
is particularly significant in the light of his own earlier
acceptance and support of these "errors." His Social and Men¬
tal Traits of the Negro (New York, 1910) , while attempting to
be quite objective and fair speaks quite definitely of the
"stronger race" and of the Negro’s hereditary limitations of
temperament and capacity and makes broad generalizations on
the immorality, untrustworthiness, laziness, shiftlessness,
and exaggerated religiosity of a race naturally "expressive",
"appropriative,” "responsive,” highly imaginative, imitative,
and concrete.
S^The operation of this fear is demonstrated in the fol¬
lowing monologue from Caldwell’s books:
If I started out tomorrow asking one of my field hands
if he would like for me to build him a bungalow with e-
lectric lights and a bathroom, by breakfast time the next
morning he’d be coming up to the house expecting me to
let him sit down at my own table, and by night he’d be
wanting to marry one of my daughters. Give a nigger an
inch and he’ll take a mile. I know them. That’s why
you have to keep them in their places, and the less you
give them, the less they’ll try to take from you.—See
You Have Seen Their Faces. p. 17.
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poor white who has little other than his "group superiority"
on which to pride himself and to help dirainish his resent¬
ment at miserable conditions^ it serves as a red herring to
divert his resentment from the ultimate causes of his con¬
dition to a more imraediate and more helpless and more social-
ly approved object; and it functions as a rallying cry a-
round which diverse interests may be united in political
39
vote-getting. The depression to which the Negro may be re¬
duced with the aid of prejudice also serves its purpose.
Iviade tractable by continued oppression and hopelessness, the
Negro becomes economically desirable as the most easily ex¬
ploited farm labor.Because of these and other difficulties
these two basic problems continue to loom very large on the
horizon of the South.
This South that the critics see and present to the read¬
er is often contrasted with the South they would like to see,
and there is evident in their works a concern for the course
of the South's development. They generally agree that the
situation revealed indicates a marked cultural lag, evident
in a general backwardness especially characterized with re¬
action on the one hand and inadequate development on the oth¬
er. The place that the South has come to occupy among the
regions of the nation'^^ is regretfully admitted. Vance
56s. Caldwell and M. Bourke-viThite. You Have Seen Their
Faces. p. 31.
•^^Ibid.. pp. 37-8. Also H. Odum, Southern Regions. p. 587.
403. Caldwell and M. Bourke-White, 0£. cit^. p. 11.
^^The follov;ing is Caldwell’s description of this place:
The South has always been shoved around like a coun¬
try cousin. It buys mill-ends and wears hand-me-downs.
It sits at second-table and is fed short rations. It is
17
reports that multiple rankings "in wealth, health, culture,
and education'* show the South ’^bringing up the rear guard of
the states,and Odum notes that the section falls far be¬
hind even the rural districts of the rest of the country.^®
An outstanding aspect of this general backwardness is
the considerable degree of reaction in politics and govern¬
ment, in the church, in the economic system, and in race re¬
lations. According to Odum,
...the folkways of southern politics may be set up as
perhaps the most pov/erful of all the culture rationali¬
zations which serve to satisfy the people and '’solve**
their problems, being reinforced by the religious sanc¬
tions of Protestantism, racial supremacy, and "anti-nor¬
thern** righteousness.^'*
The source of this power of political reaction and its cooper¬
ation with reactionary movements in church and economy has
already been indicated.45
The Church provides in its fundamentalism'^d and its
the place where the ordinary will do, the makeshift is
good enough. It is that dogtown on the other side of the
railroad tracks that smells so badly every time the wind
changes. It is the Southern Extremity of America, it is
the Deep South, it is the South....
This is the place where anybody may come without an
invitation and, before day is over, be made to feel like
one of the home-folks. Scientists with microscopes and
theologians with Bibles come to the South to tell it what
is wrong with it, and stay to buy a home and raise a fam¬
ily.—E. Caldwell and M. Bourke-iVhite, You Have Seen Their
Faces, p. 1
42r, b. Vance, Human Geography of the South. pp. 442-3.
'43H. Odum, Southern Regions, p. 497.
44ibid.. p. 527.
45see above pp. 10-11.
46a Chapel Kill group recognizes and criticizes this
emphasis:
Why not more churches with an emphasis on the vitalities
of the social gospel; why so much literalism and so little
liberalism; why so much dogmatism and so little open-mind¬
ed search for truth?—See L. L. Brooks a2., Iianual for
Southern Regions (Chapel Hill, 1937), p. 138.
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intense religiosity a justification, in self-righteousness,
and a safety valve of reaction. It is both a powerful means
of control through religious sanction of ideologies and atti¬
tudes and an emotional release and escape from the unplea¬
sant actualities of life, enabling the masses more readily to
accept and to bear the conditions which they might otherwise
be more disposed to change.^®
Combining in reaction with the folkways of politics and
religion and supported by the control which they exercise is
what Caldwell describes as "a worn-out agricultural empire”49
and Vance, as ”a decadent economy,”^0 operating most efficient¬
ly, as has been demonstrated,in the function of self-per¬
petuation.
Running through all of these three divisions of activity
in the South is the thread of bi-racialism which furnishes
much of the material for reactionary control of the various
institutions^^ and constitutes in itself a classic example
of reaction in the South. The determination to keep the Ne¬
gro in his place and the activities in that direction continue
with slight regard to cost or to fairness,binding the South
with the rigidity of caste.
Odum. Southern Regions, p. 527.
48see E, Caldwell and M. Bourke-liyhite, You Have Seen
Their Faces, p. 39,
4^Ibld.. p. 2.
50r, e. Vance, Human Geography of the South, p. 445.
SlSee above pages 10-11.
®2See above pages 15-16. See also H. Odum, ^ American
Epoch, pp. 265-66 ff.
°3odum agrees with Guy B. Johnson that the Negro has
earned and is ready for ”full participation in politics and
self government as well as increased opportunity in other
fields.--See Southern Regions, pp. 483-7,
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A corollary to reaction is the immaturity of the con¬
structive development of the South, which is manifested in
such diverse fields as urban Industrialization,journalism,
education, and race relations. The major inadequacies in
development may be assembled in three classes: first, econ¬
omic deficiencies, permitting the existence of widespread
poverty in the midst of potential and actual plenty; second,
educational deficiencies both quantitative and qualitative;
and third, deficiencies in group cooperation, peiiaitting
wasteful friction and lack of cooperation between races and
classes and vjith other sections of the country.
The words of Howard Odum sum up very well the attitude
of the South’s liberal social critics, thus:
The great preponderance of evidence indicates the im¬
portance of emphasizing and appraising the nature and de¬
gree of the immaturity of the southern culture. This is
not only evidenced in the multirle measures of time lag
and deficiency, of pioneer retardation and fringe, in the
crudeness of material and spiritual culture, but in the
major aspects of all culture, from new industry to old
^^According to Vance, ’’Textile management in the South
has rested content to exploit the comparative advantage of a
cheaper labor supply, and until recently has not looked else¬
where for opportunities of efficiency £ind coordination."—
See Hu^n G-eography of the South, p. 297.
^^John D. Allan finds that:
The great majority of Southern newspapers are smug class
organs, standardized, superficial, often unfair in the pre¬
senting of nev/s, and worse than useless as interpreters
of the present scene or as guides to the future.
A handful or so of journals putter around in the past,
revealing more dignity than sense of actuality.
A still smaller number turn inquiring eyes toward the
present and try with varying success to justify journa¬
lism as a social institution.—See ’’Journallsra in the
South," Culture in the South, edited by V/. T. Couch (Chapel
Hill, 1935), p. 158.
p^H. Odum, Southern Regions, pp. 509-515.
^'^Ihe fact that the mutual helpfulness of North and
South is hindered by mutual misunderstanding and resentment
is demonstrated in H. Cdum’s ^ American Spoch. pp. 6b-llo.
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mountain Scotch-Irish unchanging stocks. It is manifest
in lack of experience, of understanding of standards in
education, politics, att, literature, in business and
social clubs, in self-satisfied assumptions of superior¬
ity, in sectional isolation, in the whole Negro popula¬
tion, and in state pride. Evidence indicates that the
great body of culture and the greater power of the people
arises out of the new vital South and not from what might
have become an old decadent culture fabricated of back¬
ward-looking folk in stratified institutions.58
As Odum has suggested, the liberal Southerner is pri¬
marily Interested in working forward from the prospect of the
inadeq.uate present to a more satisfactory future. They are
encouraged by signs of improvement. L, M, Brooks and his
collaborators at Chapel Hill find that
The South has been digging some new channels of thought
and action, has really been at work in righting wrongs,
and has been enjoying a growing respect for law and or¬
der. Educational Inequality has been attacked with vi¬
gor and results; tenancy is under the searching study of
the South's own local and cohgressional leaders; and the
race problem is in many places less grievous than ever
before because of new knowledge and racial cooperation.
Tolerance and justice appear to be on the way to higher
honor,59
Claims of improvement are repeated by other Southerners^®
and substantiated by such examples as the following editorial
comment of the Atlanta Constitution:
Within less than a week, more than half a dozen sto¬
ries have appeared in the news columns of the Georgia
press which reflect the contributions of the Negro race
to the advancement of their own people and of the south....
Such instances speak for themselves. The Negro has
for years made, in a quiet manner, distinct contributions
to the growth of the south. His work has been an inte¬
gral part of progress.
Growing out of this general interest in and concern for
58h. Odum, Southern Regions. p, 531.
59l. IvI. Brooks, e^. ^., Manual for Southern Regions. p. 122.
50See H. Odum, Southern Regions. pp. 447-48 ff.
°'^The Atlanta Constitution. March 11, 1938, p. 12,
the future of the South are a number of movements with one
common aim—the conservation of the South’s culture. The
questions of selection and method in preservation are var¬
iously ansv>rered by different schools with many degrees of
adherence to each point of view. Thus have developed the
arguments of agrarianism vs. industrialization, regionalism
vs. sectionalism, liberalism vs. conservatism and so oni
The points discussed represent two major questions or ap¬
proaches which come together and cross one another at various
points.
One major division of controversy centers on the desir¬
ability of specific features, such as agriculture as opposed
to industry or ruralism as opposed to urbanization. The a-
grarianSj'^S for instance, uphold the side of agriculture.
Again there are many differences and shades of opinion around
one point of unity. They differ on the types of agriculture,
some adherents of cotton first, last, and always, others pri¬
marily Interested in diversification, and'the majority agree-
ing with Vance®'^ and most of the other regionalists that cot¬
ton and food products and soil culture are all essential.
b2In a strict sense this group comprises those w’riters
who contributed to I’ll Take My Stand. Chief of this origin¬
al grqup of agrarians is Donald Davidson.
oSr. b. Vance, Human ’Geography of the South, p. 204.
b4Thus, the Atlanta Constitution editorial, TOotton the
Mainstay”:
The program for successful farming, so often told by all
southern agricultural experts and reiterated again and
again in the columns of the Constitution and other south¬
ern papers, involves raising of all foods and feeds needed
to live at home; soil improvement and soil conservation;
preservation of timber resources and, by no means least;
cotton as the chief of money crops, to bring in the neces¬
sary cash after other needs are met. The Atlanta
22
They differ on the matter of control, some urging a laissez-
faire policy and others advocating a broad planning program.
But they agree in championing the feature that they think
most vital to the section.
Perhaps an even more significant division is that which
sets in opposition regionalism and sectionalism, liberalism
and reaction, planning and laissez-faire. the adherents of
the last-named principles being concerned with the necessity
of perpetuating m toto the old South and its sectional dif¬
ferences while the others would like to preserve and improve
only v/hat they consider the better features, dravi^ing desirable
additions from other cultures and tending tovmrd a combination
of the sectional and the national.stand-pat school
minimizes the defects of the South by romance and defensive
arguments and urges the inevitability of those defects that
cannot be discounted. An excellent example of this school is
Dickson, whose interesting and persuasive history of cotton
culture^*^ tells us first, that share-croppers live compara¬
tively happy lives, carefree and Indolent rather than troubled
and over-worked; second, that Southern farm labor is much bet¬
ter off than it deserves to be in the light of the energy put
forth; and third, that the poverty and Inferior status of the
tenants is due to the improvidence and laziness characteristic
Constitution LXX (llarch 12. 1958) 273, p. 8.
obThis is the crux of regionalism as defined by Cduru
(Southern Regions. p. 531) and the collaborators on the Man¬
ual for Southern Regions (pp. 11-12).
”"^H. Dickson, The Story of King Cotton (New York, 1937) .
Pages most pertinent to this study are 24-26, 35-36, 49-5C,
57-51, 73-75, 173-74, 199-206.
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of the Negro and a few inadequate whites who lack "those qual¬
ities that accumulate property or command success.
At the opposite pole is the group that wants radical
change immediately, tends to concentrate on the evils of the
present system, and blames those evils almost entirely on the
social and cultural environment and on those persons who are
in controlling positions of that environment. An outstanding
example of this group is Erskine Caldwell, v/ho differs from
the milder and more systematic liberals mainly in first, the
increased emphasis which he gives to the problems of unneces¬
sary poverty and destructive conflict, second, the insistence
on the urgent need for an immediate, radical change, and third,
the definite fixation of blame upon one class. Like the pro¬
fessional sociologists he believes in the necessity for a
complete solution, of planning, cooperation, education, and
supervision. Like them, he realizes that allowance must be
made for deep.rseated prejudice and firmly fixed customs and
habits which prevent a simple and rational solution. But he
still demands that something be done now, before it is too
late.
Presenting the most carefully constructive program are
the regionalists who, led by the Chapel Hill sociologists
frequently referred to on previous pages, seek to cultivate
through planned activities the best that the South has and
the best that other regions can offer. They would not, like
the extreme sectionalists, preserve the whole of the Southern
57 Ibid.. p. 201.
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picture, but they would preserve a larger part of it and be
less hurried about changing it than would the Caldwell school.
Like Southern society as a whole, Southern literature
is attracting the attention of Southern critics who are no
longer apologists. The sociologists consider it a signifi¬
cant part of the cultural picture and others, more definitely
interested in literature per se. give it considerable attention.
Besides such individual critics as Ellen Glasgow and Donald
Davidson, the South offers a number of periodicals that are
keeping pace with the modern trend toward Impartial criti¬
cism in the South—such magazines as the Virginia Q,uarterly
Review, the South Atlantic Q.uarterly. and the Southwest Re¬
views Most interesting to one especially interested in
Georgia is one of the newest and least known literary maga¬
zines, the North Georgia Review, first Introduced in 1936
as Fseudopodia. Non-partisan, liberal without being radical,
it is especially characterized by first, interest in litera¬
ture by and about the South, second, thoughtful consideration
of the Negro and a sincere critical interest in books by and
about him, third, av/areness of the treatment of the Negro ma¬
terial as an important index to the character of Southern
literature, fourth, frankness and independence in judgment,
and fifth, evaluation of current literature in terms of so¬
cial and literary significance.
References to Southern literature reveal a consciousness
of a supposed renaissance and a careful examination of current
books in an effort to identify and evaluate this renaissance.
S5
Three aspects of a '’rebirth” in Southern fiction^Q are gener¬
ally recognized: an increased quantity of worthwhile fiction
produced by more and better writers (writers, too, who are
more generally recognized outside the South)a definite
movement of regional exposition,attempting to recreate
both the South of history and the South of today; and shifts
in emphasis which seem to indicate a new Impulse.
In the past decade critics have attempted to measure the
extent of the renaissance and to judge its value. Besides
®tJDavid'son submits the following indications of a re-
naissance in the whole field of literature:
The tale of the nineteen-twenties is first of all a tale
of the emergence of single writers of great distinction
who have performed conscientiously over a period of many
years, like James Branch Cabell and Ellen Glasgow^ of
writers no less distinguished in quality, whose careers
are still opening before them, like John Crowe Ransom,
Elizabeth Madox Roberts, Paul Green, Allen Tate, and
Julia Peterkin. There is a tale to tell, also, of the
waxing and waning of little magazines like The Reviewer.
The Fugitive. The Double Dealer and the establishment of
quarterlies like the Virginia Q.uarterly Review; of the
grovrth of literary groups like the Fugitive group of
Nashville or the Charleston writers; of numerous scat¬
tering poets and novelists of more or less merit; of
poetry societies, investigators and collectors of folk¬
lore and folk-art; of university theatres and little
theatres; of book pages and literary columns; of univer¬
sity presses and private publishing schemes.
D. Davidson, "The Trend of Literature," Culture in the South,
edtited by W. T. Couch (Chapel Kill, 1935)',' p'. 187,
o^Ibid.
70Davidson (Ibid.) applauds the sectional character as
a continuation of a valuable Southern tradition. H. Odum
(Southern Regions, pp. 527-29), R, B, Vance (Human Geography
of the South, p, 15), and E. Glasgow ("The Novel in the South,"
Harpers. CLViiI (Dec., 1928) 1, pp. 96-100), hail it as a pro-
mising application of the regional compromise between sec¬
tionalism and a broader outlook:,^ finding the literature South¬
ern in Inspiration and in material but no longer provincial
in point of view.
"^Iv, Dabney, Liberalism in the South (Chapel Hill, 1932) ,
p. 380. Also E. Glasgow, "The Novel in the South," Harpers.
CLVIII (Deoi, 1928) 1, pp. 95-6.
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the considerable quantity and recognition of the novels, a-
nother, less obvious index has been used; critics have ques¬
tioned the newness of the product and have found a partial
gain of realism over tradition; a decrease, in many cases,
of provincialism; and a growing fairness in the attitude to¬
ward such out-groups as the Negro. The new novels, then,
are found to have a distinct value as iiterary'^^ and social^S
antidotes to an over-worked, sterile tradition; but the in¬
trinsic literary worth of the majority is still doubted.
The Negro in Fiction Prior to 1980
Adequate coverage of the background for recent Georgia
fiction on the Negro must include another feature entirely
separate from the South of the present day, for the history
of the Negro in earlier American fiction also has a bearing
on the subject. A brief summary will have to suffice in this
instance. The Negro made his appearance in American litera¬
ture as early as 1789 in 'Jifilliara Hill Brown’s The Power of
Sympathy. an early anti-slavery work, which was followed by
Mrs. Susannah Rawson’s The Inquisitor in 1794, Hugh Bracken-
ridge's Modern Chivalry, and Royal Tyler’s The Algerine Cap¬
tive . all in the same tradition and offering the figure of
the noble savage mainly as an argument. Soon afterwards the
first of a long line of comic Negroes appeared in Washington
"^^P. Snelling "Southern Fiction and Chronic Suicide,”
The North Georgia Review. Ill (Summer, 1938) 8, p. 4.
'''^P. Snelling, ’’River George. ” The North Georgia Review.
II (Summer, 1937) 8, pp. 19880.
''*L. E. Smith, "Dope with Time," The North Georgia Re¬
view. II (Spring, 1937) 1, p. 16.
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Irving’s Salmagundi (1807). Other favorite tsrpes had their
inception in this early period. Copper’s The Last of the
Mohicans presented the first tragic octoroon; Simms’ The
Yemassee offered in Hector, the typical heroic slave who is
ever ready to sacrifice himself to his master's interest;
and Paulding’s Westward Ho showed us the slave refusing free¬
dom. It became the custom to use incidental Negroes or re¬
ferences to their presence as background for the white char¬
acters and their stories; and the works of William Gilmore
Simms, Robert Bird, John P. Kennedy, John Esten Cooke, and
their contemporaries were generously spiced with similar fig¬
ures of slaves serving, singing, laughing, and amusing the
characters and the readers. Next came the "frontier humor¬
ists" (Longstreet, George Harris, Artemus Ward, etc.) who
continued to emphasize the comic side of Negroes but were
more realistic in regBesenting them.*^^ By this time, as
Nelson says, the full attributes of the comic Negro had been
touched upon thougii not full realized--"His irrepressible
spirits, his complete absorption in the present moment, his
whimsicality, his irresponsibility, his intense superstitious¬
ness, his freedom from resentment. But there were few
serious types, even of the tragic mulatto variety, outside
the polemical "literature" centering around the slavery con¬
troversy which pictured the Negro as a noble though miserable
victim of oppression on one side and as an invariably gay
Brown. The Negro in ■American Fiction (Washington
D.C., 1937), pp. 1-13.
'76j. E. Nelson, The Negro Character in American Litera¬
ture (Lawrence, Kansas, 1926T~p. 21.
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and contented menial on the other. Thus the Negro fared un¬
til the Civil War, with the accumulation of Uncle Tom’s and
happy plantation "darkies” developing the basis for a later
tradition.
After the war, the South turned in nostalgia and ration¬
alization to the completion and perpetuation of the plantation
tradition in literature. Ignoring entirely the existence of
a middle-class white South, a large group of writers led by
Thomas Nelson Page recreated a past of fine mansions, great
aristocratic masters, kind^ selfless mistresses, gallant
young beaux, beautiful, virginal belles, and happy devoted
slaves. Character types were set by race and age, the whites
appearing as patrician symbols of a gracious plantation life
and their willing slaves setting them off and serving as "a
kind of emotional relief. Joel Chandler Harris went a
step further in developing, with superior artistry, the charm¬
ingly wise and picturesque old ex-slave story-teller with
pleasant memories of his life on the plantation and contempt
for the "presumptuous" free Negroes that he found about him.
Neison speaks of Harris as "the supreme interpreter of the
American negro in his most attractive period of development,"78
and he is probably right; for Uncle Remus was a type of Negro
particularly pleasing to whites, a type that has become a
part of the favorite tradition of the old South.
This tradition has persisted up to the present day and,
77?. p, Gaines. The Southern Plantation (Nev/ York. 1925)
pp. 176-93.
78J. H. Nelson, on. citi. p. 107.
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until 1920, was practically unrelieved. The Negro remained
in literature; hut even in the works of such writers as Mary
N. Murfres, Hamlin Garland, Owen V/ister, and Hoplcinson Smith
he has remained either as ”an amusing menial” or "as a stock
figure useful in the action.” In spits of increasing realism
in other respects, American fiction continued to present an
inferior Negro not "much beyond the position held in 'fhe
79
Yemassee or Swallow Barn.” And as the tradition became
distorted in its use as a weapon, the Negro’s position was
on
sometimes worse.
There were, of course, a few exceptions to the tradition
thus developed and perpetuated. In the earlier period, Cooper’s
Negroes followed less closely than did most blacks the pat¬
terns later crystallized; and Melville departed farthest from
fil
the general rule in developing Negro characters as people.
After the Civil V/ar, Cable, while extending the tradition of
the tragic mulatto, also introduced a number of untraditional
elements in the use of a variety of Negro characters and in
the recognition of normal human thoughts and feelings that
were affectef by the Negro’s unfortunate position in the South.
Mark Twain showed an awareness of Negro problems and in Huckle¬
berry Finn and Pudd’n head Wilson created two convincing Ne¬
gro characters.Other white writers who presented more
!j!^Ibld.. pp. 128-29.°^The types created and popularized, perhaps innocently,
by Page, Cable, and Russell have, in the words of W. Ss Braith-
waite, "degenerated into reactionary social fetishes, and from
that descended into libellous artistic caricature of the Ne¬
gro.”—See W. S. Braithwaite, "The Negro in American Litera¬
ture," The New Negro. edited by Alain Locke (New York, 1925), .
PP. 29.
°-^S. Brown, The Negro in American Fiction, pp. 11-13
Qgibid.. pp. 64-75.
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sjcapathetic treatment of Negroes before 1920 were Albion
Tourgee.S'^ '//llliam Dean Howells Imperative Duty). Ger¬
trude Atherton (Senator North), D. Canfield Fisher (The Bent
Twig) , Margaret Deland (Black Drop) and ./illiam Earben
(Liam* Linda). The Negro’s point of view was represented in¬
dependently by Chesnutt’s novels and Dunbar's The Sport of
the Gods. But none of these fairer works were able to stem
the tide of tradition which left the picture of the Negro at
the beginning of the twenties a person very limited in the
great body of American literature.
Georgia as Literary Milieu and Literary Contributor
One other conditioning factor remains—Georgi’s contri¬
bution to the background of the novels to be studled--a con¬
tribution related to both of the more general backgrounds al¬
ready noted.
The story of Georgia is essentially the story of the
Southeastern cotton-and black-belt already indicated in the
discussion of the modern South, but there are several as¬
pects of its history and culture which may be reemphasized
because of the important part they have played in the litera¬
ture of Georgia. There is, first of all, the fact that
Georgia is in the midst of the black belt and therefore has
as a significant part in her history the phenomena of slavery
and the plantation system and the tradition of caste. For
QSxbld.. pp. 76-79.
8‘^J. 0. Hopson, "The Negro in Contemporary iimerican Fic¬
tion,'* An Unpublished Thesis, University of Pittsburgh, 1954.
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though Georgia began as one of the more democratic Southern
states with a large white "yeomanry",®^ the plantation and
slavery became, with the expansion of cotton culture, an in¬
creasingly dominant factor, in spite of the numerical insig¬
nificance of the planter class.Furthermore, subsequent
developments have served to exaggerate the place of the plan¬
tation in early Southern history to such a degree that it oc¬
cupies a commanding place in Southern ideology. Following
the development of the plantation system based on black la¬
bor came "The War" and Reconstruction with their profound
effect on the attitudes and the status of the section. Geor¬
gia has an especially bitter portion in the fact and the mem¬
ory of Sherman’s march, and the siege of Atlanta and the Icfs
of slaves and property were accompanied by the sowing of seeds
of hate which are as much a part of the Georgia background as
the actual physical destruction. Then came Reconstruction
with its hated "Yankees" and "free niggers." Resentment at
the loss of valuable human property, the weakening of the
old caste system, and the intrusion of Northern supervisors
combined with the determination, to retain control and to
enforce restoration of the old set-up to produce such devices
as the Ku Elux Klan, a system of self-justification by ration¬
alization, and finally a self-imposed isolation that was ul¬
timately more harmful to the South than to anyone else.®*^
Odum. Southern Regions, pp. 536 et. passim.
®®See. J". Daniels, A Southerner Discovers the South, p.
116; also R. B. Vance, Human Geography of the South, pp. 71-
73.
Q’^Caldv/ell thus describes the effect of Isolation:
In its self-imposed isolation, the South has grown
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iTtie South had been defeated in battle. She would not be de¬
feated at home, and she would tolerate neither insulting re¬
minders nor the unpleasant conditions that the North wanted
to cram down her throat; she would not admit "niggers” to
positions of equality with whites and she would force the
North to let the South alone.®® She had done very well and
everyone was satisfied until the North upset things; now,
though little could be expected after the ruin the North had
brought, she would solve her own problems in her own way.
And her own way has led to the third major development in
the history of the society of the states and of the region
—the continuation of the dual economy of paternalism in the
cotton belt of today. Cotton farming, with its one crop tra¬
dition, its concentration of power and wealth, and its char¬
acteristic exploitation of cheap labor has tended to reduce
more and more vi/hltes to the lowest levels of tenancy even as
89
the Negroes moved out, so that now in the crop lien system
reactionary. At first this was necessary from its point
of view, to counteract the impulses seeping in from the
North that would have, had they been welcomed, given ap¬
proval to outside culture and domination....
When the South became aware of the fact that its
self-imposed Isolation had gone far enough, it discovered
that it was not possible to turn about overnight and
catch up v/ith the rest of the union. Industrially and
economically the East and West were so far in advance
that it looked as though it would be Impossible to over¬
take them. It was this realization that forced the South,
for the second time, although involuntarily on this oc¬
casion, td) Impose isolation upon Itself.
It returned to the one thing it knew, the raising of
Cotton.—See You Have Seen Their Faces. p. 36.
®®An excellent explanation from the point of view of the
traditional Southerner’s reaction is found in E. Dickson, The
Story of King Cotton, pp. 23-30.
8'^dum points to the tendency of whites to fill in the
gaps left by Negro migration. Southern Regions. p. 493.
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"developed to readjust the Negro to cotton production on
terms more fitting a modern economy than slavery...the whites
have come to produce the majority of the crop."^^ Georgia,
ranking among the top four states in tenancy, has "more than
four-fifths of its Negro and more than half of its white far¬
mers tenants."®^ Those fev; who are not farmers are princi¬
pally concentrated in the cotton mills which,similarly de¬
pendent upon cheap labor,92 represent another stronghold of
paternalism. A mecca for poor whites and a smaller number
of Negroes v/ho are forced to leave the farm, the larger tex¬
tile centers and the single-owner mill-towns offer a stren¬
uous and powerful resistance to the Inroads of urbanization
and labor organization.
The conditions of these three periods have shaped the at¬
titudes and provided much of the basic material for Georgia
writers. Add to this the example of previous authors of the
state and we may have some idea of the background Georgia of¬
fers to its writers of fiction.
Probably the most important facts of Georgia’s literary
history are that Georgia has contributed a considerable share
of the best known literature of the old South and that the
fiction of early Georgia writers has included a large and
significant Negro element. The middle Georgia humanists (A.
B. Longstreet, Richard Malcolm Johnston, William Tappan
Thompson, and Harry Stillwell Edwards) were, as C. Alphonso
B. Vance, Human Geography of the South, p. 187.
91k. Odum, Southern Regions. p. 567.
92r. b. Vance, Human Geography of the South. p. 297.
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Smith observed, "the most representative humorists of the
South.In addition, Georgia has contributed Sidney Lanier
and Francis 0. Ticknor to the field of poetry and William N.
Harben to that of serious realistic fiction.
An important feature in most of the early fiction of
Georgia was the use of Negro material. The fame of Joel
Chandler Harris rests almost entirely on his "Uncle Remus"
books, appraised by an outstanding Southern critic as "the
most important single contribution to American Literature be¬
fore 1870" not only because it "brought the folk-tales of the
Negro into literature," reproduced with unusual completeness
and accuracy the dialect of the Negro, and "added a nev/ figure
to literature," but because "he has typified a race and thus
perpetuated a civilization."^^ And because of the great pop¬
ularity and influence of Harris, it is particularly valuable
to note the kind of picture of the Negro that he has given.
Karris himself tells us that the stories and the character¬
istics of the hero and his dialect are supposed to be indi¬
cative of race traits.S5
In Uncle Remus we have the old Negro with the "poetic
imagination" and "gualnt homely humor"96 credited to the race
and with "nothing but pleasant memories of the discipline of
slavery"®'^ and the new Negro with a number of less desirable
Alphonso Smith, Southern Literary Studies. edited
by F. Stringsfellow Barr (Chapel Hill, 19S7}, p. 130.
S^Ibid., p. 129.^^J. C. Harris, Uncle Remus. His Songs and His Sayings
(New York, 1925), p. xiv.
^^Ibldi. p. viii.
Q'^Ibld. . p. xvii.
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traits. Harris himself explained that the sketches at the
back of his first ’’Uncle Remus” book^S were intended to show
”a phase of Negro character wholly distinct from that which
I have endearored to preserve in the legends”^ and this
’’phase” is seen through the disapproving eyes of Uncle Remus,
who reflects the favorite attitudes of the Southern white to¬
ward the Negro and his "place.” Uncle Remus thus endorses
and illustrates the beliefs that a Negro's life is an insig¬
nificant matter in the proper order of things;^®® that petty
thieving, particularly of food, is an inevitable trait of the
normal Negrothat Negroes are peculiarly credulous
that the "old-time” Negro was superior to the newer variety;103
that the only "education” the Negro needs is a barrel stave;104
and that the real "improvement” of the Negro consists in his
realization and reacceptance of his "place.”1^^ The other
Uncle Remus booksl^® add nothing to these two major concepts
of the Negro.
Other, less known treatments of the Negro in Harris’s
works conform a little less uniformly to the tradition. In





103ibid., pp. 237, 249 ff.
lO'^Ibldl. p. 256.
105lbid.. p. 832.
lO^Nights with Uncle Remus, Uncle Remus and His Friends,
and Uncle Remus Returns. Other works of Harris include:
Plantation Pageants; The Story of Aaron; Aaron in the Wild-
woods; t^r. Rabbit at Home'; Little Mr. Thimblefinger and His
^ueer Country; Balaya and His Master. and Other Sketches;
Sister Jane, Her Frie’nds and Acquaintances; Tales of the Home
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the two stories about Negroes combine realistic details (which
reflect Harris's careful attempts at authenticity) v/ith the
traditional themes of willing and j'oyful servitude. Mngo,
as representative of the ideal slave whose "head was not
turned by freedom," is drawn by loyalty to his dead "young
mistress" from the prospect of freedom to a voluntary accep¬
tance of a life of toil in the service of a Negro-hating
"poor vfeite"^®'^ and is so devoted that even his mistress con¬
descends to praise him as a "good nigger."108 In "Blue Dave"
v^e see a remarkably strong and intelligent slave who ran away
and gained the reputation of being a "bad nigger" because he
found slavery under his current master unbearable, but was
quite willing—even anxious and (when it was achieved) de¬
lighted to be the slave of George Denham because of a self-
sacrificing love growing out of a chance resemblance and a
fev/ kind words spoken years before.^®® His fondest ambition
had been not freedomi but George Denham for a master.
Three other Georgia writers who may be more definitely
classified as humorists preserve the old stereotyped concep¬
tions of Negroes but are more Inclined to ridicule than to
revere the sentimental side of the tradition. Least conven¬
tional is Augustus B. Longstreet, whose Georgia Scenes re¬
flects the attitude of the middle-class white to the Negro.
Critical of the aristocratic tradition, it accepts the
Folks in Peace and War; and Mingo, and Other Sketches in Black
and Whitel (Houghton Mifflin, puilisher.).
IdVj. c. Harris. Mingo and Other Sketches in Black and





conventional contempt for and prejudices against Negroes,
The Negroes appear as incidental characters, fairly realistic
though ridiculous, but the prevailing attitude toward them
is most evident in references to them as subjects. The most
clearly defined Negro is Clary, a type of the slave spoiled
by indulgence, showing that Negroes are (supposedly) both
undependable and unappreciative of conslderation,m Sven
she is mainly useful as a means of showing up the ”0harming
Creature" of aristocratic planter-ideology whose chief fault
is her sentimental indulgence of the slaves, whom she fool¬
ishly trusts and addresses in flterms of respect,The
comic Negro is represented by the entertainer Billy Porter,
"a negro fellow of much harmless wit and humor" who effects
crude distortions to amuse the cultivated whites,Be¬
sides the customary acceptance of Negroes as sources of hu¬
mor and as untrustworthy inferiors in need of close super-
vision^^^ and undeserving of respect^^^ there appears the
matter of fact assumption that Negroes are a legitimate
B, Longstreet, Georgia Scenes. Characters, Inci¬
dents . Stc. in the First Half Century of the liepublic. Se¬
cond Sdition~TNew York, 1857) , pp, 107-08, /^The book was
published anonymously, later claimed_^7*
llSibid,, pp, 103-09,
llSpid,. p, 13,114'Supplies vanished, and work was poorly dohe except
in the three months when the mistress was persuaded to keep
the keys and supervise closely all activity,—Ibid,. pp,
106-09, '
ll^George objects to his wife’s'aunting" of the slave
woman Clary as an unbecoming respect to the old Negro.(Ibid,.
p, 104); and Ned Brace turns a funeral into a Joke by pretend¬
ing that he thinks the person being honored is a Negro, ask¬
ing if "white persons pay such respect to niggers in Savan¬
nah?"-- (IM^, , pp, 46-7j,
object of abuse, verbal^^*^ and physical.All of these
attitudes are realistically represented and, except in the
attack on the '’charming creature/^^” unreasonable and de¬
structive consideration for Negroes, neither defended nor
criticized.
After the Civil V/ar, Harry Stillwell Edwards and Maurice
Tappan Thompson (on a smaller scale than Edwards} continued
the same tradition in short stories that were primarily a-
bout Negroes. Of the two, Edwards places the greater empha¬
sis on the peculiarities and ridiculous aspects of Negroes
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as a group. In ’’The Two Runaways” and in ”Isam and the
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Major” he pokes fun indiscriminately at the master. Major
Graw'ford Worthington, and the slave, Isam. But in the major¬
ity of the stories the Negro is the main if not the only butt
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of his ridicule. Thus in ’’How Sal Game Through," JfTom’s
Strategy,"Brother Sims’s Mistake,and other stories
he laughs at the Negro’s religiosity and the paradoxes and
personal sidelights of his church. In "Charlie and the Foss-
123
um" he finds a funny story in the sectional prejudices
of the Negro and the levity with which petty offenses among
Negroes are considered in court. "Captain Jerry" shov/s the
Negro proudly amusing and serir'ing the whites, needing and ex¬
pecting direction, ready and clever in excuse and
iiulbld.. pp. 107. 151. and 132.
ll^ibid., pp. 108 and 120.
ll?The Century. XXII (1886), pp. 278-85.
ll^Ibid., XLVII (1894) pp. 092-700.
ISOjtTd., XrXIX (1890) pp. 578-85.
ISlTbTd. , }DCiVIII (1889) pp. 84-9.
ISSibid., LVIII (1899) pp. 254-26.
IS^Ibid.. XLIV (1892) pp. 159-60.
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rationalization, brave in camp, and covmrdly in battle.
In such stories as "Ben and Judas"125 and "A Dusky
Genius”^^^ Maurice T. Thompson is more impartial in creating
humor at the expense of both white and black, and the faith
in Negro inferiority is not nearly so definite. He repeats
without question the accepted beliefs on the Negro, but the
stories give little support to the statements of hereditary
superiority. For Judas is as good a man as Ben, and Rack
Dillard is at least as adequate as Judge Spivey, in ambition
and in performance. Iffithin the structure of caste, Thompson
presents character and action that are not dependent on sta¬
tus and that suggest a subtle mockery of a romanticized tra¬
dition.
A more broadly realistic and less retrospective treat¬
ment of the Negro is to be found in the vrarks of V/illiara N.
Harben. Primarily interested in mountain whites, he gives an
authentic picture of Negro life at the beginning of this cen¬
tury, as it touched upon the lives of his major characters.
Pole Baker. for instance, shows by occasional references what
the Negro meant to the average white man. Characteristic 1-
deas and attitudes manifested are that the Negro is a menace
to white women,that a Negro’s "insult" is sufficient jus-
tiflcation for murder, that mobs are good in so far as
they serve in keeping the Negro inoffenslve,^^^ and that upper
124Ibid.. XXKIX (1890) pp. 478-30.
^25ibid.. XXXVIII (1889) pp. 893-902.
. XXXIX (1890) pp. 906-15.




class whites have a tendency to side with Kegroes against
poor whites.! The friction between Negroes and poor whites
is evident. In Mam* Linda he gives special attention to
the Negro^ His treatment is especially interesting from two
points of viewer it presents the major aspects of Negro-white
relations at the time of his writing and it shows in the ex¬
pressed attitudes of the author the limitations as well as
the advances in the thinking of Southern liberals of his day
on the subject of the Negro. This book demonstrates the ex¬
istence side-by-side of the conflict motif and the forces of
cooperation and accomodation in race relations. We see on one
hand that white racialism is universal and powerful; that this
attitude in a bi-raclal society results in friction, injus¬
tice to the Negro, and injury to the whites and, on the other
hand that the two races live together peaceably for the most
part, mutually dependent, and organized and conditioned by
caste; that class consciousness sometimes crosses the race
line continuing the traditions of master-slave loyalty and
the opposition of '’quality** and "trash”; and that a few white
men from a sense of duty condescend to take up the "burden**
of the "inferior race." The work is characterized, again,
by a combination of an unusual fairness and honesty and an
acceptance of the traditional concepts of Negro inferiority.
The exaggerated nobility and sympathy of the aristocratic
class is somewhat leveled, and it becomes evident that they
do not all love Negroes, that their interest, when aroused,
l^Qlbid.. pp. 326-SS.
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is usually of an individual, personal nature, and that the
majority are indifferent to the abuse of the Negro, occasion¬
ally sanctioning it and generally finding action in their be¬
half both unimportant and inexpedient. More justice is done
to the Negroes and to the middle class whites. The poorer
whites are obviously not all ’’nigger-haters'* and the mob spir¬
it which they sometimes manifest is seen to be often culti¬
vated by unscrupulous leaders. Of the Negroes, the upper
class characters compare favorably with the whites and the
lov7er class Include "good” and ’’bad.” There remains unshak¬
en, however, in the minds of the author and of his leading
characters the belief that the Negro race is a naturally in¬
ferior group. The conviction of the more liberal element,
then, is that the South has in the Negro an undeserved and
unwanted burden, but that the ’’inferior group” are not respon¬
sible either for their deficient heredity or their unfortunate
social background and should be helped both in kindness and
in protective self-interest. Thus Georgia's most sympathetic
treatments of the Negro leave him, even in the twentieth cen¬
tury, a hopelessly inferior creature, showing some variation
within his limits but never a fully developed man.
Next we shall turn to the prospect of recent Georgia
novels to see what has been done in the treatment of the Ne¬
gro. Of Georgia novelists two—one a native, Walter White,
and one an adopted Georgian, W. JE. 3. Dubois,—are Negroes.
Among the whites there are first, a comparatively large num¬
ber of writers averaging from one to five books, most of
which have a Georgia setting and at least minor Negro elements
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second, several popular writers v/hose works are not especial¬
ly of Georgia and often not of the South; and third, a few
writers who have devoted one or more books exclusively to the
Negro. A study of available books of the first and third
classes,as indicative of the attitudes of white Georgians
towarw Negroes as individuals and as a race v/ill constitute
the body of this thesis.
I31gven with the elimination of the adventure stories
of Edison Marshall and of St. George Hathbone(who is a resi¬
dent, but not a native of the state), the bibliography of
recent Georgia fiction includes more than twice as many novels
as the writer was able to secure. The voluraes studied are
representative, however, in that they include works by a
large majority of the authors.
CHAPTER II
NEGROES IN BOOKS ABOUT WHITES
Studies of the Negro in fiction have recently tended to
be divided into such classifications as historical and modern,
realistic and romantic, regional and sectional, proletarian
and middle-class. In this case, however, the v/riter has
sought to discuss the current fiction of the state as a whole
and has, therefore, not attempted to maintain a division of
the material into categories, particularly as the works ex¬
amined rarely belong exclusively to one classification. With
this plan it seems advisable to make the following prelimin¬
ary association with the standard criteria. It is significant
to note that of the twenty-one books (by fourteen authors) to
be considered in this chapter: first, approximately one-
fourth are historical vdiile the rest have modern settings;
second, all except two (with South Carolina backgrounds) have
their basic settings in Georgia; third, at least one-half
are concerned with situations of particular significance to
the region; fourth, nearly one-third show a marked class-con¬
sciousness; and fifth, realism is almost invariably more dom¬
inant than romanticism. It is thus apparent that, with the
exception of the few writers already mentioned^ Georgia no¬
velists are concerning themselves with a more-or-less real¬
istic interpretation of their home enviroriment. The part that
the Negro plays in these Georgia novels is varied, though all
J-See Chapter I, pp. 41-£ and note, p. 42, reference to




have some Negro element. It will be the purpose of this
chapter to measure and to classify the Negro material found
in these twenty-one novels.
Negro Characters
The most obvious index of the importance of the Negro
element in this body of fiction is the prominence given to
Negro characters in the different works. Investigation shows
v/ide variations in the frequency and in the length and signi¬
ficance of their appearances. In about one-third of the books
(Carra Harris’s Flapper Anne. Frances Newman’s Hard-Boiled
Virgin and Dead Lovers Are Faithful Lovers. Mildred Seydell’s
Secret Fathers. Marian Sims’s The tforld with a Fence. Lawrence
Stallings’s Flumes. and Samuel Tupper’s Old Lady’s Shoes) the
entrances of Negroes are rare—usually ten or fewer. The
largest group of books, about half of those studied, have fre¬
quent entrances of Negroes, ranging, let us say, from fifteen
to fifty in number. In this group may be classed: Caroline
Miller’s Lamb in His Bosom and iHrskine Caldwell’s Tobacco
Road. in which the Negro appears almost as rarely as in the
first grout); Brainard Cheney’s Lightwood. Caldwell’s Journey¬
man and God’s Little Acre. Willie Snow Ethridge’s Mingled Yarn.
Harry Lee’s Fox in the Cloak. Berry Fleming’s Siesta, and
Marie Conway Oemler’s Johnny Reb. in which Negroes enter more
^It is interesting to note that a few Georgia novelists
who have written significantly of Negroes in Georgia have also
written books with Northern or foreign setting that have ab¬
solutely no Negro element. Outstanding examples are Berry
Fleming’s Visa to France and Minnie Hite Moody’s Once Again
in Chicago and Towers with Ivy.
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often; and two of Caldwell’s short-story hooks, Kneel to the
Rising Sun and Southways. each of v/hich includes at least two
stories about Negroes, several stories in which Negroes ap¬
pear frequently, and several stories in which Negroes have no
part. A few books, among them Ivlargaret Mitchell’s Gone With
the Wind. Berry Fleming’s The Conqueror’s Stone. and Evelyn
Hanna’s Blackberry Winter.^ show Negroes continually on the
scene.
Another consideration, as important as the frequency of
Negro appearances, is the length and importance of those ap¬
pearances. In a majority of the books the individual entran¬
ces of Negroes are all of them both fleeting and of relatively
little consequence to the action. This is true of the already-
mentioned books by Evelyn Hanna, Corra Harris, Harry Lee, Car¬
oline Miller, Frances Newman, Marie C. Oemler, Mildred Seydell,
Marian Sims, and Samuel Tapper, and in the two earlier novels
of Srskine Caldw^ell, Tobacco Road and God’s Little Acre. An¬
other third of the books under consideration combine these
minor appearances of Negroes with one or two that constitute
prolonged and significant parts of the action. Thus, in ad¬
dition to minor incidents we have in Gone Y/ith the Wind the
attempted robbery of Scarlett by a Negro and the subsequent
Klan raid on the Negro quarter; in Siesta, the temporary em¬
ployment by two white doctors of the Negro nurse, Lan^y
Shields, her relation with the younger doctor, and the re¬
sultant tragedy of her death through an attempted abortion;
i^It may be significant that all three of these books
are historical novels.
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in Mingled Yarn, the incidents surrounding ’’Squint-eye'’
Harper’s murder of a white officer, the revenge lyncliing of
Harper, and the terrorism in the Negro district; in Southways,
the stories of ’’The Negro in the Well," "Nine Dollars .Vorth
of Mumble,’’ "The fly in the Coffin," the "Return to Lavinia";
and the "Runaway"; in Kneel to the Rising Sun the stories of
Candy-Man Beechurn and "Blue Boy" and Clem Henry; in Lightwood
the Negro riot that resulted in the death of a young white
passer-by and another move for suppression of the Negro "men¬
ace to white supremacy"; in Journeyman the white preacher’s
seduction of the Koreys’s cook. Sugar, and her Negro husband’s
attempt to protect her; and in Plumes the relationship be¬
tween a Negro veteran and the southern-white hero, v/ho find
themselves in the same hospital ward. In two Isolated and
very different cases, the importance of the Negro characters
to the action is sustained—in Fleming’s The Conqueror’s Stone
by the continual service of the slave, Daniel, as a slightly
inferior ally to the pirate hero and in Caldv/ell’s Trouble
in July by the constant functions of Negroes as the victims
of indifferent "justice" and inflamed race hatred.
Perhaps even more important than the prominence of Ne¬
gro characters in this body of fiction is the kind of Negro
characters, traditional and non-traditional, that the books
present. One can find in most of them vestiges of some or
all of the best-known types. Evident still are the character¬
istics of the "charming" old Negro of plantation tradition.
Most persistent is the picture of the faithful retainer, al¬
ways happy in his work and contented wath his status; loving.
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devoted, and ever loyal to his masters; free from resentment
and untroubled by ambition beyond the higher slave brackets;
and contemptuous of the "less fortunate" poor whites. This
character is most commonly found, of course, in those histor¬
ical novels that deal with the slave-holding South. In sto¬
ries of modern times, the mammy tradition is sometimes pre¬
sent but not emphasized or elaborated upon.'^ The stories of
poorer whites, llkev^ise, give little or no space to charac¬
ters of that sort. The sole hint in Lamb in His Bosom is
Lonzo’s repetition of the planters* stories and arguments
that he had heard on his way to the coast? and the only ex¬
ample of the old type Negro servant in Llghtwood is the
Mclntoshes’ deaf-mute, "Dummy." Among the books that have
a plantation background, Evelyn Hanna's cotton-centered Black¬
berry Winter shows a moderate amount of the traditionally
liappy slave relationships, emphasizing Cato's deep love for
his young master Paul^ and his self-sacrificing loyalty at
the time of the "Yankee" invasion'? and repeating the usual
pattern of slaves who will not leave their master when they
get a chance because "They don't want to be free. They're
Q
too glad to have somebody to look after them." Again in The
Congueror's Stone we have a picture of utter obedience and
loyalty and devotion in Daniel, who lived only to do his
^Cf. M. Seydell. Secret Fathers (New York. 1950). p.
518 and E. Newaan, The Hard-Boiled "girgin (New York, 19S6) ,
pp. 128 and 831.
^G. Miller, Lamb in His Bosom (New York, 1933), p. 235-
36.




master’s will.® But the most complete and the most complete¬
ly traditional representation of the ’’good” plantation Negro
is to be found in Margaret Mitchell’s Gone With the Wind.
Here we find the slaves always gay and laughing,10 Dilcy loy¬
al to the O’Haras because of gratitude for great kindness,
Mammy so devoted to her beloved Scarlett that she insists on
going to Atlanta to protect her from "Yankees an’ free nig¬
gers an’ sech like,*’^^ and Big Sam telling Scarlett:
Ah done had nuff freedom. Ah wants somebody ter feed
me good vittles reg’lar and tell me whut ter do an’ whut
not ter do an’ look affer me w’en Ah gets sick.13
The slaves were all contented because their natures re¬
quired the paternalistic direction that their masters gave
theml'l and because they were well cared for without the neces¬
sity of initiative and responsibility.13 Their masters ¥/ere
kind and indulgent, even when slaves were caught "stealing
pullets and v/atermelons. "1^ They were "proud of the good
names of their owners and, for the most part, proud to belong
to people who were quality" and they could look down on
the poorer whites and the "cheap niggers" who worked for
them.l® They never aspired to being more than "house niggers"
®B. Fleming, The Conqueror’s Stone (New York, 1327),
pp. 48. 155, 189, 199, 298, 299.
1%. Mitchell, Gone ’With the Wind (New York, 1937), pp.
8, 50. ff.
lllbid.. pp. 31, 414, 456.
12rbld.. p. 548.
l^Ibld.. p. 781.
::^Ibld.. pp. 415, 655.





for "quality” folks.Not only is this accepted conception
of the Negro servant supported at various points by all of
the slaves, but it is crystallized in Kaimiiy and Uncle Peter
into the exact counterparts of the "mammy” and "uncle” of the
plantation tradition.Mamiay, a "huge old woman with the
small, shrewd eyes of an elephant," was "shining black, pure
African, devoted to her last drop of blood to the O’Haras,
Sllen’s mainstay, the despair of her three daughters, the
terror of the other house servants.Uncle Peter was e-
qually devoted, faithful, wise, and tyrannical in enforcing
on his charges "quality folks’" propriety and whatever else
was good for them. 22
Less prominent than this favorite servant pattern but
still current are the offspring of the comic Negro and of the
quaintly picturesque child of nature so dear to white read¬
ers and writers since the days of Irwin Russell and Joel
Chandler Harris, descendants which may occasionally be found
in works with more modern settings. Few of these books pre¬
sent a character with all of the attributes of the comical
Negro.Occasionally there is a Negro who is whimsical or
l^Ibid.. pp. 424. 454.
20cf. F.P. Gaines, The Southern Plantation (New York,
1925). pp. 191-92.
2iM. Mitchell, Gone Yt'ith the Wind, pp. 22-3.
g§Ibid.. pp. 143-44.
^'^Gaines quotes from C. S. Johnson the follovang descrip¬
tive summary of the clownish black:
He is lazy, shiftless, and happy-go-lucky, loves watermel¬
on, carries a razor, emits a peculiar odor, shoots craps,
grins instead of smiles, is noisily religious, loves red,
dresses flashily, loves gin, and can sing. On the stage
he is presented lying easily, using long words he does not
understand, drinking gin, stealing chickens, and otherwise
living up to the joke-book tradition.—See F.F. Gaines,
The Southern Plantation, p. 17.
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pA
irresponsible or happy-go lucky, ^ at times Negroes show
themselves as ignorant or superstitious;^^ or, again, they
appear superficial or gaudy in their tastes tut; even these
individual traits are not especially evident in the Negro
characters. The idea that the Negro is funny is more evident
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in the attitude of white characters. Occasionally, however,
a Negro character or a group of Negro characters in a book
v;ill bring together nearly all of the traditional conceptions
of the ’’charming" Negro, serving and entertaining. Marie
Conway Dernier retains this pattern of the beloved "old tlmey"
Negro in her story of South Carolina in the 90’s. Having
been forcibly reminded of their place after the Civil V/ar,
her Negroes have much the same traditionally pleasant, easy
relations with the whites as they were supposed to have had
before the war. The whites are amused, condescending, and
Indulgent. The Negroes are proud of their quality white
mild example is Berry Fleming’s Showers.—Siesta
(New York, 1935), pp. 96-7.
25see £. Caldv/ell, "Nine Dollars Worth of Mumble," South-
ways, New York, 1938, pp. 38-45; and Ood’s Little Acre. New
York, 1933, p. 47; and B. Bleming, The Conqueror’s Stone.pp.
6-8.
Sbfieming shows us, for instance, "a negro girl in a
red beret and beach pyjamas, carrying a purple umbrella"—
Siesta. p. 96.
^70ne heroine (M. Sims, The World with a Fence. Phila¬
delphia, 1936, p. 263), buying Christmas presents, carefully
selects "a lurid scarf for Anne," the Negro maid; Paul Merri-
man (E. Hanna, Blackberry Winter, p. 150) makes a j'oke of
"the nigger preacher/’_s/" misuse of big words; a very admir¬
able young newspaper man (W. S. Ethridge, Mingled Yarn. New
York, 1938, p. 77) seizes upon the written request of a group
of Negroes for relief of the water shortage in their comiiun-
ity as "a fine freak story"; and the central character of a-
nother book (M. G. Oemler, Johnny Reb. New York, 1929, pp.
21-2) endears himself to his South Carolina contemporaries
by a very effective court defense that consists merely ox'’ a
joke at the expense of the Negro plaintiff.
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folks, whom they serve with love and devotion, apparently con¬
tented with their lov/ly condition, and whom they delight with
their laughter, their intuitive politeness, and their rarely
beautiful songs.A similar impression is created by brief
touches in novels of today. Thus the three known attributes
of Katherine Faraday’s Mammy fit very neatly into the pat¬
tern: characteristically, mammy helps her young mistress to
dress,29 dislikes and disapproves of trained nurses,®^ and
enjoys religious raptures.31 Another typical literary domes¬
tic is Annie, the maid in Marian Sims’ The V/orld With a Fence.
who not only adores and serves her ’’white folks" but enter¬
tains them with comical accounts of her own "tumultuous" pri¬
vate life.32
Opposing the "good" old Negro is the "bad" Negro of tra¬
dition, usually presented as an outgrowth of the Reconstruc¬
tion era but continuing until the present day. From three
major points of view the Negro v;as regarded as undesirable.
First he was resented as a Negro out of his place, annoying¬
ly insolent, rebellious, and pretentious. Soon he came to be
regarded as a criminal menace to white womanhood. And finally,
while the farmer industry of slaves was more and more ideal¬
ized, he became known as a lazy and shiftless and unreliable
loafer, requiring coercion to make him work even for himself.
C. Oemler. Johnny Reb, pp. 256. 338 ff; 141, 286.
287-9.




32m, Sims, The World With a Fence, p. 119.
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The latter part of G-one With the Wind is packed with bitter
criticism of this "new Negro." The group which was supposed
to have been both lovable and loved while docile in bondage
suddenly became the perverse objects of intense hatred as
soon as they were removed from the domination of their mas¬
ters. The traditional conception of the emergence of the
new type is reflected in the following comment by Miss Mit¬
chell :
Aided by the unscrupulous adventurers who operated
the Freedmen’s Bureau and urged on by a fervor of Nor¬
thern hatred almost religious in its fanaticism, the for¬
mer field hands found themselves suddenly elevated to the
seats of the mighty. There they conducted themselves as
creatures of small intelligence might naturally be ex¬
pected to do. Like monkeys or small children turned
loss among treasured objects whose value is beyond their
comprehension, they ran wild—either from perverse |)leas-
ure in destruction or simply because of ignorance.35
These Negroes, out of their place, encouraged by the ne-
34
farious Yankees, suddenly became bad. Scarlett O’Hara, who,
before the emancipation, "had never seen an insolent negro in
her life,”35 was continually enraged, on her return to Atlanta,
by the "insulting remarks and high-pitched laughter" of the
"impudent free negroes."36
The specter of the Negro ever threatening, with impunity,
the safety and the honour of Southern white women grew in pro¬
portions and became the major justification for such suppress¬
ive measures as the riding of the Ku Klux Klan and subsequent
extra-legal persecutions of the Negro. Svery Negro became a
33M. Mitchell. Gone With the Wind, p. 654.
34ibid.. pp. 521-24, 646-48, 654-55, and 783.
3olbid.. p. 521.
36lbid., pp. 589, 660 ff.
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personiificatlon of this threat, and the South learned to think
as Scarlett thought, that "She could be killed, she could be
raped and very probably nothing would ever be done about it.”b7
The Negro who, incited by a white ally, attempted to rob Scar¬
lett and was suspected of having attempted rape38 was only
one of the many Negroes supposedly desirous and capable of
trying the same thing. In few of the other books do we find
this "ominous” Negro who created the "tragic necsssity"39 of
protecting Southern white women and of maintaining Southern-
white supremacy. The drunken, picnicing Negroes who run riot
and kill an unoffending young v;hite boy in Lightwood^^ are
the only characters who conform to this pattern, though the
accusation is made in the case of others to be mentioned la¬
ter who do not deserve it, and a number of references by
white characters in other books indicate that the concept of
and the belief in a Negro menace of the kind so vividly de¬
scribed by such men as Thomas Dixon is widely current and
generally accepted.
Another favorite concept of the undesirable Negro which
is expressed in these books less through specific Negro char¬
acters than through comments is that of the lazy, shiftless
free Negro, the closest approximation of the type in charac¬
ter being Brainard Cheney’s creation of Sam, Sb Swilley's





40b. Cheney, Llghtwood (Boston, 1939), pp. 160-68.
41Ibid.. pp. 163-4.
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Neither especially "good” nor especially ”bad” the final
literary stereotype (much less common in Georgia than in some
other places) is that of the tragic Negro, usually a mulatto,
whose hi-racial inheritance makes him a hopeless misfit and
a pitiful victim of the biological struggle within himself
as well as of the South’s racial dualism. Hardy Yfalker, in
Journeyman. is representative of the yellow Negro who is re¬
presented as being naturally more resentful of mistreatment
than a black man would have been; and Lavinia in ”Return to
Lavinla"'^^ is an example of the light Negro woman who loves
a white man but, of course, cannot marry him. For the most
part, hov/ever, the tragic mulatto is missing from this recent
Georgia fiction.
Besides these traditional types which persist in varying
degrees, there are a number of non-traditional characters,
some which may be considered as variations on the old types
and some which do not fit into any earlier classification.
Some of the historical novels perrait some non-traditional el¬
ements in their ”old” Negroes. One occasionally finds a slave
who is not altogether happy. In Blackberry V/inter Nero's fear
of what ”Mlss Melissa” will do to him if his horse nibbles a
bud from her bush'^^ indicates that kindness and gentleness
were not always the lot of slaves; Hlsey is occasionally lone¬
some for ”her Sam,” who has been "sold down the river to that
man in Albany”and Aaron is enraged but powerless when
Caldwell. Southways (New York. 1958). pp. 111-15.
Hanna, Blackberry Winter, p. 181.
44lbid.. p. 256.
’’Ivlister Tom" decides that he wants Aaron’s wife, oeraphy, for
himselfIn Lif?.htv/ood. Herod runs away in mortal fear of
his master, who is "knovra for abusing his niggers," sometimes
beating them to death.Daniel in The Congueror* s Stone
shows unusual intelligence and ability. , Not only does he
perform whatever task is required of him with power and skill,
but he is quick to see and to act. He takes care of a number
of details without orders or suggestion: he recognizes a
floating sailor by the color of his hair while his master,
overlooking this detail, is uncertain;^® and he furnishes the
original idea upon which his master plans their escape from
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the island. Another slave, Evelyn Hanna's Samson, is cred¬
ited with great ability and intelligence, though his admiring
"Yankee" champion vms considered a "misguided fanatic" because
of his insistence that Samson was "too great to be a slave.
The Negroes in Blackberry Yinter occasionally show that they
are not entirely wrapped up in their white folks and that they
have normal feelings which come into play in their personal
5S
and family relationships with one another.
The few Reconstruction Negroes that appear outside of
Gone With the Wind show a moderation of the "bad nigger" tra¬
dition. The Negroes in Lightv/ood are inoffensive except for
the one Instance of unusual "nigger trouble"; and even then,
^^Ibid.. p. 557.
46b. Cheney, Ljghtwood. pp. 27-8.
473. Fleming, The Congueror’s Stone. pp. 88, 230 ff.
“^^Ibld., p.“l38.
49T^. , p. 139.
SOlbid.. pp. 190-91.
Hanna, Blackberry //inter, p. 245.
Sgibid.. pp. 252, 262 ff.
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the rioters were shown to he excited by liquor and by the
killing of one of their number; and, when the heat of the oc¬
casion had subsided, they rarely proved to be vicious or even
’’biggity.
The ’’New Negro” of most of the books under consideration
in this chapter is the modern Negro who, though sometimes un¬
justly treated by his white neighbors as a serious threat
either to white v/omanhood or to white supremacy, is no longer
represented as a menace by the author. It is in the presen¬
tation of modern Negroes that the Negro character attains the
greatest vafiety. Here individual Negroes show characteris¬
tics that oppose and moderate the tradition and personalities
that do not conform to any particular type. V/here goodness
was traditionally composed largely of docility and aptness in
’’titillation of white superiority,"^'^ we now see presented in
a favorable light by Srskine Caldwell modern Negroes who re¬
sent and resist abuses by whites^ Clem Henry, in "Kneel to
the Rising Sun," dares to question his boss’s mistreatment
of the tenants on his farm,55 and Lonnie, a white tenant,
wishes "that he could be as unafraid of Arch Gunnard as Clem
was."^^ Aunt Grade in "Runaway" harbors and refuses to give
up to the brutal exploitation of the child’s former white mis¬
tress a little Negro servant girl vfeo has E‘un away.57 The
same tendency is manifested in Hardy Walker, a fair and
p^B. Cheney. Lightwood, p. 176~.
Snelling, "Southern Fiction and Chronic Suicide,”
The North Georgia Review. Ill (Suraiuer, 1938),2, p. 5.
55g. Caldwell, Kneel to the Rising Sun (New York, 1935),
pp. 206-237.
56Ibid., p. 211.
57ii;. Caldv^ell, Southways. pp. 167-68.
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intelligent young Negro tenant who, though peaceably disposed,
was determined, even when threatened with a gun, to take his
wife away from the white visiting preacher who had seduced
her.^®
The modern Negro servants, too, show some improvements
over the old pattern. Vfliere before, any knowledge or sym¬
pathy was invariably a result of intuition alone, Negroes
may now occasionally be seen observing and thinking logical¬
ly and arriving at a thorough understanding of what goes on
around them. Such an understanding is revealed in a discussion
between Black Sam and Uncle Felix in God* s Little Acre. though
they do not let the whites know their thoughts, and their man¬
ner toward the boss’s family is uniformly respectful.^® The
servants in Tapper’s Old Lady’s Shoes lean away from the tra¬
ditional symbols and caricatures toward more realistic person¬
ality. The Negro handy-man at Douglas’s rooming house is re¬
ligious without being either ridiculous or quaint.Instead
of reflecting the traditional unanimity of Negroes, the couple
who work for Mrs. Baldwin react quite differently to their
mistress and to their position as servants in her house, hiien
Mrs. Baldwin announced her intention of getting "some work
out of both of you—for once," Leroy "laughed heartily at his
mistress’s wit," while "iU.onia, on the creaking stepladder
polishing chandelier globes, scowled.”bl Alonia wanted to
leave Mrs. Baldwin and go north, where she hoped to be better
Caldwell. Journeyman (New York. 1958). pp. 44-8.
59b. Caldwell, God’s Little Acre (Nev/ York, 1933), pp. 277-




treated; Leroy was perfectly satisfied and determined to stay
where he was, even if Alonia left him.^2 Neither servant v/as
as awed by his mistress as she thought he was. They observed
her moods, knowing very well when she would expect more or
less work from them.^^ They even mocked her gently at times,
as on the occasion when she expressed a wish that she had
"never started to give this dinner":
Behind her back the servants exchanged an incredu¬
lous glance, and Leroy covered his mouth and pretended
to be overcome with laughter. They knew she vms not tru¬
ly alive away from a party.d4
Harry Lee’s Fox in the Cloak presents other Negroes, who
do not fit into any particular category. Nell’s first studio
model, a peculiarly lifeless and dreary individual, is one of
this group.Another, equally notable for his weariness and
melancholy, is the "old negro who came to sell hot dogs to
the students at recess."®*^ But not all of the Negroes are
sad. Nell notices among "the principal actors of the street"
where he and his mother have found a cheap apartment:
...the slim sinewy negro, who came now and then out of
the stearaing den of the pressing shop to loll against the
doorway and smoke a cigarette, flinging jokes over his
purple shoulders that made the fat bellies of passing
cooks wabble with mirth.
V\falklng along Decatur Street are to be found a variety




Lee, Fox in the Cloak (New York, 1938), p. 12d.
^glbid. , p. 79.
^^Ibid., p. 114.
^Qlbid.. pp. 126, 205 ff.
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ranging from a blind beggar and streetv/alkers to an occasional
"serious and prosperous family."^®
Other Negroes who stand out more definitely as indivi¬
duals are "the Bishop in Siesta and Lieutenant Jackson in
Plumes, who stand alone, too, in being very competent modern
Negroes, The itinerant preacher known as "the Bishop " was a
clever and unscrupulous grafter, shrewd, cautious, and subtle.
He planned his "healing" and "revelations" on the information
70
of secret operatives whom he controlled with a firm hand.
Though he had spent years at Harvard, he was outwardly just
"an old nigger preacher," properly obsequious to the v/hltes
71
and clalr.ing to be "uneducated," Speaking softly, pleasant¬
ly, and charitably even under insult,conveying his subtle
Insinuations under cover of religious mouthings, he was able
wdthout danger to himself to blackmail a young white doctor-
on whom he had damaging information and, v^hen he was not paid
off, to drop the information where it could do the most harm.
Lieutenant Jackson is equally able and intelligent, without
the criminal tendencies. Sensitive, thoughtful, intelligent,
this "South Carolina mulatto," who had worked his way through
Hampton Institute before becoming a soldier in the war which
left him an Invalid each winter, won the reluctant admiration
of his Southern-white ward-mate whose appreciation was hampered
7 '5
and limited by racd prejudice,
b^Ibid., p, 126,
70b, Fleming, Siesta, pp, 92, 267-8 ff,
Z^Ibid., p, 278.
^^Ibid,. p, 211,
Stallings, Flumes (New York, 1924), pp. 253-54,
263 ff.
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The conception of the tragic Negro has undergone changes
almost as radical as that of the new Negro--or Negroes. V/ith
the few exceptions mentioned,the tragedy of the Negro is
coming to be recognized as one of situation rather than of
biological limitations and complications; and an awareness of
this tragedy is beginning to replace the usual assumption that
the Negro is a peculiarly happy creature. The tragedy of the
mulatto is absorbed into the tragedy of the race as a whole,
especially as it is seen that within the race Caucasian fea¬
tures are often considered an advantage. Many of the Negroes
in Fox in the CloeLh are notable for the "sadness and futility''’^^
that the artists detect in their faces and manner and try to
reproduce on canvas. Mr. Lee shows us, besides the tragic
models already mentioned, "a negro boy in a dirty coat" lean¬
ing over the counter in "a garish soda fountain" and "staring
with tragic eyes at nothlng""^^ and a small Negro child dan¬
cing to the music of a guitar on the street corner with his
face set in "sullen defiance except when he remembered the
part he had to play and "grinned painfully. (Vhile Lee pre¬
sents sad-faced Negroes and suggests a tragedy of race with¬
out saying why his Negroes are sad, Caldwell, shows Negroes
as tragic victims, trapped and miserable in a world dominated
by whites who not only feel free to take every advantage of
them because they are Negroes but make a definite business,
even a cherished ritual, of holding them down and keeping
7'4." ■ ■ ■ ' ■ — • ■ — ■' - ■■ ' -
See p. 54 of this thesis.




them cowed. Among these characters, primarily significant as
representative tragic victims, are: the Negro cook. Sugar,
whom Seman Dye seizes upon as an easy object for his sexual
activity since neither her protests nor her husband’s inter¬
ference need be considered seriously by a white man;*^® Clem
Henry, the tenant farmer in "Kneel to the Rising Sun" who can
be killed for talking back to a white man and keeping, his hat
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on; and Sonny Clark, an elghteen-year-old farm laborer who,
though innocent, is lynched because it is reported that he
has raped a white girl, and the whites come to the automatic
conclusion that "the niggers has got to suffer for if'^O and
suffer quickly before legal procedure can deprive the white
mob of an occasion for reminding the Negroes of their place.
Such characters, types though they may be, indicate a signi¬
ficantly broadened field in the nature of Negro characters.
Another aspect of the treatment of Negro characters in
these books is the use to which these different characters
are put. Negroes are included mainly for the presentation
and development of white characters, for the creation of dram¬
atic effect, and, most important of all in these newer novels,
for the representation of the Southern scene.
0n4 of the earliest uses of Negro character was as a
contrast to set off to advantage the white characters in a
book. The cruder the Negroes, the more cultivated and gra¬
cious the whites appeared; the more stupid, ridiculous, and
Caldwell. Journeyman, pp. 50-49.
Caldwell, pp. 230-37 ff.
°®E. Caldwell, Trouble in July (New York, 1940), p. 110.
childlike the Negroes, the more intelligent, urbane, and ma¬
ture the whites seemed to be.^l Though this device is less
obvious than formerly, it may be significant that most of the
writers still present almost exclusively the lowes^t classes
and the least admirable qualities of Negroes, In a few in¬
stances, this use of the Negro as a foil is pointed. In Gone
With the Wind. Big Sam*s weakness and dependence (in spite of
his physical strength) throw into greater relief the resource-
Q O
fulness and managerial ability of young ScarlettDaniel,
in The Conqueror’s Stone, though a very able character in him¬
self, produces a similar effect because even his strongest
points are interpreted as weaker reflection or a more ele-
P S
mentary complement of Nicholas’s greater strength.
Besides furnishing an implicit contrast, Negroes also
serve as objects to elicit significant attitudes and actions
from the whites. The most traditional attitude is that of
the kindly and tolerant paternal (or maternal) love which was
a part of the plantation tradition^^ and which has its chief
demonstration among recent Georgia productions in Margaret
Mitchell’s Ellen O’Hara. Erainard Cheney shows his "half-
Yankee” lawyer assuming this nobly condescending tone in his
examination of Negro offenders because he knows it will impress
tii-One of the editors of the North Georgia Review points
to this tendency of traditional Southern fiction to rely upon
stock contrasts for characterization as a primary source of
its weakness.--?. Snelllng, '’Southern Fiction and Chronic
Suicide,” The North Georgia Review^ III (Summer, 1938) 2,
pp. 4-5, 27-28,
Mitchell, Gone With the 'Wind, p. 781.
®^3. Fleming, The Conqueror’s Stone. pp. 48, 191.
P. Gaines, The Southern Plantation, pp. 219-220 ff.
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his lady v/ith his nobility of character. Most of the other
novels, treating a group other than the traditional slave¬
holding planter aristocracy, show their whites rather indif¬
ferent and at times hostile to the Negroes. The frankest of
the modern writers show Negroes evoking specific prejudices
among the whites. The Negro in his place is accepted as ra¬
ther useful and pleasant. He does the work;®^ his company is
sometimes enjoyablehis manners are agreeable;®*^ his songs
88
and laughter are satisfying, and he reminds one of the good
89
old days. The Negro on a par with the white is resented
and makes the white man uncomfortable because he is as well
90
off as a white man and because he suggests that there is no
basic hereditary difference between the races.
The presence of Negro characters serves, too, to bring
out certain characteristic actions of the whites. Again there
are the traditional and non-traditional reactions. Southern
tradition shows the whites patiently instructing and directing,
generously providing for the needs of simple, dependent Negroes
Thus her activity as the ever ministering mistress, firm but
kind to her dependents, is the chief means of characterizing
85See the following references by Erskine Caldwell:
Journeyman. 1938, pp. 52-5; God*s Little Acre, p. 119; Trouble
in July, p. 191.
Boe.g. S. Ethridge, Mingled Yarn, pp. 60, 386-88; E.
Caldwell, Trouble in July. p. 125.
S'^Eor this reason, M. C. Oemler’s "Miss Amy" finds that
"A nice South Carolina negro is the pleasantest serving-man
in the world." See Johnny Reb. p. 238.
88e.g. W. S. Ethridge, Mingled Yarn, p:. 95-6, 365; and
M. C. Oemier, Johnny Reb. pp. 241-42.
8Sl. Stallings, Plumes, p. 174.
®®E. Caldwell, Trouble in July, p. 190.
®1m. Mitchell, Gone V^ith the Wind, pp. 39, 49-50, 423, 432
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Gone With the Wind’s ideal Southern woman.But Negroes al¬
so serve to provoke actions less noble. The ’’necessity" of
maintaining white superiority produces another pattern of ac¬
tions that is beginning to appear in a less favorable light.
The presence of Negro characters serves in some novels mainly
as an occasion for such manifestations of white race conscious¬
ness as an American platoon’s attack on a group of their Se-
93
negalese allies who attempted to board the same train, a
white farmer’s murderous revenge for a Negro’s breach of eti¬
quette,^'^ or a white man’s inability to side vvith a Negro who
95
is in the right and who has been his friend. In still a-
nother way the Negfoes in some of Caldwell’s books help to
determine the actions of the whites. Desiring to impress
their colored neighbors and associates with their superiori¬
ty, and fearing their ridicule, the poor whites in Tobacco
Road and God’s Little Acre sometimes measure and regulate
their actions in terms of what the ■i'Jegroes will think. L@v
explains that he married Pearl instead of Elly May because
if he had a wife with a harelip "the Negroes would laugh at
him.’’®o Jeeter is so humiliated and angered when Negroes see
him having trouble with his automobile that he is arrogant
and bullying, even though he needs their help.®"^ The Waldens
want "the all-white man /an albino/ to ’divind’ gold for them,
but hesitate to enlist his services because they fear that
Mitchell. Gone With the Wind, np. 29.' 49-50. 425.
432.
Stallings, Plumes, p. 5.
qis. Caldwell, Kneel to the Rising Sun, pp. 230-37.
^^Ibid.. pp. 235-40.
Caldwell, Tobacco Road. New York, 1932, p. 33.
97lbid.. pp. 179-SO.
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the Negroes v/111 take hira for a '*conjur-man.'*^8
Closely tied up with the representation of white char¬
acters is the use of the Negro for dramatic effect in stories
about v/hites. The use of the Negro for comic relief, though
not so general as formerly, is still a stock device. This
usageu has already been noted in the discussion of the comic
QQ
Negro character."' In one case, Negroes also serve as chorus
Others, like Laney Shields in Siesta. Sonny Clark and Sam
Brinson in Trouble in July, and Lessie in "Runaway,are
merely objects of or motivation for action by whites; but se¬
veral Negro characters are allied with the whites as definite
actors in the plot. Of these last, some (Daniel in The Con¬
queror * s Stone and Lavinia in "Return to Lavinia," for in¬
stance) are personal friends or assistants of the whites. 0-
thers are fellows with the whites in a common cause or a com¬
mon situation. This parallel relationship, however, is rare
outside of Caldwell's stories of the South’s proletariat.
"iftiatever their other uses may be, the Negroes in recent
Georgia fiction make their major contribution to the repre¬
sentation of the Southern scene. The majority of the novel¬
ists include them mainly as a source of local color. The
most common black is the Negro servant, slave and free, who
is to the South a menial caste, a source and a sign of wealth
and prestige. In this section where the servant is almost
alvrays a Negro and the Negro is usually a servant, both
Caldwell, God’s Little Acre, p. 35.
99See pp. 49-50 of this thesis.
I33og^tj0aldwsll, God’s Little Acre. pp. 277-80.
IQljS. Caldwell, Southways. pp. 161-70.
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tradition and authenticity require the inclusion of the Negro
menial in most white households; and in the novels examined
he is found in the service of practically every white family
that is able to live above the subsistence level. The poor
and Independent landowners of Lamb in His Bosom and Lightwood
have no Negroes but would if they were able. Caldwell's Clay
Horey and Ty Ty Walden have very little money, but each keeps
two Negro tenants to work the farm and help with the house¬
hold duties. Only in Harry Lee’s Fox in the Cloak do we see
a respectable modern white family without servants, a family
that lives on the lower level of the urban middle class.
These Negro domestics and laborers figure prominently as e-
conomic assets and as a badge of social prestige for the
whites who make use of them. The Negro appears in Lamb in
1 Ap 1
His Bosom. in The Conqueror’s Stone. in Gone With the
Wind,^^'^ in Blackberry Winterand in Lightwood^Q*^ as a
valuable commodity, purchasable only at high prices and es¬
sential to the accumulation of wealth. In most of the books
with modern settings, the emphasis is on his service as a
domestic rather than on his productivity as a laborer; but
Caldwell also shows him grov/ing the cotton that provides the
white farmer’s living. 10'^ Frances Newman points out in Dead
Lovers Are Faithful Lovers the importance of an abundance of
the right kind of servants as a sign of "quality” among upper
l^^C. Miller, Lamb in His Boso^, pp. 189-90, 236, 255.
103b, Fleming, The TJonqueror's Stone, pp. 8, 18, 20, 138.
Mitchell, Gone ?/ith the Wind, pp. 489, 495-6.
105e. Hanna, Blackberry Winter, pp. 36 ^ passim.
Cheney, Lightwood. pp. 39, 86, 105.
Caldwell, Journeyman, pp. 150-52; also God’s Little
Acre, p. 119.
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class whites, and Cheney indicates the elLite of post-recon¬
struction society by noting the presence of ’’negro coachmen^'^^
and ’’nigger-drawn carriages.
Besides the servant, a number of other black figures
contribute to the picture of the white community. From the
point of view of function^ they constitute an integral part
of the community, appearing as Indispensable figures in the
Southern drama of cotton,as assistants in every line of
111 TIP
work, and as friends and companionsbut they are also
noted as belonging, paradoxically, to a group apart from the
white world of which they are a physical part, a special group
that remains Interesting as a sight and a curiosity in the
white comi:unity. Four separate authors included in their
books descriptions of the crowd of country Negroes who may
113
be seen on Saturdays mixed in with the whites in tovm; and
Ethrldge^^*^ and Caldwell^^^ shov; Negroes being used as curio¬
sities to entertain white groups.
Another contribution of the Negro to Georgia's local coG
lor is the Negro community, which appears as the community
on the wrong side of the railroad tracks or merely as a pic¬
turesque part of the Southern culture and landscape. Harry
Cheney. Lightwood, p. 13.
■‘■'^“Ibid., pp. 152-53.
Hanna, Blackberry Winter, p. 145.
Cheney, Lightvjood. pp. 60, 61, and 198.
112m. C, 0emler. Johnny Reb. pp. 241-42; W. S. Ethridge,
Mingled Yarn, pp. 107, 200, 386-88; and E. Caldwell, Tobacco
Road, p. 177; and S. Hanna, Blackberry ’Winter, pp. 13,14, 19.
Il3cf. H. Lee, Fox in the Cloak, p. 205; Yh S. Ethridge,
Mingled Yarn, p. 118; M. Sims, The World With a Fence. pp. 59,
195; S. Caldwell, ’’Honeymoon," Kneel to the Rising Sun, p. 76.
ll^W. S. Ethridge, Mingled Yarn, pp. 114, 289.
Caldwell, "Blue Boy", Kneel to the Rising Sun, pp.
161-69.
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Lee’s artist hero frequently notices the drab poverty of the
Negro ’’hovels" and "huts” that are to be seen in the outlying
districts about Atlanta.Willie Snow Ethridge’s Solomon
Field is definitely the "backyard" of the town of her story,
a quarter that, though too familiar to the white characters
to be depressing, was "a mantijoth warped checkerboard of little
gray houses and green patches of trees, marked off by thin
red lines of lanes, Marie Conway Oemler finds a similar
prospect quite picturesque and satisfactory. Her "Miss Amy,"
passing by "the negro houses,” notices "Groups, comfortable
and content, on cabin steps. More singing, in richer, throat-
ier tones, a touch and a tang of the earth itself."HQ
V/here most of the Georgia novelists treat the Negro char¬
acters mainly as a part of the local color, a few are especial¬
ly interested in them as representatives of a class and a
caste. Chief among these is Caldv/ell, whose main interest in
the Negro arises out of his /the Negro’s/ place, in the major¬
ity of cases, as a poor man sharing the problems of the poor
and having his problems intensified by the fact that he is
colored. Clem Henry,Abe Lathan,^^® and Ernest Mann^^^
present the exploited worker who is also a victim in the courts
of "justice" and who is, with the poor white laborer and ten¬
ant, to be kept docile and to be manipulated for the profit
of a fevf. The Negro as a Negro is interesting for his peculiar
Lee. Fox in the Cloak, pp. 1. 11. 12. 270.
S. Ethridge, Mingled Yarn, p. 3.
llQivI. C. Oemler, Johnny Reb. p. 241.
119e. Caldwell, Kneel to the Rising Sun, pp. 206-46.
Caldwell, "The People vs. Abe Lathan, Colored,"
0_. Henry Memorial Award Prize Stories of 1939. New York, 1939.
Caldwell, "A Knife to Cut the Cornbread .,ithf South-
traits (though these are not emphasized in these less tra¬
ditional books) and for his peculiar position in Southern so¬
ciety. As has already been indicated, most of the novels re¬
cognize him as the South’s accepted bearer of burdens. Ne¬
groes in a few of the books are also conspicuous in represen¬
tation of other phases of the race’s social situation, ii’rances
Newman’s "primrose coloured maid" is the unwilling object of
segregation,?'' Berry Fleming’s Laney Shields is suspected of
incompetence as a nurse because of her colorand Caldwell’s
Sonny Clark is interesting primarily as a member of a race
that is to be continually subjugated and exploited.A vic¬
tim of race and class discrimination, the Negro character;:thus
appears in the lowest of all places in the Southern scene.
The Negro as a Subject
No less Important than what the Negroes do and say in
these books are the two parallel considerations of what is
said and thought about them, and what is done to them.. An
examination of opinions expressed, by characters and authors,
shows that the traditional ideas about Negroes persist at the
same time that a number of new ideas are appearing. The tra¬
ditional ideas about the Negro center about the two major pre¬
mises that the Negro is an inferior creature suited to slavery
and that this inferior creature is, in freedom, a misfit and
ways, pp. 170-82.
122?, Newman, Dead Lovers Are Faithful Lovers, p. 226.
123b. Fleming, Siesta, pp. 10, 27, 28.
Caldwell, Trouble in July. passim.
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a menace. Slavery was justified in the case of the Negro be¬
cause he was not quite human. An "amiable beast,he was
physically strong and capable of a dog-like loyalty to his
superiors but insensitive and characterized by a peculiar an¬
imal odor. Moreover, he was in need of the civilizing and
directive force of slavery, being not only a superstitious
and unmoral savage but a creature of deficient capacity, na¬
turally unstable, shiftless, undependable, and unreasoning.
Inevitably dependent, the Negro was docile under white lead¬
ership, contented and happy in slavery. Any contradictory
tendency could easily be explained either by the possession
of intuition, which was granted as a sort of inferior mental
capacity, or by "white blood," which had improved upon his
racial inheritance. Such a creature was, of course, unfit
for independent existence, even after considerable mixture
with whites, and must be carefully kept in his place by his
white superiors.
Belief in the inferior traits thus assigned to the Ne¬
gro is evident, though less prevalent and less positive than
formerly, in the thought of many of the white characters and
occasionally in the comment of the author. The greatest em¬
phasis upon these traits is to be found, among recent Georgia
works, in Margaret Mitchell’s Gone V/lth the Wind; for not on¬
ly do Scarlett and her associates speak of the stupidity and
lazlnessl26 of Negroes and echo the general belief in the ex¬
istence of free Negroes as a depraved menace to v;hlte
I'SbThe vjriter is indebted for this phrase to J. Dollard,
Caste and Class in a Southern Town (New Haven, 1937), p. 365.
Mitchell, Gone 7/ith the Wind. pp. 409, 472.
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1^7
women, ^ the author herself dwells upon the ’’niggery smell"
■) po IS*-^
of the cabins, the "small intelligence" of the Negroes,
and the "peril of white women" subject to the "outrages" of
the free Negroes.Less partisan authors, seeking authentic
local color, comraonly Include these ideas in the expressions
of their characters. In Blackberry Winter, for instance, the
first Paul Merriman incidentally reveals his acceptance of the
general belief in the Negro’s limited intelligence^'^^ and
T r- p
lack of ambition; his son’s wife sees the Negroes as na¬
turally dependent—"capable of enormous physical labor and
of incredible loyalties,.. .yet helpless" j^er son, Francis,
expresses the corollary opinion that they are unfit for free¬
dom, that "a nigger with freedom will be like an armless man
with a Stradlvarius violin"and her husband, the second
Paul Merriman, observes, shortly before the Civil 'War, that
Negroes are happy under the drudgery of slavery because "they’re
born that v/ay, can’t help It."^^^ In Lightwood, Micajah Corn
"thought he could detect a nigger smell"McIntosh said
that "the Negroes would follow any white man with nerve e-
nough to lead them";137 q^I Calhoun offered, as justifi¬










:r^°3. Cheney, Lightwood. p. 221.^■^^Ibid.. p. 278.
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murder of a young white man, the stock argument that *’V/hite
society must be stern to preserve itself—to preserve order
and the negroes, too."^^8 The characters in Siesta reflect,
in casual comment and in philosophic discussion, the same
traditional points of view with regard to the Negro. Taking
the Negro’s place for granted, Nora laughingly refers to the
balcony of the theatre as "nigger heaven." Dr. Abercorn
attributes the neat cleanliness of a young Negro nurse to
140
"white blood—as usual," and expounds to young Austin
Toombs his theory that the Negro is charming but indolent and
destructive and therefore responsible for most of the South’s
141
ills. In a number of the other books, references to traits
of the Negro are fev^er but reveal similar tendencies. The
artists in Fox in the Cloak speak more than once of the pe¬
culiar odor of the Negro.The Waldens in God’s Little
Acre are contemptuous of the superstition^"^^ and lgnorancel44
of Negroes. The heroine of Mingled Yarn decides not to go
into the woods /in 193/7 because she feels that "it would be
dangerous with Negroes roaming about/"^^^ and even Jeeter in
Tobacco Road is worried for fear his ugly daughter will not
146
get a husband to protedt her from the advances of the Negroes.
Some of these opinions are echoed, on occasion, by the authors.
^ p. 175.
129b. Fleming, Siesta, p. 180.
140Ibid., p. 9.
l^l'fbTd.. pp. 30-31.
142h. Lee, Fox in the Cloak, pp. 82-3, 132.
Caldwell, Ood* s Little Acre, pp. 32, 166.
l^^Ibid.. p. 10.
148vi^, s. Ethridge, Mingled Yarn, p. 292.
146e. Caldwell, Tobacco Road, p. 223.
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None of the writers, with the exception of Ivlargaret Mitchell,
147
already noted, are very ardent exponents of these tradi¬
tional ideas, but incidental references indicate their belief.
Tapper^and Seydell^'^® explain that their Negro characters'
accurate discernment of situations is due to the intuition of
their race, and Caldwell not only suggests that Negroes are
normally docile,but definitely states thet:common belief
that black Negroes are much more easily handled than those
who are nearly white.^^^
Some of these same authors, however, introduce into their
novels a number of new thought patterns independent of and
sometimes contradictory to the traditional concepts. The out¬
standing central feature in these new points of view is the
shift in emphasis from race traits to race relations, from a
biological to a social and cultural and economic approach to
an interpretation of race. This tendency may be traced, a-
mong the historical novels, in those books which deal with
slavery primarily as an economic and social system rather than
as a biological or moral necessity. V/ithout Justification or
15?
criticism, the authors of Lamb in His Bosom. Blackberry
Winterand Llghtwood^^^'^ reveal, in the thoughts of the
characters, the conception of the Negro primarily and in some
cases exclusively as private property, chattels and beasts of
TT7see'“above"'ppTTo^^^or^ ————
148s. Tapper, Lightv/ood. p. 145.
149m, Seydell, Secret Fathers, p. 232.
150e. Caldwell, Kneel to the Rising Sun, p. 209.
151s. Caldwell, Journeyman, p. 45.
1*^^C. Miller, Lamb in His Bosom, pp. 43, 51-2, 113, 255,
189-90. 330.
I53s. Hanna, Blackberry Winter, pp. 13, 29, _et passim.
154b, Cheney, Lightwood. p, 105.
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burden v/hich the rich had and the poor wished to have to make
them rich and to save them the trouble of working.
A few of the stories of the modern South reveal the same
frankness in comment on race relations, repealing and occasion¬
ally criticizing the racial bias and the double standard which
affect all contacts between the races. Especially prominent^^^
are references to miscegenation, racial Injustice, and white
supremacy. The practice and regulation of miscegenation ap¬
pear not only as facts but as generally accepted privileges
of white men, to be denied, of course, to Negro men and white
156 157
women, and to be unrecognized by law. The commonness
and casualness of sexual relations between white men and Ne¬
gro women are revealed in conversations in the works of
Caldwell,1^8 in Cheney’s Lightwood,^^^ and in Fleming’s
Siesta.The double standard in miscegenation is defended
by Semon Dye, who criticizes white women who desire Negro
men-*-® but seeks Negro women for himself because "colored
TAP
girls are a lot easier and quicker to get" and argues with
the colored,cook. Sugar, that adultery with him is all right
because "I’m a white man."-*-®'^ Probably the most radical
should be remembered that these ideas are promi-
nent only in a few books, particularly in those of Caldwell
and in VV. S. Ethridge’s Mingled Yarn.
Caldwell, God^s Little Acre, p. 277.
1^'E. Caldwell, "Return to Lavinia," Southways. pp. 111-
116.
158Trout)ie in July, pp. 9, 100-116; Journeyman, p. 106;
"Honeymoon," Kneel to the Rising Sun, pp. 76, 83.
Cheney, LTghtwood. p. 154.
160b. Fleming, Siesta, p. 193.




departure from the traditional ideas about miscegenation is
the admission, made by white characters in two of Caldwell’s
164
novels, that white women sometimes seek Negro men.
Other untraditional statements on Negroes and race mat¬
ters constitute criticisms (sometimes implicit, more often
explicit) of racial Injustice and other practices advanced in
support of "white supremacy." The hero of mingled Yarn in¬
cludes among the problems that he intends to attack in his
editorials lynching, the Ku Klux Elan, and "injustices to the
Negroes in the courts.The leading young minister in the
saiae boon tells his congregation that the fear of Negro do¬
mination is a ridiculous one^^^ and that the real motive be¬
hind mobs is a cowardly desire to commit abuses with impunity^ ^
Other attacks on lynching are to be found in Caldwell’s Trouble
in July, in which various white characters admit that the law
enforcement officers are competent to punish the accused Ne¬
gro without the aid of the mob,^^® that the story of rape is
probably fabricated that the woman whose "honor” is be-
170
ing avenged is neither respected nor respectable, and that
the lynching party itself is the thing sought as a pastimes'll
and as a weapon for keeping the Negro cowed.
A number of authors point out, ..through the observations
lo^Ibld..' pp. 157-8; also' Trouble in July, pp. 41-45.
165vif. s. Sthridge, Mingled Yarn, pp. 199-20.0,
Ibeibid.. p. 173.
J-o^lbid.. pp. 154-56.
168s. Caldwell, Trouble in July. pp. 24-5, 136, 204-6.
logibid.. pp. 78-9, 148-51.
■^^S’lbn., np. 85-92, 134.
S71lbid.. np. 132, 164.
17Slbid.. pp. 190-91.
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of their characters, that the concentration of attitudes and
energy and structures on the task of preserving white supre¬
macy is injurious to the white South—that both institutions
and white personality are hurt by race propaganda and the o-
ther abusive techniques. David Coleman in Mingled Yarn ar¬
gues that unity in his religious denomination is hindered
mainly by the fear, in the church’s Southern Conference, of
"equality between the whites and Negroes” and that "this ap¬
peal to prejudice and racial hatred” is an unnecessary gtum-
bling block in the way of the white church,Trouble in
July offers a powerful demonstration of the cost of the race
issue not only to politics and the institutions of justice
but to the individual freedom of the whites. In order to a-
void the "political risk" of upholding justice,^"^^ Sheriff
Jeff McCurtain is forced to "go off fishing for a few days^'^^
and to lie low until he can determine /In his own wordal
"which way the wind's going to blow from now on."!*^® gis po¬
litical boss finally advises him to "move around in the act
of trying to catch that nigger, at the same time dropping a
hint that if you do catch him, he can be taken away from you
if enough citizens demand that."^'^'^ As Jeff says, a man can
easily forget his oath to "perform his duty as he sees it,
without fear or favor. "1 "78
The same few people realize that not only the institutions
S. Ethridge. Mingled Yarn, nn. 172-75.
174j;, Caldwell, Trouble in July, pp. 11-16, 98-9,
I'^^Ibid., pp. 19-20.
I'^^Ibld.. p. 31.
17’/Ibid. , p. 70.
178ibid,, p. 241.
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but the whites themselves become victims of the insistence
on the necessity for maintaining race supremacy. In Mingled
Yarn two racial supremacy groups make easy dupes of masses of
whites. The Supreme Kingdom is set up to reap "sucker mon-
eyrt.179 ^ young white newspaper editor points Out that
though the "Black Shirt Order of the American Fascist!" or¬
ganized "to save the country from the Negroes and Communists"
by seizure of the Negroes* jobs is a "most fantastic and puer¬
ile" panacea, 21,380 persons have readily paid the .yl.OO mem¬
bership fee, not realizing that "economic problems are not
settled by manifestations of prejudice."^®® In Caldwell's
stories the whites are occasionally seen confused and coerced
in another way as race consciousness deprives them of the
power to act in contradiction to the claims of group loyalty.
An example is Glenn Harvey, who, convinced of Sonny's inno¬
cence, felt that "he would probably hate himself as long as
he lived"l®l for betraying him, yet decided that he must turn
him over to the mob:
"If I don’t turn you over to the white men who’ve been
combing the country for you ever since day before yester¬
day, they'll call me a nigger-lover when they find out
I turned you loose." He hesitated, digging the soft sand
with the toe of his shoe. "They might even be apt to run
me out of the country...
I hate like the mischief to have to do it Sonny," he be¬
gan, trying to look the colored boy in the face when he
said it, "but this is a white man's country."182
Judge Ben Allen, fearing the political effects of the
lynching episode, testifies to the easiness with which whites
S. Ethridge, Mingled Yarn, p. 295'.
IQOlbid.. pp. 556-57.
ISIF. Caldwell, Trouble in July, p. 220.
IS^Ibid.. pp. 225-24; see also Kneel to the Hising Sun.
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may be manipulated by the dangling of the race issue before
their eyes, stating that "’People can get worked up to such a
pitch over the rape of a white girl that they’ll sign their
1 0*2
names to any paper that comes along.”
Noticeable, too, in the works of a few authors is the
idea that racial minority is a serious tragedy in the South—
a tragedy of situation that affects whites as well as Negroes.
Marian Sims’s Carol suggests this race tragedy in her comment
that the Negroes, who are the most vivacious figures in a
mixed crowd of shoppers, have ”so little reason” for being
184
gay. This idea is more definitely expressed in the fol¬
lowing observation of Mr. Applev/hite in Siesta, who finds that
the Negro is largely responsible for the South’s'hielancholy”
because:
He is really a tragic race. His day won’t break for a hun¬
dred years,--if ever. He may not be particularly sensitive
to it; it may not depress him but even so, his eyes are
sad. He may sing and dance and get drunk and go to church,
but I think he has the sad eyes of an old pointer, stilll
It may be the silent presence of this racial tragedy that
--that sets the tone of life for the white Southerner.
And it may be also that the servant class is so large and
so defined that the employer class can never escape from
them, can never be natural and spontaneous because of
their so all-pervasive presence reminding of their sense
of responsibility as master'ASb
Others point to the specific tragedies, already mentioned,
of legal injustice, mob violence, and other abuses which leave
the Negroes fearful and crushed and burdens the whites with
the cost of race supremacy.185
221-33; Trouble in July, pp. 125-6: ’/V". S. Ethridge, Mingled
Yarn. pp. 315-16.
Caldwell, Trouble in July, p. 67.
1®%:. Sims, The World //'ith a Fence. p. 59.
Fleming, Siesta. p. 141.
18Dj;j;, Caldwell, Trouble in July, pp. 153-4, 241.
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It is also apparent, however, that while a few are aware
of the tragedy, the majority, being indifferent to the Negro's
187
ill fate and directed by white race consciousness, are not
likely to do anything to remedy the situation. Frances New¬
man points out that the "impregnable great lady" of the up¬
per class whites merely accepts the verdict of her men on
such questions as 1!the status of Negroes."^®® Willie Snow
Ethridge's Ellen finds that such things as the lynchings of
of Negroes, being remote from her world, rarely hold her in¬
terest or attention for more than a moment.in Trouble
in July, the few white characters who wish to see the lynch¬
ing prevented admit by their o’/ra words that they are motivated
not by a desire for justice but by their own personal interest.
Avery Dennis protests because the mob is ruining his field.190
Bob Watson wants Sonny arrested and locked up for safe-keep¬
ing because if he is lynched Watson will not be able to get
any Negroes to work in his fields and his crop will be lost.1^1
Mrs. Anderson wants the sheriff to "track him down and kill
him" because her husband is a member of the mob and he might
be "shot and killed by that nigger" or, while she is left un¬
protected, "that nigger might break in the house and harm""
192
her. A similar, callous selfishness is manifested in the
sheriff and his political boss, who object not to the abuse
itself but to the stigma which it may bear with it and are
lB7See above pp. ts-^.
1®®F. Newman, Dead Lovers Are Faithful Lovers. pp. 29-50.
1®“W. S. Ethridge, Mingled Yarn. p. 151.




interested not in preventing the lynching but in keeping it
1 Q fz
’•'politically clean.” The whites in Journeyman feel much
the same way. Semon Dye assures his host, Clay Horey, that
he never lets ’’little things” like shooting a Negro upset
him; and Clay himself admits that his concern over the inju¬
ry and possible death of his tenant is due chiefly to the loss
of a farm hand at planting time:
”I don’t mind seeing a dead darky once in a while,” Clay
said, ”but I sure do hate to see one of my hands passing
away on me right at this time. It’s planting time and
no other. If Hardy was to die, I’d have to get out and
do some of the work myself. I sure would hate to see him
pass on.”lS4
Thus alongside the repetition of the traditional ideas
of what the Negro is like v<e find definitely non-traditional
ideas of how he is and should be treated and a surprisingly
frank revelation of the real attitudes behind the mistreat¬
ment that is his portion.
Not only do we find a-typical Negro characters mixed in
with the traditional types and unusually frank and realistic
comments on Negro life and problems in juxtaposition to the
stock references to race traits, but also we find, in a few
of the books, situations which center upon the Negro as a sub¬
ject of a peculiar social treatment, iiuch of the material
which would ordinarily come under this division has, of course,
already been suggested in the discussions of the Negroes' ap¬
pearances as actors on the Southern scene and as a subject of
thought and discussion. But much that is not put into
-L^i^Ibld.. p. 74.
Caldwell, Journeyman, p. 49.
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conversation or embodied in specific colored characters is
implied in the action; and it is significant that in a few
books the Negro element is important mainly for its presen¬
tation of the peculiar social situation of the race and that
this situation receives an emphasis beyond that of mere local
color.
Two major phases of this social treatment of the Negro
are indicated: the system of patronage and condescension,
which is often implicit in the details of local color, and the
system of discrimination and abuse which is indicated not on¬
ly in casual references but in important parts of the plots
1 Ql=s
of several stories.
The former pattern is evident in the race etiquette which
is observed in relations betv/een Negro and white characters
in all of the books, in the tendency of some whites to assume
responsibility for their favorite Negroes, and in the custom
of giving to Negroes the left-overs from the white households.
These caste accommodations, which were an integral part of the
196
slave relationships, are still persistent in modern society
and may be traced in most of the stories of today. Thus in
Caldwell's short stories the Negro refers to the white as
"Mr." or "boss" or "Miss" and is addressed by his or her first
name under all circumstances, even when (as in "A Knife to Cut
the Corn Bread With"^^*^) they are friends and equals or when
l^bThe entire plot of Trouble in July revolves around
this pattern of actions.
Mitchell, Gone ^yith the Wind, pp. 55, 453; B. Fleniing,
The Conqueror's Stone, pp. 8-9, 14o; E. Hanna, Blackberry Win¬
ter. p. 244.
1972. Caldwell, Southways. pp. 177-82.
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(as in ’’Vifild Flowers"’!®®) the whites are soliciting the help
of the Negroes; and a Negro’s refusal to bare his head when
speaking to a v^hita man becomes a serious offense which, com¬
bined with ’’talking back” to his white boss, is enough to
cost him his life.!®® In stories as widely different as
Caldw'ell’s ’’Runaway”and Stallings’ Plumes,^^^ whites are
seen giving to Negroes the things that they have worn out or
found distasteful. The doctor in Siesta gives courtesy ex¬
aminations to his friends’ ”whlte-folks’ niggers,and the
sheriff in Trouble in July becomes quite indignant w^hen the
mob planfe to use his favorite Negro as a substitute lynch vie-
O A **
tim and spends a day and a half in a difficult cross-coun-
2©4
try search for him.
Much more prominent, in several of the books, are the
signs of discrimination and abuse. Some books merely mention
discrimination as a fact, sometl les resented by the Negroes.
For instance, Marie Conway Oemler mentions ”the barbershop
’For ViHiite Only* on Main Street, and Samuel Tapper’s
Alonia "wants to go North where she might be treated as a
20 D
white person.” Other references are more specific, as is
the following description of the segregation which is rigidly
imposed upon the Negro, but which the whites may disregard if
it pleases them to do so—a system of segregation providing
l^bibid.. p. 194.
!®®E. Caldwell, Kneel to the Rising Sun, pp. 220-37.
^99s. Caldwell, Southways. p. 164.
202^* Stallings, Flumes. pp. 30-31.
B. Fleming, Siesta, p. 7.
Caldwell, Trouble in July, pp. 107-110.
^®^Ibid.. pp. 159-69, 194-208, 227-31.
205j^j. C. Oemler, Johnny Reb. p. 140.
206s. Tupper, Old Lady’s Shoes, p. 110.
street-cars,
...where white men and women enjoyed being unable to no¬
tice the printed announcements that they should seat them¬
selves from the front, and where conductors enjoyed re¬
minding coloured men and coloured women that they must
seat themselves from the back.207
Other instances of legil segregation that is enforced
only at the expense of the Negro is the dual code for mis¬
cegenation which prevents inter-racial marriages and forbids
relations between Negro men and vjhite women but permits white
men to have any number of Negro mistresses.^®®
Caldwell's works furnish many other instances in which
the Negro's rights and privileges are categorically limited.
He must alw'ays be careful not to "tread on no white folks
toes," because "the white folks is first corae."209 He has
little freedom of speech in the presence of a white man. All
Clem Henry had to do to get in trouble with a v^hite man v/as
to "overstep his place just one little half-inch or talk back
to hinj with just one little short word";210 and Sonny Clark
knew that even in self defense he must not "dispute white
folks' word for nothing in the world.In another case we
see that even the Negro's freedom of movenient is curtailed,
since he may be locked up without a hint of a charge just be¬
cause a policeman wants to "play safe" and "save a lot of
tpyy, Newman. Dead Lovers Are Faithful Lovers, p. 228.
208cf. B. Caldwell, "Return to Lavinia," Southways. pp.
111-116; ffnurneyman. pp. 33 ff.; and Trouble in July, pp. 8,
20-21; also B. Fleming, Siesta. pp. 28 ff.; F. Newman, Dead
Lovers ^e Faithful Lovers, p. 228.2'0'^E”' Caldwell, "Candy-Man Beechum," Kneel to the Rising.
Sun, pp. 2, 3.
Caldwell, "Kneel to the Rising Sun," Ibid., p. 209.
Caldwell, Trouble in July, p. 217.
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trouble. Ke is denied the right to defend himself and
his family against whites. Clem Henry is expected to drop
the singletree with which he is v/arding off the blows aimed
PI S
at him by his white boss, and Hardy Walker is shot for try-
214
ing to protect his wife from a white man. Many whites
would even deny the colored man the privilege of making a de¬
cent living because "it ain’t right" for "a nigger to be bet¬
ter off than a white man."215
The abuse most often cited and criticized is the treat¬
ment of the Negro with regard to crime—the double standard
of "justice" which attaches very little importance to crimes
against Negroes but finds no punishment too severe for crimes
comraitted by Negroes against whites. Caucasians are permitted
P1 h
to abuse and even to kill Negroes with impunity, since in¬
juries to Negroes are not considered serious, law enforcement
is in the hands of the whites, and white men are not inclined
to side with a Negro in prosecuting or testifying against a-
nother white man. The most glaring example is that of Sheriff
Jeff in Trouble in July who, having waited until he was sure
that the mob’s victim had been lynched, drove up to the scene
to express his regrets that nothing could be done, refusing
all the while to take dov/n the names of the forty or fifty
E. Caldwell, "Candy-Man Beechum," Kneel to the Rising
Sun, pp. 5-7.
2l3s. Caldwell, "Kneel to the Rising Sun," Kneel to the
Rising; Sun, pp. 232-20.
si|e: Caldwell, Journeyman. pp. 47-8.
Caldwell, Trouble in July. p. 190.
21uibid., p. 79: W, S. Ethridge, Mingled Yarn, pp. 109-
10 ff.
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lynchers who remained because he did not "want to get mixed
up in this thing politically.'*217 But when a Negro commits
or is accused of committing a crime against a white person,
retribution is swift and powerful. Several incidents in these
books point to the facts that a colored man accused of a ser¬
ious crime is frequently denied even the pretense of a trial
and that the courts are expected to give way to a more vio¬
lent expression of the rage of the white community. The at¬
titude of the mob is indicated in the words of Clint Huff in
Trouble in July, who said that "Any man who’ll turn a raping
nigger over to the sheriff ain’t no better than a nigger him¬
self, Or when the sheriff does capture the accused Negro,
he may, as in Mingled Yarn,"' resign him to the mob without
a serious protest. In Caldwell's Trouble in July an innocent
Negro is lynched because the race-mad mob acts without consi¬
deration of the facts in the case.
Punishment of a crime committed by a Negro is not only
unusually severe, but is often extended to the whole race;
for not only the individual but the race is held responsible
and accountable for the crime.220 accused man cannot
be found, another Negro must serve as a victim;and the
v/hole community is in danger because abusing innocent Negroes
and terrorizing the Negro community commonly accompany these
217e. Caldv/ell. Trouble in July, p. 236.
218^., p. 141.
S. Sthridge, Mingled Yarn. pp. 122-25.
SSOiHid.. pp. 119-25; 3. Caldwell, Trouble in July,





The presence of such situations and the frankness with
which they are delineated even in a few of the works of
Georgia writers is a phenomenon that, because of its strange¬
ness, is worth noting; for though this side of Negro life has
been handled frequently in propaganda and protest novels since
the '20’s, only a few such treatments are the products of
Southern whites, and its appearance here (notably in books
published since 1930) is a definite departure from the tra¬
dition of Georgia fiction.
Thus it is evident that the various treatments of the
Negro in these twenty-one books offer a number of approaches
and interpretations, a variety of degrees and emphases; and
a mixture of contrary elements that defy classification.
However, there are two general tendencies, and a few loose
groupings may be noted. It appears that there is a signifi¬
cant correlation between the amount of the Negro material and
the amount of regional material and between the degree of con¬
ventional approach to the Negro and the degree of conventional
approach to the region. Two of the stories, Seydell's Secret
gathers and Harris’s Flapper Anne. have slight, incidental
regional backgrounds with a very small Negro element that is
mostly traditional. Several of the stories, in which the re¬
gional background is minor in quantity but quite definite and
rather important to the story, offer a considerable mixture
of traditional and non-tradltional Negro elements, ^kaong these
22^Ibid., pp.-90, 119, 210; W. S. Ethridge, 0£. cit..
pp. 119-25.
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may be found Sims's The World With a Fence. Fleming’s The
Conqueror's Stone. Tupper's Old Lady's Shoes. Lee's Fox in
the Cloak, Newman's Dead Lovers Are Faithful Lovers and
Hard-Boiled Virgin, and Stallings's Plumes, the last four be¬
ing least traditional in their attitudes toward Negroes.
Gone With the Wind stands alone as the outstanding combin¬
ation of regional exposition and defense and has a large
Negro element that is mostly traditional. Mixing the tra¬
ditional and non-tradltional in their frank regional exposi¬
tion, without defense or criticism, are four other books:
Hanna's Blackberry Winter. Miller's Lamb in His Bosom. Cheney's
Lightwood. and Fleming's Siesta. The most thoroughly and con¬
sistently untradltlonal treatment of the Negro is to be found
in Ethridge's Mingled Yarn, which mixes a moderate amount of
criticism with its regional exposition, and Caldwell's six
books, which concentrate on criticism.
The Negro appears in recent Georgia fiction not only as
an actor, not only as the subject of discussion, not only as
the subject of a peculiar social treatment, but also as a
subject of artistic treatment. In Hard-Boiled Virgin Frances
Newman takes cognizance of the Negro vogue in literature,
which made dialect sketches and local color gleaned from the
kitchen an indispensable part of every smart literary maga-
223
zine. In Old Lady's Shoes. Douglas Keelings reports that
he has just "dashed off” a "negro story"—a thing he obviously
regards as a literary exercise of no great importance, though
22Sp. Newman, Hard-Boiled Virgin, p. 237.
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it is ’’not bad,...in a magaziney sort of In Fox in
the Cloak the Negro appears as a subject of particular inter¬
est to a young painter, who is fascinated by the variety and
color in Negro life.^^^ Like most writers on the Negro, the
young artist tried to single out the essential racial differ-
g g ^
ences of the Negro, though he was ihterested in colored
people of all kinds, from "the weary o^d man who sat in the
sallow sun outside the relief offices”^^'^ to "a negro child
with a bird in the cup of his hand.”^^® Inspired by ’’the vi¬
gor and beauty of their tumultuous movements,he found
it ’’more fun to paint negroes”^^® and did so almost exclu¬
sively, in spite of the disparaging comments of his father
and fiancee who thought he should paint something ’’pretty. ”231
This artistic interest of the white man in the Negro is
borne out by the literary products which will be discussed
in the next chapter—the books in which the primary emphasis
is on some phase or phases of Negro life.
224s. Tupper, Old Lady’s Shoes.










In this chapter the writer will discuss individually
six of the seven books^ about Negroes published by white wri¬
ters of Georgia between 1920 and 1940. These books will be
considered chronologically, in the order of their publication,
as they thus represent three distinct phases in the literary
representation of the Negro. Harry Stillwell Edwards's Eneas
Africanus, though short and superficial, is significant as an
example of the generally accepted way of treating the Negro
up to 1920.2 Odum’s three books, though without parallel in
the nation's literature on the Negro, reflect a tendency, in
common with a number of other recent writers on the subject,
to regard the race as a peculiar and Important social pheno¬
menon calling for literary exposition. Nan Bagby Stephens's
Glory and Minnie Hite Moody's Death Is a Little Man show signs
of this same tendency but, reversing the emphasis, treat Ne¬
groes primarily as interesting people, paying less attention
to expositions of the group-position and group-patterns of
their Negroes and more attention to the personal development
of individual Negro characters.
^The writer was not able to secure Betty Reynold Cobb's
Little Boy Black, a volume of Negro dialect stories.
^Edwards' humorous exploitation of the Negro does not
involve a sentimental defense of the plantation tradition,
as do many of the books following the accepted pattern; but
in its exclusive attention to the funny side of the Negro, it




The Negro as a Source of Humor and Complacency
Georgia’s only important contribution within the last
twenty years to the comic Negro tradition is Harry Stillwell
Edwards’ Eneas Afrlcanus, which, published at the beginning
of the period under study, was really the final effort of a
career that belongs more properly in an earlier period.3 in
this epistolary novelette, tracing, through the letters of
observers, Eneas’s wanderings for eight years over s^ven
states in an attempt to return to his master’s home in Georgia,^
Edwards creates a character who, among Georgia's literary pro¬
ductions, is second in popularity only to Joel Chandler Harris’s
Uncle Remus, a character who preserves for posterity the funny
Negro and, though less conspicuously, the amused, tolerant
white Southerner and the happy, devoted slave Negro of the
plantation tradition^ The author himself sets forth such a
purpose in his preface:
Dear to the hearts of the Southerners, young and old,
is the vanishing type, conspicuous in Eneas of this record;
and, as a sidelight, herein are seen the Southerners them¬
selves, kind of heart, tolerant, and appreciative of the
humor and pathos of the Negro’s life.^
Having been entrusted with the family silver, which was
concealed in his wagon, and instructed to bring it back after
the danger from Yankee invaders was past, Eneas lost his way
3See above p. 38.
“^Trying to return to Tommeysville, Jefferson County,
Georgia, Eneas is led by the duplication of town and county
names into a trek through North Carolina, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, and Georgia, that
wore out his mare and kept him moving from 1864 to 1873.
^H. S. Edwards, "Preface." Eneas Africanus (Macon. Georgia.
1920).
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and was unable to find it or to identify his Tommeysvllle
sufficiently for his guides and well-wishers to direct him
to the right town. His ignorance, his exaggeration, and his
personal activities along the way are a source of continual
amusement to the people who write about them. One man wrote
that he, "had a great deal of fun out of Eneas";® and others
reflect a similar amusement in their letters. Evidently they
found his ignorance very edifying, for his dialectal peculiar¬
ities are preserved even in the letter supposedly written, at
his dictation, by a Miss Wells. The following is an excerpt:
Marse George: I am loss in er distric called Yallerbaraa,
by a town name o’ Burningham; Ef you knows whar Burning-
ham is, fer God’s sake come ter me fer I can’t git ter
you. Me and Lady Chain is plum wore out.
Marse George, I been ter firs one an’ den ernuther
Thomasvllle, year in an’ year out, tell thar ain’t no
sense in hit. An’ I ain’t hit de right one ylt."^
Another phase of the traditional funny Negro is Eneas's
picturesque lying. Randolph Thomas writes that "He was a
harmless old fellow enough, though a picturesque liar as are
Q
many old Negroes when they talk of their white folks"; Tom
Johnson describes him as "the biggest liar in Tennessee at
Q
that time"; and another man advises the Major; "if you don’t
find the Nigger you’ve lost the champion liar of Georgia."^®
Eneas’s descriptions of the Tommeys's plantation, compared
either with the actual picture or with one another are ample
proof of his proficiency in exaggeration. In reality, Eneas’s






master's estate consisted of ”one of the old two-story houses
with broad hall and verandahs and two large wings,” a "grove
of oak and hickory," a broad lawn abounding in roses and po¬
ssessing one "tiny fountain vfith a spray...the Negro quarters
and a small artificial lake where ducks abound.Through
letters we learn that Eneas has described it on one occasion
as a "twelve-room house, lawn with its three fountains, beau¬
tiful lake and. .iihundred Negroes in their painted cottages
and on another, as "a twenty'^^room house, yard with
13
six fountains, and a whole tribe of Niggers." The estate
pictured by Eneas grew with the years, each story being more
fabulous than the last. By 1869 Mary Adkins wrote to Major
Tommey about her desire to see the "Colonial house v/ith its
forty rooms, white columns and splendid parks...the great
lake with its flocks of swans, and the twelve fountains" on
the lawn.l'^ One year later, Tom Johnson observed that if
half of what Eneas had said was true, the Major "must have
ovmed all the Niggers in Georgia," and his home "must be
spread over all three of them counties he has been looking
for ever since freedom.
Eneas's other activities, which amused chroniclers found
almost equally entertaining, created the traditional impression
of the quaint ageless child. Thomas Bailey, who wrote that







and preaching and romancing,ascribed to him "a queer char-
17
acter—wisdom of the serpent and simplicity of a child.”
This opinion is supported by the combination of his religio¬
sity with his naive unmorality, both of which the author hu¬
morously presents on a number of occasions. Characteristic
are Eneas’s own comments on the occasion of his very belated
return, with the extra wife and children that he had acquired
along the way:
”0h Lord, Llarse George! Glory be ter God! Out o’ de
wilderness! De projeckin son am back ergin!...
Marse George, wha's Nancy?”
"Nancy /Eneas’s wife/ is dead Eneas," said the Major
sadly.
"Thank God!” said the old man fervently
But Eneas is not only funny, with his religion and his
wives and his lies; he is also quite pleasing in his attitude
toward his master, which is marked by his determination and
service, his pride in the "quality folks” that he likes to
talk about, and his eagerness to bring back, as his master’s
rightful property, not only himself but also any family and
income that he may have picked up on his journey. All that
Eneas has belongs to iiarse George—not only the race winnings
19
of the major’s colt but Eneas’s own church collections and
his new family. On his roundabout way home, he writes to the
major of the new wife he is bringing to add to his master’s
slaves--”she weighs one hundred and sixty an’ picks fo’ hum-
dred pounds er cotton er day.” Returning home, he more
1/lbId.. p. 35.r-^lbid.. pp. 43-4. See also pp. 25, 34.
pnlUd., p. 44.^Qlbid.. p. 29.
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than fulfills his promise, ignoring the claims of freedom:
"I done brought you a whole bunch o’ new Yallerhama,
Burningham Niggers, Barse Georgs! Some folks tell me
dey is free, but I know dey b’long ter Marse George
Tommey, des like Lady Chain and her colt."21
A humorous sketch intended primarily to amuse and to
preserve in "a vanishing type" a few minor features of the
Negro’s life, Edwards’s Eneas Africanus. offers a marked con¬
trast to the trilogy of books by Howard Odum, to be discussed
next.
The Negro as a Social Phenomenon
Odum seeks through the use of a modern type character
who is also an individual to bring together in a kind of folk
epic all of the varied aspects of the life of the American
Negro. In the trilogy of Left Wing Gordon, or Black Ulysses
as the author usually calls his chief character, fiction be¬
comes a mediura for the study of the Negro as a man in a pe¬
culiar situation and with a peculiar biological and social
inheritance. Rainbow Round My Shoulder presents the modern
migrant Negro worker; Wings on Feet tells the story of the
Negro in the World War; and Cold B1ue Moon brings back the old
scenes of the Southern plantation life and the civil conflict
based on Negro slavery. In the two earlier books. Black
Ulysses tells mainly of his ovm experiences and those of his
fellows; in Cold Blue Moon he repeats what has been told to
him of the experiences of his ancestors. For adequate r -
21Ibid., p. 44.
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presentation of his material, Odum has developed an unusual
style and a method that never conforms altogether to the ac¬
cepted novel form. Rainbow Round My Shoulder and V^ings on
My Feet are picaresque novels, in which the central charac¬
ter is followed through a number of episodes and a number of
scenes. The last volume of the trilogy is more nearly a col¬
lection of short stories told by a single narrator. Fach
book has, not only a special subject, but a special method
as well. Rainbow Round My Shoulder is a typical narrative
in which the chronological order is usually, but not always,
observed. The author makes his comments on each phase of
Black Ulysses’s life, and Gordon himself Illustrates Odum’s
points with the narrative. In Wings on ^ Feet the italicized
Introductions are eliminated and Black Ulysses himself makes
more of the relevant observations than in the first book. The
material on specific subjects is more diffused, though still
logically associated by the natural sequence of Black Ulysses’s
memories, which often depart from the chronological order of
the narrative to bring together Instances similar in charac¬
ter. In Cold Blue Moon the stories are grouped under subject
heading^, each chapter beginning with dramatic "roll-calls”
of the many dead figures that made up that particular segment
of the old Southern plantation life. The stories are held
together loosely by reminders of the narrator, who takes up
where the author’s roll-call and description stop.
In Ralnbov/ Round My Shoulder we find "a black fellow just
rounding out thirty years of a wonderboclan Iliad beyond
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compare;and he tells us the story of his life, which, the
author points out, is the story of many Negroes.Black
Ulysses recounts his experiences, which fall, as the lives of
all Negroes are supposed to fall, into three separate worlds,
recognized by the chief character himself, as well as by the
author:
Sometixaes I thinks ’bout life of colored man in his wan¬
derings an’ with colored folks an’ again I thinks ’bout
colored folks and white folks. Us has two lives to live,
an’ maybe three, ’feause one is what we think we like to
do, ’taint neither ’mongst colored folks or white folks
but maybe in Heaven, he, hee.”24
The twenty-tv/o chapters of Rainbow Round My Shoulder
show Black Ulysses in all of these three worlds, tracing his
life from his early development through the experiences that
make up his varied, exciting life as a traveling Negro worker.
An important factor in this life is his background—the in¬
fluences of his childhood and youth and the Influences of the
ever-present white man’s world. From his earliest days, he
remembers the companions and the lessons of home and school.
First, of course, his home life was shaped and colored by his
elders—his father, an influence sometimes good,^^ sometimes
bad, a disturbing influence in the home;^® his mother, an
22h. Odum, Rainbow Round My Shoulder, The '"Blue Trail of
Black Ulysses (Indianapolis, 1928), p. 236.
SVJ^dum describes Black Ulysses as "an every-day example
of millions of his kinsfolk at the turn of the twentieth cen-
tury and after."—Ibia;:, is. See also pp. 253-4.
^bid.. p. 202.
25ibld.. p. 27-8.
g^IbTd.. p. 28, 43-47.
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ideal parent and wife,27 faithful, loving, sympathetic, kind,
and firm, encouraging, hard-working, and ambitious for her
children, dependable and respected, competent to meet the
many difficulties life offered;^® his grandparents,memor¬
able for their neat clean house, which they owned, for their
words of advice and wisdom, for their stories of the old days
in Georgia, stories of being sold, of slavery, and of eman¬
cipation, for their spirituals and religious songs and prayers,
and for their church, with its revivals and shoutings. Along¬
side these controlling figures were the influences of vividly
etched happenings and circumstances in the home. Among these
situations and Incidents which Black Ulysses could never
27Black Ulysses tells us that his mother "was mighty
fine woman.”—See ibid.. p. 41; also pp. 42-50. Odum presents
her as representative of a host of fine Negro women, occupy¬
ing their peculiar place in American life:
Again, the Negro woman and mother, chiefest of paradoxes
, in the white and Negro world. Faithful worker and stolTd
servant. Provider for large families. Revered "Auntie”
and "Mammy." enshrined in memory and literature. Faith¬
ful, dependable. powerful in prepotency. The women God
forgot. WlnnelF of long~distanoe endu'rance~Tests. Yet a-
aln "Nigger woman," 'tne lowest standard of personality""
o certain members of 'the white race. Considered as of
^d by white men and white women not as a person but as a
Negro. S't'orm oenier of race mixture. Battleground oTlJe-
chlef character ‘in the Negro song of life.—See
•
, p. 8, 21, 22, 39-50.
29odum ascribes to the grandparents, too, an important
place in his epic; for they represent the heritage of the Ne¬
gro and the South:
Heritage of the old scenes. Beautiful but impossible of
perpetuity. ~3n oTaier generation of blacir“folks, artisYTc
in manners an5~~souls. A blacIT^pTc in a white worid.^
Memory of old bards and singers of rare personality—charm
ia the race, creative art in the Southern scene, long a-
shamed of its sorrow songs. A Negro church on the village
niilside7 'e^ntide to darKness, late gathering worshipers,






forget were: parental discipline—whippings and lectures
and kisses from his mother,severe heatings from his fa¬
ther, unforgettable punishments for mischief and disobe¬
dience father’s violent death at the hands of his sore¬
ly-tried motherhis mother's working out for white folks
the mystery of his father’s parentage;®^ the possibilities of
rr / •
^mixed blood” early intimations of the differences between
37
white sons and brown sons; and his first lesson in the
wrongness of ”playln’ with little white girl.”^® Other out¬
standing features of Black Ulysses’s early life were his
limited schooling, which provided him with an elementary know¬
ledge of reading and writing39 and with his gang of specialists
in fun and mischief and "meanness" and his early departure
from the home of his mother.
A background force as potent as his early training (and








S'^Black Ulysses himself best presents this incident that
he can "never forget":
Vfell, whut I was gonna tell you ’bout was white man git-
tin’ off train an’ his little boy run up an’ throw his
arms roun’ his neck an’ holler, "Hello, daddy.” An’ my
father he laughed, "He-hee-hee, If I go up and say ’hello






in a white man’s world. Black Ulysses says that he can
take care of himself "with both colored and white mos' gen¬
erally,”"^^ and does so, because "that’s bes’ way I can git
along.But even with care and a^pleasing manner he finds
that he’s always ’’havin’ hard times with white folks""^^—
"I’m always cornin’ up ’gainst white folks an’ white folks
cornin’ up ’gainst me."^^ He knows from experience that whites
often abuse Negroes. Some white men are not only fair but
very kind to colored men, but many others just will not treat
a Negro right. Black Ulysses has known many such white men
and tells about a few.^"^ A number of them have mistreated
him:
Some white friends always helpin’ me when I’m in need or
maybe in trouble, maybe ’bout a thousand, can’t count ’em.
But heap others treat me worse’n a dog, take my money,
beat me out of eve’ythlng I got, an’ don’t act civilized.
Likd I said, some white folks principled up like this,
colored man is jes somethin’ out there to work, ain’t no¬
thin’ else.48
He has seen other Negroes even more unfairly handled by whites
One time I seed white man take ’way colored man’s farm
an’ skeered him clean out o’ tsountry. I seen ’em in
Mississippi beat up colored schoolteacher ’cause he try-
in’ to do best he could an’ he been good man all time,
too....I seen white man one time knock po’ colored fel¬
low down with his fists. Fellow got up, skeered to open
his mouth an’ white man knock him down again ’cause he
looks sullen an’ insolent. Fellow gets up an’ says po¬
litely, "Boss I ain’t done nothin’," an’ white man knocks
him down again ’cause he ’sputes his word. I seen ’nuther
white man keepin’ sto sell automobile to colored fellow,
4Ji0dum notes the Negro’s paradoxical position in the






48ind. . ppl 305-06.
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’suaded hlra he ought to have one and took his money.
Brother to this white man, ole time farmer out in coun¬
try, shoots at colored fellow for drivin’ on Sunday like
he’s stuck up.49
A Negro can get in trouble, as Black Ulysses himself did
once, by helping v/hites^^ or by doing nothing--’’Seem like
ain’t no way to please ’em”;^^ so he just makes the best of
the situation. Black Ulysses tells what he does:
Can’t always help myself...So I looks at matter sometime
kinder reckless like, then again I see funny side, then
sometime I try to be sorry for white man an’ do bes’ I
can....
I don’t bother ’em none, but I don’t stand too much fool¬
ishness, either.52
Occasionally when, as he says, he gets reckless and
fights back, Black Ulysses suffers no ill effects. For in¬
stance, when he demanded that foreman June Heever treat him
’’like a man” and used a gun to protect himself from being
beaten, the foreman let him alone and learned to respect him.52
Another time he %old a meddlesome ’’crowd o’ roughnecks” to ”go
to the devil” and was saved by the immediate departure of his
train. Most of the time, though, he tries to avoid conflict
with his white neighbors, coming into contact with them only
when necessary and living his own life among Negroes:
Howsomever, most times I goes my way an’ lets white man
go his ’scusln when I work an’ when pay-day come. They
don’t know nothin’ ’bout me. I don’t keer nothin’ ’bout
them. yVhite man Ignorant ’bout colored folks. Don’t
know nothin’. We talk polite to his face, sometimes laugh









I ain’t gonna be no blaok leaf blowed about by v.iiite man’s
breath in some dam’ fence corner. I’m gonna blow myself.
I’m gonna work for white man on job some, and some I ain’t.
I’m gonna go sliding an’ highsteppin’ with my winnin’ ways,
an’ my money, an’ my Laura.ob
If I can’t please ’em I can get on road an’ be leavin’
here. Mo’ easier way to git ’long sometime.57
So Black Ulysses becomes a ’’travelin’ man.” His family
scattered long since, his environment unsatisfactory, his i-
maginatlon and desire ever leading him on to new places and
new experiences, he drifts about, a migrant worker sampling
many things, staying with none. At thirsty one years of age,
he has worked in all sorts of places at all sorts of jobs.
He has been janitor, porter, butler, waiter, yard gian, painter,
handyman, steel driver, harvest hand, plow hand, clothes press-
er, paper boy, carpenter’s assistant, brick-mason’s helper,
printer’s devil, and bootlegger. He has worked in aluminum
plant, steel foundry. Ford factory, packing house, engine
house, furniture store, government camp, concrete road gang,
lumber camp, coal mine, theatrical show, river boat, and rail-
58
road gang. He has worked hard and he has taken life easy,
singing his way around or living on women. He has been in
forty states, in Canada, in Mexico, and in France, finding
some places better than others^^ but not staying in any:
obibid., p. 304.
57lbTd., p. 309.
SSIHd. , p. 89.
59lbld.. p. 9.
b^Black Ulysses expresses his preferences for certain
places:
Don’t stay long in states like Georgia and Mississippi.
Folks in them states mighty roughish an’ don’t give man
no chance. Seem like they ain’t civilized, leastwise like
they ought to be....Always goin’ back to Philadelphia.
Had hard time in New York. Memphis, Tennessee, good place
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Funny how I can’t stay no place long. Always some other
place better, some other work easier. Somebody thinkin’
’bout me, road callin’ me on. When I come to new place
I works while or maybe I hustles, an’ then Lawd, I’ll row
here few days longer then I’ll be gone.^1
Nothing could hold him—neither job nor wife nor mother
nor children. He had tried for short periods to settle down.
After his first marriage, he assumed responsibility for his
family for a while, taking care of his wife when she became
ill and Intending to support her and the child that was even¬
tually born to them. But before long he grev/ restless and
tired of paying doc$i;or’s bills and found a reason for leaving
his wife and child.He soon found another wife, in St.
Louis, who wrote ’’sv/eet letters” but couldn’t hold him once
they were married. Moving on, he acquired another wife in
New Orleans and, after quarelling continually for a while,
left her, too.^^ Marriage, being easily entered into and
easily discarded, did not constitute a binding tie:
Never did git divorce, too much trouble an’ don’t seem to
need. Maybe she be dead or married to some other man by
now. Leastwise I’m courtin’ ’nuther v;oman now an’ no
tollin’ what I may do even if I be tired stayin’ with ’em
long. Looks like when I’m with ’em I has to quarrel and
fight, an’ when I’m long way from home an’ ain’t got no
friends blues drives me crazy. Can’t never be satisfied.
Outside his working hours, among his own people. Black
Ulysses leads a life that is emotional and signally lacking
in restraint. Playing or fighting, making love or seeking re¬
venge, celebrating or ’’moanin’ low,” Black Ulysses is always







intense in his actions and feelings;56 and he does whatever
he wants to do even v/hen his desire is to double-cross some¬
one who has been good to him or to vent his spleen by spoil¬
ing the pleasure of others.
This unorganized existence of Gordon’s is, of course,
wasteful and improvident^ and even without responsibilities,
he suffers many hardships.^® Frequently broke, he becomes
6 9
dependent on his mother and other relatives, on his ’’sweet¬
hearts,”'^® or on the sympathetic whites who ’’help out when
7I
in trouble.” When he has a little money, he quits working
or squanders it on what Odum calls the ’’three black graces”
—drinking, gambling, and women.
These three interests, which, with the Inevitable ac¬
companiment of "joreeing,” tall tales, and music, constitute
Black Ulysses’s chief recreation, are a major part of his life.
Especially is he absorbed with his various sweethearts, steady
or momentary, faithful or ”two-timing, ” supporting him sup¬
ported by him, "high-yellow,” "teasin’ brown,” or black.
Vi/hen he is not working or gambling or drinking or cultivating
66o(ium describes his life thus:
Evening in Southern t0wns and cities. Negro quarters
teeming ^th life....Black Ulysses a veteran two-timer
moving on to new places. Holding his own with zest in
the midst of sex conflict and strife—heat, passion, and
ruthless survival"! Blood and pearls, razors and hearts.
—See ibid., p. 153.
STTbid.. pp. 76-94.
°®lHd.. pp. 219-31.
„^lbld.. pp. 72, 4 et. passim.
'®TbTI., pp. 9, 137-491




"sweet raamas," Black Ulysses Is usually engaged in "joreein’"
or in repeating and developing the songs and stories which are
inextricably mixed up with his recreation, his solace, his
work, and his aspirations."^^ In the camp scenes, conversa¬
tions are interspersed with the Kegro’s favorite stories, tall
tales of fabulous feats, of bad men and magic men, of strong
7 ti
men and bullies, of spirits and ghosts. Black Ulysses tells
77
of some famous bad men and others whom he has known and,
still the "ardh representative,” admits that he himself has
been a bad man on a modest scale. Black Ulysses also offers
saraples of other tall tales and of "joree jav/”; for, as Odura
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says, he is ”a good Jonah himself.” The following excerpt
is taken from the story teller's sample of a typical "joreein*”
conversation:
"Well, you sho’ God got big talkin' mouth. If God hadn't
held steady hand yo' mouth would been clean back to yo'
years.”
"Well you needn't be talkin', you big stiff. How high is
you?”
"I'se six feet tv;o.”
"Well, you would been a heap taller if you hadn't turn
down so much o' yo legs to walk on, '.What size shoe you
74
As far as the writer can gather, "Joree” is a kind of
rough and boisterous repartee, resembling most closely the "ri¬
bald banter" which Odum mentions on ibid., p. 196.
'^Odum points out that the aspirations of his Negroes are
evident not only in their songs but in the heroes of their sto¬
ries—"Blue Jim and Black Buzzard the complete picture of the
perfect world of Negroes and of things." See Ibidl, p. 212.
"^Odum offers as "Worthy Negro exhibits to add to the
American galaxy of folk portraits." the follovirlng:
Lazarus. Roscoe Bill. Shootln' Bill Brady. Dupree and
niggers so mean they skeered £' theyselves. Then John
Henry, stately and strong in contrast. noble exponent of
sturdy courage and righteous struggle. faithful to death.
See ibid.. pp. 179-80.





"Yea, seven cows’ an’ half barrel tacks."
"Well, ole strumpet, I know cows glad when they goes to
make yo’ shoes, ’cause don’t have to cut hide at all
’cept tall an’ that goes to make shoe strings."
"Yea, when you go to shoe sto’ you cain’t ask fer number,
jes’ ask how big can they make ’em."
"Well, folks think yo’ feets yo’ waterwrings, ole slew¬
footed nigger."
"Well, goodgod, wish I had yo’s fer snowshoes."
"Snow, nothin, you so black you look likd dam’ lump o’
coal."
"V/ell, you so dam’ black you spit ink."
"Well, goddam, you so ugly you have to slip up on dipper
to drink water."
"Yes, bygod, you so ugly you have to cover up yo’ head so
sleep come to you."
"Well, you better wish you had sense like I got."
"Huh, if yo’ sense was powder you wouldn’t have ’nough to
blow yo’ nose off if got set fire to it."
"Well, if yo’ head was shaved down to yo’ senses, peanut
hull make you good-sized head."
"Well, anyway, ole nappy-haired nigger, I’m fool what
knows it, an’ you fool don't know it. You got rabbit
hair, eve’y knot balls up an’ squats."79
Diffused throughout the book as part and parcel of all
the Negro’s activities are the many songs which are both a
part of and a commentary on his life. Blues songs, work songs,
gambling songs, religious songs, miscellaneous songs, and
songs combining two or more types, all are represented. These
songs and the other folk material mentioned are as prominent
in the novel as the presentation and development of the cen¬
tral character and plot, reminding the reader that this story
of "Ulysses of the willing spirit and strong flesh"®^ is es¬
sentially a part of a folk epic.
Much of the material of Rainbow Hound My Shoulder is re¬
peated and reemphasized in Wings on Neet. The same
^^Ibid.. pp. 198-99.
Odum, Rainbow Round My Shoulder, p. 2S6.
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Information concerning Gordon's parents and his early home
life and his "travelin’" is presented in summary form,®^ and
the dominant themes of the first book are continued in the
ghird. The singing, talking laborer becomes a singing, talking
soldier,®^ His gambling and conflict are merely moved into a
new setting,®® and his mind is fetill occupied by thoughts of
his "highi brown baby" and his blues.®‘^ Familiar refrains run
through the narrative, carrying the burden of Black Ulysses's
theme songs:
I’m magic black boy, rainbow round my shoulder, wings on
my feet. War never got me never will. Got my buddies,
never got me.®®
Me an’ war same thing.®‘^
War an’ me is buddies, fightin’s my middle name.®”^
QQ
Death is in this Land.
89
Been mighty change since I been born.
Oh God, wished I wus in heaven settln' down.^*^
Also, throughout the book, there are the same accumula¬
tions of folk-material and folk atmosphere. The language is
unusually rich in similes and idioms and the dialect is par¬
ticularly distinctive. Black Ulysses tells of the superstition
®1h. Odum, Wings on Feet. Black Ulysses at the Wars
(Indianapolis, 1929), pp. 64-67, 99.
82lbid., pp. 17, 285-98.
®®Tbid., pp. 16-17.
S-ilbld., pp. 140-41.
8®TbIT. , pp. 13, 35, 40, 52, 57, 58, 282.
S^^rbTd. , pp. 14, 49, 62, 88, 243, 253.
S'^Ibld'. . pp. 13, 15, 58, 67, 83, 98.
®®Ibid.. pp, 60, 242.
®^rbld., pp. 57, 65.
SOrbld.. pp. 40, 41.
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of the colored soldiers®^ and of his own good luck talismans,
though he is not altogether convinced that the charms are re-
sponsible for his good fortune. Though not so credulous as
some Negroes, Black Ulysses has, himself, had some experiences
with ghosts:
...one ghost sho’ did tell me ’bout how buddy of mine
got murdered over in United states, an* I swear I’m gonna
git that dam' scoundrel if last thing I do when I git
back.®2
But most of all, Black Ulysses tells of the songs that he
found very helpful and conforting in France, songs even more
numerous than those presented in Rainbow Round My Shoulder.
There are songs of Negro life on Negro subjects:
Black man fights with shovel and pick.
Never gits no rest ’cause he never gits sick.
Lord, let yo’ sunshine fall on me.So
or
It takes a long, lean, lanky brown.
To make a rabbit fight a houn;
It takes a long, tall yaller brown.
To make a preacher lay his Bible down.^*^
Sl^Some boys thought gas was magic; wanted magic or
hoodoo spell on it....Can’t see it, mus’ be works of devil.”
--See ibid., p. 252.
sSBiack Ulysses was unusually lucky in missing war cas¬
ualties and in gambling:
Boys wonder how I win. Don’t know myself ’sensin’ look
like I’m jes’ mo’ lucky. Carry rabbit foot an’ buckeye
an’ anything I can git. Don’t know if it gives me luck.
Some say it do. Howsomever, also I got me little sack
full o’ winnin’ powder carries with me all time. Never
tell nobody all about how I fixes it up. Can tell some
of things in it,. Mix up whut makes strong luck, mixtry
is whut does it.—See ibid.. p. 178. See also p. 18.
SSibid.. p. 44.
94:Chapters in Wings on ^ Feet include an average of ten




There are spirituals and hyrans introduced as sung at special
times on board ship or at mention of the Negroes singing in
the war,®*^ There are blues songsand work songsthere
are lines from spirituals and hymns combined with soldier
songsand there are army songs, not particularly Ne¬
groid.
Similar in theme and in the background of folk material,
Wings on ^ Feet adds to the experiences of Rainbow Round lly
Shoulder the story of the Negro in the World War. The status
of the Negro soldiers, their appearance and performance, their
experiences and reactions are all mirrored by Black Ulysses’s
story and his observations. The war brought some changes in
Black Ulysses’s position and his relationships to whites. He
remembers that ”lt sholy wus good to see all captains ^^hite
men/ an’ Law fightln’ to help boys out of trouble," for he
was "used t6 seein’ captains an’ lav/ tryin’ to get me in trouble
all day long.’’^*^^ An "American, all dressed up naming name
of soldier, goin’ ’cross singin’ ’Touchdown, Army, Touchdown,
Army,’" Black Ulysses was a long wayfrom the "po little boy
long way from home, /~his grandfather on a slaver’s shi£7
tied dovm in ship an’ beat if he cried. Yihlte soldiers
generally had to be more civil to colored soldiers than they
had been to Negroes before the war 104 But they were still
®'^lx. , ibid. . pp. 26, 31.
®QSx., ibid., nri. 107, 215.
99ex., ibid'.J,ipp;-:.211, 213.
lOQlbid.. pp. 15, 16, 18, 43, 92, 111, 253.
101Ex., ibid., p. 14.
lQ2lbld.. pp. 25-6.
lOSlbld'. , p. 65.
IQl^Ibid.. pp. 119-21.
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black men in a white man's v/orld. The colored companies had
105
white captains and were stored in the loser decks, "'scusin
colored band played up on big decks for shows an' dancin.' "1^*2
And colored soldiers were still subject to mistreatment by
their "white buddies," who were much kinder to their German
107
enemies than to the Negroes in their own army. Black
Ulysses resented "way treated colored soldiers," but decided
that there was "Nothin* to do about
A picturesque group of soldiers—"black and tan, all
sorts an' kinds,"--the Negroes also distinguished themselves
by their performance. They had a special function in enter¬
taining and keeping up the spirits of the army:
French people never had heard sich singin', thought Ne¬
gro soldiers and stevedores mus* be mighty army of the
Lord. Likewise heaps of northern army men never heard
colored folks sing an* thought mus* be vronderful boys.
Also white captains and officers, both southern an* nor¬
thern told boys singin’ wus good for soldiers. Heard
bojis tellin* 'bout big General Foches praisin' colored
soldiers for singin*, slgnifyin* they helped feelin's
of both colored an* white folks in war.^*^*'
Officers and soldiers liked to hear them sing the spirituals
that were even more popular than the "special war songs.
The boys were ready with their jokes and "joreeln*'* ;^^^ and
they were good at prayers, too, when occasion demanded, pray¬
ing "like shoutin' Christians in church meetin* in Georgia"
while a German submarine was shooting torpedoes at their
ship.112 Soon forgetting their first fear, they became good
lOSgbid.k P. IS.
lObIbld.. p. 274.




llllbid.. pp. 245, 285 ff.
ll^Ibid., p. 25.
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soldiers, skilled in the art of fighting and dodging.
Black Ulysses tells of the prowess of colored soldiers:
Heard ’bout colored soldiers makin’ great fight over
next to French. Germans thought would skeer ’em. Didn't
do it. Said colored soldiers little nervous at first,
takin’ heap o’ pride in guns an’ shootin’ at everything
could git excuse to shoot at. But got down to figlitin’
like regular bear-cats. Heard 'bout two colored boys
out on parole got snared by German patrol, killed fo'
an captured ’bout dozen. Boys could do what they have
to do. Jes’ thinkin’ ’bout whut's gonna happen whut
kill boys.114
Black Ulysses and his fellows lived through a unique
experience colored not only by the loyalties and exigencies
of war but by race difference. They were soldiers, patrio¬
tic, profane,and fearless in battle.They grew
accustomed to a strange land,ll® lost their illusions of
military glory, suffered and became hardened to the hard¬
ships of life in the trenches,120 lived through a nightmare
of horror at the front,121 and welcomed the armistice with
great rejoicing,^'^^ as did all of the soldiers. But, being
colored, they had other experiences and reactions distinct
from those of their ’’white buddies. ” They were consigned
to the heaviest and most unpleasant work of cleaning-up after
the armistice, "maybe worse than war."123 Their white com¬
























Negroes, trying to keep them out of '’eatln’ an’ drinkin’
places,"124 teaching the French to think as they did about the
Negro,and persecuting and killing colored soldiers who
became friendly with French women,Black Ulysses, him¬
self, got in trouble when, in the line of duty as sentry, he
shot a white trespasser who refused to stop. Many then thought
of him not as a soldier, but as a Negro; and an armed guard
was required "to keep folks from stringing me up."-^-"'^
Being treated differently, the Negroes naturally had im¬
pressions distinct from those of the whites. A consciousness
of race entered into their thoughts about the other soldiers,
who were always "white fellows" or "white captains" to Black
Ulysses:
Sometimes we sorry for ’eml^Q sometimes we Jes’ have to
laugh at ’em. Sometimes we don’t keer if some white boys,
meaner’n devil, have hard time, Lawd, we don’t keer, been
'-.-. i treatin’ us wong, been hard on colored soldiers. ifVhite
man been fightin’ colored man. Now fightin’ ’selves.129
Black Ulysses was particularly sensitive, too, to the
foreigners’ treatment of Negroes, noting that the "French
treated us fine, better than we had been treated befo’"; and
that the English had peculiar ideas about Negroes and were
less inclined than the French to "treat colored soldier like





128hiiaok Ulysses points out that many whites were less






was afraid to respond because of the danger that ’’some white
man gonna knock hell out o' me."131 Anyway, Black Ulysses
preferred his "three high yallers an' two teasin' browns,"138
—"Wouldn't give my high brown Bell, For all madomselles this
side o' hell."^^^
Home from the war, Black Ulysses makes a number of ob¬
servations. He discovers that the Negroes who went off "mar-
chin' , feelin' like patriots, gonna be citizens when they come
back,"134 are still "nothin' but dam' nigger," and that some
v^hites even resent seeing a Black Ulysses in uniform, that, in¬
deed ,
Vftiites folks principled up like this, they don't keer if
we been good soldiers or bad, we jes’ come befo' them as
man with black skin....
White man in South principled up like this, jes' ain't
gonna think 'bout colored man as equal.135
The war has served to bring home more definitely to Black
Ulysses the peculiarities of relationships between v/hites and
Negroes. He has heard about Negroes helping, "standing by white
folks" during the Civil Y/ar;l^° he has seen his mother strain
herself to help an unappreciative "white lady";137 he has seen
colored soldiers helping whites in France;138 and he has ob¬
served that the Negroes have "been heap better" to the whites







ISglhid.. p. 78.13Slbid. . pp. 53, 72, ejt. passim.
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’’huntin’ an’ fight in’ make negro mo’ shrewder an’ mo’ swifter
than white man,” but that the white man is ”mo’ sv<^ifter or
crueler or sumpin'.”^^^ At least, in their treatment of Ne¬
groes, whites sometimes do things as cruel and as avjful as
any of the "heart-breakin’ things in war,”^^^
Always a Negro in a white man’s world and a white man’s
war, Black Ulysses realizes his paradoxical situation and sees
this war as just another struggle in a Negro’s life:
I remembers bearin’ my mama’s papa, fine ole, gray-haired
colored man, tellln’ ’bout bloody fightin’ tribes of Afri¬
ca. Fightin’ one ’nother, fightin’ white folks tryin’ to
run ’em off or cornin’ to take slaves. Now here I is, side
by side with black soldiers from Africa, fightin’ with
white man ’gainst ’nuther white man. Neither is I in A-
frica where my mama’s papa come from, neither in America
where I wus born. Neither is I fightin’ white man, nei¬
ther white man fightin’ me. Maybe I’m fightin’ white
folks. They tell me Germans is white. Well, I don’t
know. Lord, I don’t know. An’ white folks been fightin’
my people ever since I been born.142
Obviously Oduia is fascinated by the Negro’s place, as by
the whole of his life, which interests him as a social pheno¬
menon and a folk epic worthy of literary chronicling. In Cold
Blue Moon, his attention is centered on the earlier phase of
this story—on the legendary black and white figures of sla¬
very time rather than on the modern descendants that have the
central place in the two earlier works. Gold Blue Moon is the
saga of the old plantation South or, as he calls it, ”the epic
of the Negro come from Africa to America; and of the old cul¬
ture through slave heritage and blood descent from white and
140ibid.. p. 66.
l^llbld.. pp. 87, 88-9.
142h. Odum, Sings on ^ Feet. p. 57.
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black of great house quality South.Less biased, but as
reverent of the beauty and glory of the old order, Cold Blue
Moon comes next to Gone Mth the Wind in modern repetition of
the plantation tradition. Symbolic of the author’s attitude
toward the old South, as developed in this book, is Big House
Hall, "a red-gray-white weathered mansion..ghost house of a
perfect past which could not endure because of its imperfec¬
tions.” Nostalgic but fair, Odum looks back on the old slave
South, fascinated, admiring, mourning its passing, but seeing
clearly the inevitability of that passing. He describes the
old system as,
A stately superstructure somehow built upon sinking sands
with superimposed fabrics one from Africa, one from Eng¬
land. Or a stately vessel somehow uncharted through stor¬
my courses, one economic and one social.144
Through the stories of Black Ulysses, Odum tries to re-
145
capture this old aristocratic South, now ’’gone with the vand."
John Wesley (Left Wing) Gordon, better knovm as Black Ulysses,
entertains his fellow laborers, on a rainy day, with tales
v/hich he has heard through his grandparents about the figures
that, three or four generations before, animated the run-down
mansion which the Negroes are remodeling for its nev/ owners
^43 K. Odum, Cold Blue Moon. Black Ulysses Afar Off
(Indianapolis, 1931), p. 18.
144ibid., p. 49.
145odum offers the following account of what has hap¬
pened to the homes of the old South:
Some burned in the wake of Sherman's March; some hazards
of fire over the years; some reputed as burned by ghosts
of ancestors restless under the cold blue moon. Some va¬
cant and cold, so big and bare, that without their glo¬
rified setting they reflected no welcome lights of home.
Some made over by new southern blood; some bought by nor¬
thern and western folk; some restored for the glory of
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in 1930. Black Ulysses is still a commanding figure in any
group of Negroes, a man v/ho has had wide experience as an i-
tinerant worker and as a soldier in the World War, a master
story-teller, the same observant, unchanging '’travelin* man”
of Rainbow Round My Shoulder and Wings on ^ Feet; less hot¬
headed and ”hell-raislng” than in the early days of the Odys¬
sey, less Inclined to ponder the Negro’s rights as a man than
in the early post-war period, he is still essentially the same
philosophically non-cominital individualist who never cares
much for anything but moving on to new adventures and new sto¬
ries. He is older and he likes to look back and luxuriate in
the flavor of things long past, though even the past does not
stir him and cannot hold him beyond its appeal as story ma-
tei-ial.
Odum, as in the first book, abandons the dialect of
Black Ulysses long enough at the beginning of each chapter
to describe the setting for the various stories, indicating
the social and artistic and sentimental significance. Thus
he indicates that the ”big kouse” was not only a house but a
complete feudal community, a world in itself, and a brilliant,
complex show:
Big House Hall at its prime was more than a house, more
than a home, more than a mansion. It was a symbol, an
their architectural patterns; some turned into Ku-Klux
headquarters; some into local social and sporting clubs;
some still o\med by valiant stalwarts holding on; and
some occupied by descendants of former slaves. There
they were, remnant forms reflecting shadows of a lost
cause and a lost manner of knowing how to live. Ibid..
P "i '^5 * ^ *
l^Slbid., pp. 17-18. See also pp. 39, 117, 151.
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institution, a way of life, reflecting a pattern of
architecture, of culture, of civilization. It was in the
v/ay of an epoch in the new world and a tradition in the
xunerican fabric. Round about it was enacted nemesis--
bearing drama, curtain and curtain, now rosy morning, now
red eventide and ghost-black darkness. The great house
v/as not only notable in its own setting but capital of
the multipatterned plantation. Here v/ere archives of his¬
tory, genealogy of quality white folks, of Negro slaves
and of blooded horses. Here were typified a homestead,
a community, a little society, a school of vacations and
letters and manners. A big family, a nursery, a boarding
house, a harem, a matrimonial bureau, a divorce court.
A farm and a factory, a parish and a playground, an army
barrack and a prison. A stage and a show, a pageant and
a spectacle, a local experiment and a cosmopolitan con¬
tact, a civilization and a primitive society, a garden of
flowers and a graveyard of departed great.
Outside the house, Odum outlines a plantation far more
magnificent than that described by Eneas Africanus, devoting
pages to a depiction of multitudinous activities and exotic
living.On the same scale he describes the Individual
features. The description of the racing stable is accompanied
by a four-page "roll-call and chant of names" of "an aristo¬
cracy of blue-blooded horses.A whole chapter is devoted
to horses and racing—what Odum refers to as, "...a part of
the very culture fabric of a period; racing and hunting horses,
saddle and coach stalwarts, sv/ift-moving and hardy for a fif¬
ty-mile visit.
In this fine traditional setting, we find the traditional
characters. The courtly master is recreated in the Old Colonel
who "could set horse better’n anybody ever seen, could ride








in duel, an...was always havin’ big folks visitin’ Big House
Hall."^^^ Old I'llistis is an equally faithful representative
of the tradition, a mistress competent, firm, kind, and calm
in direction of plantation activities.For the most part,
the slaves, too, fall into the accepted pattern, furnishing
music for the plantation, telling ghost stories and believing
in superstitions, stealing,and employing cunning ruses to
avoid work.^^”^ Uncle Wailes and his daughter Janie are prime
examples of the faithful slaver "Old fool Freeman and
Fiddling Friday" are the plantation end-men.
Comments on plantation activities also support the tra¬
dition. The following descriptions, by the author, of Christ¬
mas in the old South are typical;
Back at the big house a stirring and bustling. Fin¬
ishing of the fall work, Christmas soon a-comlng. Corn-
shucking over, hog-killing done, crops gone to market or
stored for use. Slaves in the quarters, warming by the
fire, Mlstis all around turning eve’y where. Marster this
place and that riding all around. Overseers checking up,
drivers gone to town. High caste and low caste, white
man and black, picture of the Old South, couldn’t pass but
d rd....
Or nov/ the Old llarster, the silent IVIarster, lover of thoughts
and literature. Perhaps sitting on the big porch after
supper smoking and talking, the Mlstis of the big house by
his side. Or later reading far into the night, pondering
in quandary, or struggling with himself while his kingdom
slept or at other times easing up with egg-nog or mint ju-
lip /si£7 and haunted dreams.157
In Cold Blue Moon there remains a large folk element.
^^^Ibid.. p. 51.
» PP* 50-51.
15sibld'. . pp. 121-2.
^ p. 53.




with the emphasis shifted to superstition and ghost tales.
Odum gives five pages to the listing of ghosts by types, dis¬
tinguishing the ghosts of men and various animals, shapes,
sounds, and objects; and classifying ghosts by the actions
they performed, the times they appeared, and the places they
haunted. Black Ulysses completes the chapter by telling
stories of the legendary ghosts of Big flouse Hall.
The traditional element, though very strong in Gold Blue
Moon, is moderated by Odum’s careful realism in presentation
of character and situation. Some of the white characters are
less ideal than usual with representation of the old aristo¬
cracy. Old Colonel’s father "Wus wicked old man."^'^® Marse
James, at first just a traditionally rash and hot-headed young
Southerner, becomes a wild and bitter, and. Indeed, a pathetic
soul, far removed from the traditional carefree gallant.
Other instances show that, contrary to the tradition, the
slaves were not altogether happy nor always kindly treated.
The Old Colonel "had powerful temper" and, when angered, beat
and even occasionally killed some of his slaves.On one
occasion, he beat faithful old Uncle Wailes almost to death
with a horse-whip in spite of the pleas of the slave and of
his mistress, who knew that Uncle Wailes had been serving his
master instead of planning to run away, as the Old Colonel
thought he was doing.-*- In the ease of the slave Corinthy
158lbid., pp. 219-24.
1591^., p, 140.
leOlbid., pp. 64, 66-7, no, 121, 139, 142.
l^llbld.: pp. 94, 146.
iQSlbid.. p. 148.
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and her "Brovm Boy," we see the personal lives of the slaves
torn apart by the claims of different owners.Another new
development is the unusually fair and impartial discussion of
the Civil War. Led by its "roll-call of generals and flags
and survivors" attesting the glory of the Confederate army,^*^^
Chapter Six presents the Southern side of the war, with its
reactions and related tales and is, at the same time, kept
in perspective by Odura's and Black Ulysses’s comments on the
people and changes involved. Black Ulysses tells dispassion¬
ately of the "turrible times" of resentment and growing hate,
with both sides "doin' like they think they got to do";^*^^
and Odum offers the following dramatic picture of the war and
reconstruction:
White men riders, white men drivers, black men at home,
put to the test, some faithful beyond measure, some turned
traitor to the old cause, advocate of the new.
A nation in the death struggle, it couldn't happen but
did; big men and little men tested in a crucible white-
hot' with hate. V/averlng of fortune, now turning south¬
ward, then back north, the winning of the North meaning
death of the old South, the birth of a nation. A long
way from the celebrating throngs and happy marching sol¬
diers going into war to the grief-stricken people, unbe¬
lievably desolate, at the end of the war. An age of suf¬
fering and an age of hate. A long way from the glory of
the Old South to slave turned master.ldd
Such interpolations, reflecting the author's social in¬
sight and breadth of viewpoint, reveal the tendency, common
to the trilogy but expeclally noticeable in Cold Blue Moon,
to counter-balance any omissions or exaggerated emphases in
the story by eloquent but critical comment. While Black
IdSlbld., pn. 180-81.
iQ'^Ibid. . pp. 147-9.
165lbid.. pp. 195, 197, 209-10.
l^^Ibid.. pp. 190-91.
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Ulysses presents a few type characters in his history of Big
House Hall, the author reminds us of the variety of Southern
personalities, v/hite and black, by means of his roll-calls
of masters and slaves. Typical in this attempt at complete¬
ness in portraiture is the roll call of slaves:
Roll call of the faithful, serving old marsters. Roll-
call of the errant, easing along. Roll-call of craftsmen,
skilled in their art. Roll-call of runaways, pilferers
and bad, mumblers and grumblers, muttering threats. Roll-
call of saints, mammy and maid. Roll-call of stalwarts,
strong men and good. Lovers of the white folks, masters
of the marsters, loved by the vrhlte folks, old and young.
Stubborn in their loyalties, powerful in self-control,
proud of marster, proud of the big house, zealous and
jealous of quality folks. Scornful and condescending,
shrewd and discriminating, perfect simulation, mastering
of manners, ancient of ways,,,.
Laundresses and nurses, midwives and conjure women, broad
wives and mothers, concubines and strurapets, Breeders
and brooders; mammies of the white, mothers of the black,
mothers of the brown, heirs of the races. Mothers over
yonder, children over here. Husbands over here, wives
over yonder,It)7
Again, moving from the past toward the present, we find
more "roll-calls of black men," pointing to the Negro’s place
in the epic of xunerlca:
Roll call of black men, blue vein and brown,,,,Climbing
to the high places, working in the low,,,.
Dual persons in a white man’s world,,,.
Roll call of black men killed by black men, killed by white.
Roll call of lynchers and roll-call of lynched, ghosts
froDi the trees, ghosts from the fires...Spilled blood of
the nation, the Negro in the midst, first days and last
days, problem-bearing people, bearers of the brunt, heirs
of strife, shifting in between the fierce battle lines.168
Cold Blue Moon completes the picture of black-and-white
America, past and present, North and South—a varied, chang¬
ing, faulty, and magnificent world,with Black Ulysses, ^ -
lS7ibid., p. 113.
-‘-‘^^TbTd. . pp. 255-58.
IS^See the author’s summary, ibid., pp. 259-60, and Black
Ulysses’s comments on pp. 271-2.
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unaided either by ’’Big colored folks in North” or by ”Big
White folks in South,” ”jes’ suoipin’ out there to work, or
maybe... to rest gun on like man shootin’ rabbit, but still
an invincible. Invulnerable figure.
Odum’s trilogy, then, is an epic of the American Negro,
including first: the story of his heritage, from Africa and
from the contacts in America with slavery and white folks, of
folk-patterns and folk materials, of mixed blood and mixed
culture, of conflict and accommodation, of outside control
and inner urge; and second: the story of his life today,
showing the indelible imprint of this heritage in his love
for blues and spirituals and tall tales, in his dual life,
and in his endless, goal-less wandering. Within this story,
three major emphases may be distinguished: first, the pecu¬
liar place of the Negro, past and present, as a black manain a
white man’s world, "getting along best way he can,” a part of
and apart from the world in which he lives; second, the
170lbid.. p. 272.
171odum himself best describes these three stories of
the life of Black Ulysses:
And so. Black Ulysses, veteran in Iliad, young in years.
goes on singing and living his story. Loafing, working.
road hustlin’, and wandering to and fro over the face of
the earth. Timeless and spaceless, a part of the nation
and! anart from lt7~wonderlng vAiat it is all~~^out. For
t^is Black Ulysses, singer of black laughter and black
tears. has sampled a continent as others' have sojourned
in counties, ransacking his utmost world on the swelling
urge and quest for food, adventure. and love. Reflected
in his life and wanderings through forty states~of the
union and brief adventures in Canada. Mexico, and across
the waters is the story of hTs childhood and home. hTs
play and his work, his school and his' church, his loves
and his fights, his fears and hl's repressions .'"hTs
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aimlessness and confusion of a Negro life that is continually
changing without marked improvement; and third, the vividness
and fascination of Negro life, with its rich, complex, and
difficult background, its intense living, its varied experi¬
ences, and its enforced adjustments.
The Negro Community—Negroes as Interesting People
In the two other books written about Negroes by recent
Georgia novelists there is not so much a study of a race as
a study of individuals who happen to belong to a minority
race. Likd Edwards’ works, these books belong more completely
to the field of literature and less to sociology than Odum’s
work; but like Odum, and unlike Edwards, the authors of Glory
and Death Is a Little Man attempt serious representation of
the lives of their Negro characters. Of course, there are
some indications both of concessions to the old literary tra¬
dition and of attention to the sociological aspects of race.
In the names of incidental characters and in occasional
humorous representation of the Negroes’ ignorance, Miss
struggles and aspirations, his humor and pathos. his sick¬
ness and health, his rights and his~property. his culture
and mentality, and withal his black and his white neigh¬
bors. Thus the chronicles of Black Ulysses Singing tell
such a story of folk backgrounds and folk urge. of picar¬
esque tension, of regional culture and contacts, and of
a hidden cross-section of American civilization as has not
hitherto been told in the loose-woven epic of any man.—
E. Odum^ Rainbow Round My Shoulder, pp. 315-316.I'^S^ong the Negro children we find ’’Morning Glory,”
’’Eucapy” (short for "Cornucopia”), ’’Epholy,” "Ulysses,” "Ran¬
dom," "Philistlny," "Savannah,” and Alanna (evidently a mis-
pronounclation of Atlanta).—See N, B. Stephens, Glory (New
York, 1932), pp. 12, 26, 101, 102, 174.
17aibid.. pp. 21, 25, 27, 37, 38, 41, 80, 164.
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Stephens reflects the tendency to make fun at the expense of
the Negro. In Death Is a Little Man, occasional exaggerations
of dialect-^ and a few generalized comments on Negroes carry
a suggestion of condescension and of belief in a few of the
traditional race traits. For instance, Mrs. Moody tells us
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that ”A negro is quick to forget his wrath,” or, again,
that ’’Negroes talk fast when they are angry. Their voices
turn high, ending in little squeals, and v/hen they fight they
squeal shriller and louder, like the shrill, frantic screams
of pigs fighting. For the most part, hov/ever, the language
in Death Is a Little Man is a faithful representation of the
idiom and the pronounciation of a large group of Negroes; and
there is no trace of condescension in the author’s treatment
of her characters. Group-patterns, necessary for authentic
portrayal of the lives of any Negroes, are evident in both
books. As in Odum's works, the inclusion both of folk elements
and of the Negro's social situation is an integral part of the
accurate representation of Negro life and not an argument for
white-superiority.
Alike in a number of respects, these two books are, of
course, two distinct works, written by different authors and
characterized by different styles, settings, characters, and
^Exaggerated dialectal spelling and grammar are exem¬
plified in the following remarks of Big Young Dan Carlisle:
Dat is, ober womens. Ee is spose to spoil a plenty o gals.
Dat de kine ob boy he are...
Dis are a queer nights," Big Young said.—See M. H. Moody,
Death Is a Little Man (New York. 1938). pp. 128-9.
l^Ibid.. p. 274.
i^bibid.. p. 67. See also p. 63.
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stories; and they will require separate discussion. Both
stories have their setting in Negro communities; but there
are differences both in the comiaunities themselves and in the
authors’ treatments of them. The Pittsburgh of Nan Bagby
Stephens’s Glory is a semi-independent small tov/n, with its
own distinct small-tovm atmosphere hardly affected by the
neighboring white town. The ’’Bottom” of Minnie Hite Moody’s
Death Is a Little Man is a much smaller and more dependent
section on the fringes of a large city, closer both to the
city and to the country from which many of the inhabitants of
the Bottom have recently come. Death Is a Little Man is pri¬
marily the story of a number of years in the life of Eenie
Coade vVeaver and her family and friends; the community serves
as important background but does not figure very much in the
story as a unit. Glory is essentially the story of an out¬
standing episode in the life of a community of small town Ne¬
groes; two chief characters often hold the stage, but the ac¬
tion generally comprehends the community as a unit. Mrs.
Moody’s book has more of a deep, slow-moving quality as op¬
posed to the melodramatic development of the plot in Miss
Stephens’s work. Both represent the interplay of character
and circumstance, but the interest in Death Is a Little Man
is drawn chiefly from character and situation, while in Glory
it depends at least as much on Incident. Both portray the
universal, as well as the individual and racial qualities in
the lives of their characters; but Glory is usually concerned
with the give and take of normal human relationships within
a community, while Death Is a Little Man penetrates more often
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into the more intimate personal lives of its characters.
Race-position plays a larger part in Mrs. Moody’s book than
in Miss Stephens’s, as does the nearness to natural law com¬
monly attributed to the uneducated Negro. In both books, re¬
ligion is a large part of the lives of the people, but the
emphases in religion are different. To the Coades in Death
Is a Little Man and to Roseanne in Glory.,it is an abiding
faith and a way of life; to most of the characters in Glory
it is a powerful stimulus and release and a product of the
church, disproportionately dominant in their lives. In Mrs.
Moody’s book it is a comfort to those who have it and a loss
to those who have not; in Glory the fundamentalists make it
an issue with the whole community and a standard for measur¬
ing worth. Many other differences and similarities might be
pointed out but would, perhaps, have little significance with¬
out a more detailed study of the specific works.
In Glory. Nan Bagby Stephens introduces us first to the
women of the Ladies Aid, then to the broader setting of Pitts¬
burgh, Georgia, "the Negro section of a small town near the
sv/ampland of South Georgia, a small, isolated, relatively
unimportant community, offering a cross-section of personality
and a variety of activities that come together in the chief
community organ. Mount Zion Church.!”^® Glory stresses the
B. Stephens, Glory, p. 2.
^'®Mount Zion, as it towers o^er and frovms down on its
members, is an ever-present reminder of the world to come,
a world of definite extremes in the interest of which one
makes a choice of white robes and milk and honey as against
hellfire and brimstone. That Pittsburgh prefers the first
mentioned future is evidenced by the merging of all roads
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way that life in this small Negro comraimity is centered around
the church and the peculiar devotion of the ’’faithful” to ”the
preacher” hut the development of character and of care¬
fully motivated action is not neglected. The rivalries and
petty jealousies which arise among the members of the Ladies
Aid, the power given to the preacher, the psychological ef¬
fect of this adulation on the pastor and on other members of
1 PO
the community, the use which the preacher makes of the
power which he acquires,^®! and the community’s reaction to
his abuses^®^ are skilfully worked into a dramatic situation
and action which, though they might be most probable in just
such a community, keep the book from being a mere folk-or
propaganda-story, //ithin the framework of this story. Miss
Stephens achieves a comprehensive exposition and development
of personalities and a revelation of a number of aspects of
into the path of the church.--See ibid.. p. 3.
179^116 admiring ’’sisters” not only praised the preacher
and fiercely resented any disparaging remarks about him, but
considered it a favor to serve him, begrudging to others the
privilege of catering to his wants.--See ibid., pp. 45, 86.
143-4. 170-72.
iQOCicero came to be the unquestionable oracle of Pitts¬
burgh, feared and worshipped by his followers:
Cicero Brown,ihnsteadily increasing consciousness of
power., continued to sway his congregation to high ecstatic mo¬
ments. He began to direct the thoughts, to regulate the con¬
duct of the older inhabitants of Pittsburgh. Some of the young
ones fell under his Influence to a profound degree, others
were dragged by anxious parents to confess their sins and seek
guidance from the fiery-tongued oracle, who had established
himself so securely that even the righteous stood in consider¬
able awe of him.--See ibid.. p. 83.
ISlHe took advantage of Roseanne’s faith in him and his
hypnotic power over her younger sister Leola to seduce Leola
and later to force her to give him Roseanne’s earnings and run
away to Atlanta.
iSSLed by Rodney K'ard, the congregation hunted down the
fleeing preacher and killed him.
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life in this Negro coirnmnity.
A number of diverse characters furnish the background
for the two main personalities. The semi-monthly meeting of
the Ladies Aid introduces to the reader several women, whose
later actions serve to complete and support the impression
made at the initial meeting. There was Tempy Snow, the pres¬
ident, a large, commanding figure, positive, sharp-tongued,
and conscious of her righteous duty, the accepted leader of
the women of Pittsburgh, recognized and respected as much be¬
cause of her prosperous shop and her husband’s railroad job
as because of the executive ability manifested in handling
*j Q f7
the women of the church. There was Sis Lindy Gray, the
secretary, a '’thin, wiry woman, the opposite type from Sis
Tempy,” but a close friend and a dependable assistant of the
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president. There was Winnie Caldwell, who flirted boldly
v/ith Pittsburgh’s young men and dared to exhibit pink under¬
wear in the window of her dressmaker’s shop, in spite of the
disapproving comments of Sis Tempy and others, who tolerated
her presence only because of her Indispensable service as
church organist. And there v/ere others: Dootsie Clark,
the fly-brush vendor, whom Sis Tenipy put in a class with Winnie
as a ’’flighty” person; and Selena Trail, "tall, gaunt, and
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mournful,” who was a mainstay of the Ladies Aid; Sis Hattie
Toomer, a neighbor of Sis Tempy’s, who enjoyed handing out




free advice with the herbs and charms provided by her son,
Zack; B'renchy Fowler, a dressmaker from New Orleans, who sold
lace to the vliites and second-hand dresses to the Negroes and
whora Tempy valued for her unfailing, "voluble support"; Folly
Satterwhite, the hair-dresser, whose "gentle, bright voice"
was equally effective in entertaining her white patrons with
amusing gossip about their neighbors and in teaching the
leading Sunday School class at Idount Zion.^^-'^ Outside the
Ladies Aid, the book offers additional individuals. Dacas
Snow is a leading example of Pittsburgh’s respectability:
Dacas Snow, husband of Tempy, was a tall, silent,
easy-going fellow, who fell in with his wife’s program
without protest as long as she kept him in comfort. Dacas
was fond of Mount Zion. He had helped to build it. He
had managed to get the stained glass windows in return
for work, and when he sat under their saintly colors he
felt a warm glow of righteous reward. It was to be ex¬
pected that he would approve of the new preacher. In all
the history of Mount Zion there had not been one who could
raise him to such heights. He found a strange thrill in
such exaltation, although his Monday work suffered from
his "cornin' thoo" on Sunday night.
Another highly approved figure was Son, the lovable blind
boy who patiently sold his "clo’es poles" and echoed in his
spirituals the religion that was his mainstay. Among the less
respectable members of the community was Alec Gray, Lindy’s
husband, who thought less of the extreme righteousness of the
pillars of Mount Zion than of common sense and tolerance in
every-day relationships and who stubbornly defended his pre¬
ference, in religious sects, for the "Hard-Shell Baptists"
j-8?lbid. . rp. 7-8.
^^^Ibid.. p. 84.
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and his pleasure in good, wholesome living.^®® Rodney Ward
and Leola Lee are real young people, reflecting the spirit of
youth in their love of fun and their objection to arbitrary
authority, questioning the accepted standards that hemmed them
in, but sincere in their desire to stand by those people and
those values that they found to be good.^®^ As they walked
along together, they made a pleasing picture, two normal young
people that might be found anywhere:
Leola, a frail, slender copy of Roseanne, looked younger
than her eighteen years. Rodney was tall and strong, a
fine-looking young fellow. As they walked together he
regarded her with eloquent eyes, evidently content in her
company.191 ■
But strongest and most vivid among the characters in
Glory are Leola’s sister, Roseanne Lee and the preacher, Cicero
Brown. Roseanne is a very genuine and fine person—a "tall
brown woman in her mid-thirties,...her fine eyes...wide set,
gentle in expression, full of intelligence,"192 a woman dis¬
tinguished not only by a fine physical appearance but by a
good, clear mind, a beautiful rich voice,1®^ a fine moral
character, a big heart,and a profound, honest soul.
Roseanne worked hard and enjoyed her rest; she was deeply re-
195
ligious but, until "converted" by Cicero, did not share the
intense fundamentalism of her neighbors;^®^ she was open-
minded, and she had the courage of her own convictions. Slow
lB9ibid.. pn. 44-7, 72-5, 81, 106-07, 111.




especially ibid. . pp, 33-4, 189-96, 309-10.
^®^Ibid.. pp. 112-18.
l^oibid., pp. 17, 100-03.
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to censure, she was quick in defense and firm in demanding
fairness to one whom she believed to be unjustly criticized.
Cooperative and self-sacrificing in her support of the things
and people she valued,she was yet sensible and business¬
like in handling her affairs. Indifferent and skeptical of
the preacher at first, she was his staunchest supporter and
his most-thoroughgoing disciple when convinced; and she
was equally strong in hating and renouncing him after her tra¬
gic disillusionment^'^^ and in forgiving him^*^^ while the rest
of his former followers were still mercilessly bent on revenge.'
A truly noble individual, Eoseanne was yet "human," taking
pride in dressing up her sister and her pastor, letting her
faith in Cicero Brown warp her vision, becoming jealous of
the preacher’s attention, wanting revenge for the hurt which
Cicero had inflicted by shattering her faith and causing the
death of her sister, and permitting the community's verdict
of Rodney's worthlessness to prejudice her against him and to
separate him from Leola, though no wrong was proved against
him.
Cicero Brown, though less completely admirable than
Roseanne, was an equally strong and magnificent figure. A
fine physical specimen, he was also Intelligent and shrewd
and, with,his hypnotic eye, his persuasive tongue, and his
l|;7lbid.. p. 20.
fg°Ibid.. pp. 18,ff.^^-Ibid.. pp. 118-23, 138-39, 144, 155-60, 193-96, 202.
203-Tbid., pp. 310-11.
202i^, ^ pp, 284-311.
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knowledge of people, capable as well of swaying people by the
power of his argument. He v/as a strong man led astray by the
attraction of the easy way in his rise to power.Losing
his scruples, he descended not only to dissimulation and flat¬
tery but to theft and blackmail and rape. But he had a con¬
science that warned him of the wrongness of his actions v\fhile
he continued in them^'^^ and prevented his enjoying the fruits
of his misdeeds; and he finally repented of his sins, seek¬
ing sincerely and earnestly to redeem himself and to atone,
as much as possible, for the injuries that he had done the
people who had trusted him.^'^^
The reactions of the Negroes in Glory are genuinely hu¬
man, not often caricatured or forced into the limited patterns
prescribed by the traditional race traits. They have very de¬
finite moral codes and try to follow them. Their condemnation
of adultery and the ’’magdaleny woman, ”207 Leola’s horror of
203a former plantation hand, Cicero had early been singled
out by his power as a speaker and, after studying diligently
until he could read and write, had started out sincerely in¬
terested in "preaching the Gospel" and carrying out the in¬
structions of his mentor, xit first he knew little but "the
Scripture;" but he learned:
Ee sent Cicero out still Ignorant, still wholly unlearned
in speech, but strong in fundamental knowledge, eager to
try his wings, restless with the power that drove him hard.
Eis path had not been easy. Those things that formed
part of his early creed had brought him disappointment and
failure. He learned gradually that what a congregation
wants from its minister is not warning but sympathy. He
learned flattering words. He became cunning in the ways
of moving and swaying his people.—See ibid., pn. 88-9.
204lbid.. pn. 167-68.
205lbid.. pr. 205-07.
SQ^Tbld.. pp. 278-83, 299-302, 310.
2Q^Ibld.. pp. 145, 178, 245-8.
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stealing,and Eoseanne’s diligent application of the Gol¬
den Rule^^® are in direct opposition to the tradition of hap¬
pily imnioral Negroes. Nor do the characters reflect the sim¬
plicity and docility and lack of resentment usually attri¬
buted to members of their race. True, most of them were duped
by Cicero Brovra, but he was a powerful man skilled in the ways
of handling people and aided by their custom of revering the
preacher. Not all of the Negroes were deceived even by him;
for Rodney and Leola and Alec recognized the dangerous power
of his "sweet tongue" and scoffed at the idea that he was
sanctified; and even those who had implicit faith in the
Pll
preacher turned against him v/hen his duplicity was revealed."'
The proceedings and alliances of the Ladies Aid are character¬
istic of the cross-currents in any small club, and the feelings
of the members are genuine and natural.Roseanne’s conver¬
sion comes as a result of powerful persuasion,and even
the "cornin’ thoo" of the other members in the church, though
accompanied by a religious orgy, is neither ridiculous nor in-
^ + 214decent.
In the representation of the situation, as in the develop¬
ment of character and story, incidental references point to
characteristics peculiar to Negro life, usually a minor con¬
sideration in Glory. Most prominent are the overemphasis on
^^^Ibid.. pp. 151-2, 190.
209ibid.. pp. 106-07, 310.






the church and the preacher, already noted; the comparative
illiteracy and the superstition of the people, sometimes re¬
vealed humorously, sometimes, in a matter-of-fact way;^^^ and
the low economic position of a group in which the shop-keepers
and "others who worked at home or boasted husbands, able, and
willing to support families"'^ constituted the well-to-do
aristocracy, in v;hlch the vendors all took their wares to the
white section before offering them to their neighborand
in which opulence was indicated by the possession of a number
of second-hand items bought or received as gifts from the
white folks on the other side of the railroad tracks.218
The subordination of the Negro community to the neighs
boring white section is more prominent in Minnie Hite Moody's
Death Is a Little Man. For "The Bottom" is a dependent quar¬
ter on the edge of the city of Atlanta, not only meeting the
white v;orld at the service entrances of the city but subject
to the white man's ideas and law and affected by the various
urban influences which were felt by the whole vicinity of
Atlanta. The "white folks" in Death Is a Little Man are the
source of a strange, half-understood authority—of ideas often
beyond the concepts of the Negroes and of power to which the
Negroes must bow. The colored people, just come from the
country, often found the ways of their white neighbors strange;
their sayings and doings w^ere often a subject of speculation,
^^^Ibld.. pp. 248-50, 277-8, 285.
21^Ibid.. p. 4.
Sl^ibid.. pp. 93-4.
218TbTd.. pp. 7-9, 14, 18.
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things to he wonderingly accepted. Senie noticed that "white
folks ate weakening food, salad and cake and v/hite bread, with
everything trimmed up to look pretty and have all the strength
out,i'>"^ and resigned herself to wearing shoes "the whole long
day every day; not because of Sunday or a wedding, or the con¬
vention going on, because of white folks' rulings that people
must wear shoes just to be a-covering their feet: maybe be¬
cause white peoples did not like to see feets."220 They mar¬
velled at the accomplishments of the v/hite doctors, repeating
among themselves the information that, "The white doctors had
taken out his /Jerry's/ heart. They had held his heart in
their hands—plucked it clean outen his bosom IThey lived
in the shadow of the white man's law. The people in the Bot¬
tom always had to be careful in observing the strange rules,
for "A man could be put on the gang for walking within such
v/oods as could be found, let alone tote a gun or set a trap
in one."222 Negroes were only partially protected by "the
law"; and when "the law" did interfere, it did not always take
the time to be just.and sure in quelling a disturbance or in
enforcing a law. Some offenses in the Bottom were considered
unworthy of the attention of the police. After arresting
V/eaver several times, "The law had got tired of carrying him
to court. Now the po-lice tad told the Bottom to go ahead
and gang up on him. V/hen he got loud and bad they were to
2^%:. H. Ivloody, Death Is a Little Man (New York, 1938),
p. 92.
220ibij^. ^ p. 87.
ggjrlbid. . p. 117.
^^^Ibld., p. 78.
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beat hiiii up; then carry him to his bed to over it.''-23 '^/Vhen
the police came into the Bottom, they were dangerously q.aick
to shoot, in one case killing an innocent man who was trying
to protect his brother-in-law from death at the hands of a
man crazed with drink.224 widow could only regret that
he had been so foolish as not to drop his gun immediately
when the police ordered iiim to do so, especially as a colored
man is not supposed to have a gun at all.^^^ Big Young Dan
Carlisle, too, paid the penalty for inadvertently running a-
foul of the white man's regulations. Big Young’s white boss
had sent him back to the basement of the place Vv^here they had
been working to get the boss’s coat, in which he had left a
large sura of money. Big Young went readily, as he had done
many times, confident of his twenty-five cent reward when the
boss received his money safe. But all the watchman saw was
a Negro v/here no Negro should be; so Big Young got a bullet
through the back into his heartv^o kVerything that the Negroes
did was at the sufferance of the whites. They were very glad
223ibld.. p. 243.
224Livery, drunlc, was beating and stamping Blim to death.
Soot Pastorale, at his wife’s request, was trying to frighten
Livery off with the gun which he used in his work:
Soot’s hand was steady as a stone.
A white man’s voice barked: Drop that gun! Drop it
quick.
Soot did not drop the gun at all, nor ever once sensed
his own danger. Ke had done nothing wrong; he was doing
his best. Deep joy clutched his heart: the law had got
here in time to holp him out. It could see he was trying
to save Elim’s life: Elim were a good boy; Livery were a
good boy. The law was there now and everything would be
all right. He moved one eager step forward across the
yard toward the law.




to find that "There was a little woodsy valley that the crick
ran through, and white people never seemed to bother if they
fished and built a fire there. "^27 general acceptance of
this limitation of the race’s freedom is implicit in Eenie’s
method of characterizing a world "curious and new and bothered
in all its usual doings"; she observed that "not even a white
somebody could plant...as he wished, as much, either when he
might v/ant to."228
Contact with Atlanta brought to the Bottom a nuraber of
strange urban influences, sometiimes disturbing, sometimes
helpful. To fienie and the other country Negroes, city ways
were hard to learn; and the city presented a hostile front,
"making a great noise and rush, and bothering itself with
white peoples’ doings"
There were no trees to drop twigs and build a fire
with, except on the lawns where the v/hite folks houses
were, and there colored men came with wheel-barrows and
rakes and trundled them away. Not even the water to wash
with and cook with and drink was free. Outen you had a
well, it came out of a fau-cet and cost maybe a copper for
every drop that dripped out. Benie complained to weaver
over and over. A body might could git a drink fer nothin
....But ViTeaver said no, that were the way it was: things
cost a nigger one way, either two ways, or even more ways
than that. There was no use fighting against it. Senie,
would have to patience herself till she got used to it.^^O
In some ways, the city appeared bewilderingly wasteful
and backward. "jSverythlng was turned around: you earned the
money to buy the same things you could have hustled and raised,







ignorance and faith niade him skeptical of the white man's
science, which attempted to change things philosophically ac¬
cepted (such as the difficulty of ''birthing" a first baby)232
and left him confused when "...in the city schools, the tea¬
chers talked magic down," telling the children that belief in
charms "were heathen su-per-sti-tion.Even worse were
the temptations v^diich the city presented to Weaver in the li-
quor and women that v/ere continually offered to him. But
the city had its advantages, too. Vifhen her first son was born,
even Senie carae to fed that the strange,
City vmys were easier for true. They carried you off on
a narrow long bed wdth wheels beneath it and put a strong
smell under your nose and laid your little baby beside you
all dressed in white and smelling sweet as any white some¬
body's child in God’s wide w'orld.^*^®
i2ven more important to the Bottom than white folks’ laws
and city ways were the jobs, in the lowest level of the econo¬
mic scale, that the city offered to men and women. For city
people needed money badly, and the sources of income were all
in the white comii^unity. The work was hard but plentiful (up
until 1930); and the men vrorked as assistants in all sorts of
trades or in domestic service, while the women spent their days
in the v;hite folks’ houses cooking, cleaning, serving, and
nursing, providing for their households with the wages and the
gifts of white bosses^^*^ and taking care of their own homes
2S2lbid.. p. 57.
233ibid'., p. 350.
S34YbId.. p. pp. 83, 87-8 ff.
ffSibld., p. 121.^*^°Ibid.. pp. 92-3,
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and families in the brief intervals vhen their services ’.:ere
not required by the wiiites.237
But in spite of outside contacts and influences, the
Bottom has a life all its own. Though near the white commun¬
ity, it is a separate world:
The big street is another world, just as the city itself
is a world remote and strange to the residents of the
Bottom. They go forth into it in the morning, but v/hen
they trudge dov/n the gully side again they have left it
behind. There is a narrow lane, defined by alder bushes
and apple trees; once they have passed along that the Ne¬
groes are in their own street.*^*
.Intruders from the white community were rare, and they were
usually limited to ’’the law,” the ambulance, the dead wagon,
and the white employers v;ho occasionally visited the Bottom
in special situations. The crooked street, with its few
drab houses which ’’huddle together like dregs in a cup”240
was an isolated neighborhood in which birth and death occurred
(as in every other place) unnoticed except by the inhabitants
of the Bottom, whose lives were ’’lived so close to one another
that even old grudges dissolved like snow; need followed so
fast on the heels of vnrath.”^^^
Even more important than the representation of the com¬
munity as such is the treatment of the people and the lives
that make up the community. Death Is a Little Man. like Glory,
offers a variety of personality among its Negroes. Within the
Goade family alone there is a wide range of character. Henry




^'^^Ibid. . p. 116.
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Coade, weighing over tv;o hundred pounds and suffering from a
weak heart that kept him from farming, was a very effective
"minister of the Gospel," soft-voiced and eloquent and sin¬
cerely pious though, as P.osella reflected, "He was the kind
of man,..who would pray for his wife's safety in a storm, but
242
never set foot out in the storm to help her." His wife,
Rosella, though not so ready in speech, was a strong, loving
soul who had borne and reared thirteen children, leading them
all in the v/ork on the farm that yielded the family's food
paS
and clothing as well as twenty bales of cotton a year,“" and
following them Vv-ith her motherly attentions even after they
were grown and had established homes of their own. Among the
children there were Manda, who remained v/ith her parents on
the farni; Hoses, who hated faming and made a hew life for
himself as a prosperous steel-mill worker in Pennsylvania;
Dallas, who drifted about in the North after the ’viorld ?/ar,
making money but missing the substantial values of life, and
who so far departed from his father's teachings as to become
a bootlegger, continually dodging the law and his enemies;
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Elim, who was "born w’lth a veil" and possessed of "second
sight" and who spent his quiet, moody life as a misfit in a
society that was growling away froDi his "call"; and Pearlie,
who, from the time of her son's death v/as forever chasing the
vanishing gold that no one else could see. Even Eenie
Ibid.. pp. 47-8.
Ibid.. pp. 11, 22-7
Ibid.. p. 142.
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Pretty, who were most alike had their differences, in physical
features and in temperament—"Eenie was the smartest and Pretty
245
viTas the likeliest":
Pretty did the sewing and learned to play the organ in
meeting, but Eenie could do everything, wash in the branch
till things were white as snov/, rub clothes smooth with
irons hottened on a fire under the chinaberry by the door,
weave or cook, or chop or pick cotton, whatever task came
to her hand.2^0
Both had "fine white teeth" and "slim firm bodies" and an easy,
graceful carriage. But Eenie was black and Pretty was brown,
and "Eenie had a broad flat face where Pretty’s was oval as a
hen’s egg." Eenie was more serious and quicker to settle
down than Pretty, who had a greater need of life’s little
pleasures. Their friends and relatives presented still other
personalities. V/hile both her tastes and her habits of sta¬
bility and self control protected Eenie from the temptations
of the city, Y/eaver was strongly tempted by the call of liquor
and women and good times,and lacked the will-power to resist.
*Yeaver v;as a good y/orker and a good husband when undisturbed
by liquor or by the gnawing pain in his stomach, caused by an
injury from a mule’s kick; but his drab life sometimes op¬
pressed him, and he found it very difficult to keep the good
resolutions that he made from time to time.248 pretty’s hus¬
bands, their neighbors, Miz Johnson and Sim and Liamle and
Bessie and Jerry are all distinct individuals, reflecting dif¬





Besides this untradltional variety and individuality in
character, Llrs. iloody portrays in her story of the Goades and
their neighbors and faiailies a way Of life that goes beyond
the usual patterns set up for Negroes; for their world com¬
prehended not only work and superstition and. orgiastic reli¬
gion and emotional strife, but moral codes and family stan¬
dards as well. The heritage of superstition remains, but in
Death Is a Little Man it is a "superstition" that is compounded
largely of wisdom and natural law and that is represented not
as a curiosity but as an integral and often a plausible part
of the lives of the people. There are still the apparently
meaningless fetishes and slgns--the faith in charms and the
fear of such evil omens as "a voice crying a name from a fire-
ball"^^® or "a rabbit crossing de road"2o0 or "a hound's bad
luck howl." But a nuraber of the beliefs appear fairly logi¬
cal and reflect a wisdom that sees into the laws of life.
Eosella did not like to see kenie's son born in the spring
because it Was."...not a season for harvest, and what was
birthing a baby but dropping ripe fruit, the same as an apple
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or peach: what was the difference." The changing moon
was a sign to Senie that all things on earth are uncertain
and perishable, and the phenomena of nature which served as
guides and warnings in her life were perfectly reconciled with
her religion. The signs and the charms and the fortune tellers





She could accept Slim's charm but she v/ould keep on pray¬
ing. Gav/d moved in a slow mighty way, mysterious as ma¬
gic. It might could be. There had been prophets in the
days of the Book, '//hat more was Slim in a way of his own?
For Slim could ever see strange things that were not, but
should come to pass, and such was the v>rlsdom that the pro¬
phets had, and Lord God had had a hand in that for true.
Only a presumptuous unknowing somebody could deny it.Sob
Rosella, too, saw nature's laws existing side by side
with the will of an .ilmighty God, observing that "...the wind
was its ovvn master: God mostly let it suit itself except
where it could please his special will.”^^'^ Thus were com¬
bined the implicit faith in nature and its signs and the deep
religious faith in the Jehovah of the Bible that were almost
equally dominant forces in the lives of the Coades. Religion
v/as first; for God was the ultimate answer in all things and
faith in God must prevail when nothing else remained—"Magic
could fail and Mamie could spite Shiloah Church, but time
would go on just the same, moving to the will of Klne Gawd."'^^^
iCenie had found, with the example and the guidance of her
parents, an abiding faith in "the loving presence of Jesus"
W'hich v/as reassuring and all-sustaining.®^^ Moreover, she
found in religion a responsibility as well as a comfort; and
she tried sincerely to do what was right. She decided to "be
a good ezzample" and not take part in the dance, even though
"Plenty of good church members went to the breakdowns,...
sinned and then repented of their sins" and were forgiven;
and she v/ould not take home food from the white folks’ kitchen
p. 1975 see also p. 118.
254ibld., p. 47.
255ibid., p. 201.
pp. 10, 75, 119.
^^^Ibld.. p. 6G.
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as some cooks did ’’because It was wrong. It had said so in
Fappy’s Book: thou shalt not steal...thou shalt not covet.
Believing in a just God who prescribed definite moral laws,
she accepted just punishment as the operation of Divine v/ill;
agreeing that when Weaver was bad "the law had a right to
whoop him some way," and attributing the painful death of
a neighbor to her sinfulness and scorn of the church and re¬
pentance. She had accepted not only the love and the com¬
mandments but also the theology and the physical organization
of the white man’s religion,and her life was conditioned
by her belief in the potency of the church and baptism and
her pleasure in church activities. Senie wanted Weaver to
join Shlloah with her and have the water "rise above his head"
so that God would accept him and help him,and she was
greatly disappointed when an apparently accidental incident
destroyed his desire to do so. She hoped that he might even¬
tually be saved and that her children would profit from a re¬
ligious upbringing as she had done. The Goades, of course,
were not alone in their belief in God and in right. Weaver
knew that stabbing was wrong and that no sensible, respectable
man should indulge in it; and he sincerely tried to resist
the pull of those forces that tended to destroy his integrity?^'
^^^Ibld.. p. 92.
259lbid'. . p. 118; see also pp. 77, 88.
SQOlbid.. pp. 231 ff.
S^^Ibid.. p. 196.




The conmunlty in general disapproved of such excesses as those
v/hich gave Mamie’s Jerry a reputation for using and leaving
women. Big Young Dan Carlisle observed that Jerry had ”a
powerful bad name” as a result of his actions, and Pretty
voiced the consensus of opinion among decent inhabitants of
the Bottom and Negro Atlanta when she said that ”He ought to
be shame.
The primary source of these standards (and the core a-
bout which were developed all of the other ways of life) is
an important force which is usually lacking in the Negroes
presented by ^/\4iite v;riters of fiction—the functioning of
the normal family unit. The social unity of the family is
well represented by the Coades. LIr. and i.rs. Coade were hap¬
py together, proud of one another and of their children
and they created a wholesome family atmosphere for their
children—the father providing the family altar and the mother-
constituting the symbol and the embodiment of the family
"hearth." The children grew up together, decently; they
learned to work hard and to cooperate on the farm;^®*^ and
they left to establish their separate homes and their separ¬
ate lives, retaining always a strong attachment for members
of their family and for the life that they had lived.
Some prospered more than others; some suffered greatly, both
through their own actions and through circumstances beyond
2o5ibid., pp. 128-9.
g^QTbld.. pp. 11, 15, 14.S^^Ibld., pn. 11-lS, 19, 20.
S^STbld., pp. 4, 92, 105, 251.
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their control; some wandered far away; and two took up other
ways of life. But all of them, even the errant Balias, looked
forward to going home to their parents, their homestead, and
p ^ O
their brothers and sisters. “ Their love of home and family
v^as demonstrated in a number of ways and instances. Rosella
grieved to see her children leave ;270 Eenie was loath to
leave her parents’ home with the strange man she had married,
though she told herself that she was ”foolish-sad.
Pretty enjoyed helping Eenie make pretty clothes for the child
that Eenie was expecting;^72 Eenie, having moved to the
city, vms overjoyed, on Pretty’s arrival, at seeing "one of
her ovm blood" and getting nev;s of her family after the en¬
forced separation.Even Elim hated to leave home ,though
he was ashamed of "...his silly gal-baby guts that would not
let a inan knock off from home without a dry throat and hurting
eye-balls.The family drew close together, helping and
comforting one another in times of trouble. Rosella ventured
out in the face of a rising tornado in an effort to get to
27o
Eenie when her first "birthing" became dangerously dii'ficult,
and the children came from North and South on hearing of an
Impending death in the family. Dallas drove south to see his


























His wife’s protests could not outw'eigh the
realization, that had come with Elim's letter, that he had
neither seen nor written to his family for years and that he
must return; for Dallas realized what all of the Goades proved,
that ”A man's home was his very heartbeat, be he black or
277
white. ”
Thus Death Is a Little Man joins with Glory in going be¬
neath the pigment of their Negro characters to represent, in
a sympathetic treatment, human segments that reveal indivi¬
dual personalities distinct from race and universal qualities
covomon to all peoples.
These six books which single out the Negro as Interesting
and significant literary material offer a wide range of in¬
terpretation of Negro life and reveal a nuiaber of different
approaches to the subject. One thing all of the:.: have in com¬
mon. All of the authors give some attention to the repre¬
sentation of the Negro as a special group. All of them, par¬
ticularly Odum and Edwards, are Interested in Negro traits.
All of the five serious novels reveal an interest in the Ne¬
gro’s peculiar background of caste and folk-patterns and in
his special problems. Only in Eneas Afrlcanus, however, is
there an emphasis on the funny side of the Negro or on the
superiority of the whites, though a few items in each of the
other books might be seen as pointing in that direction.




trilogy find values in their material outside these peculiar
racial qualities already mentioned. All of the books are in¬
terested in the Negro as a part of Southern life and as an
interesting segment of humanity, but in only two do we find
that the boundaries of the life to be treated are not set al¬
most entirely along race lines. The two books which show the
Negroes at home shov/ them primarily as people, secondarily
as Negroes; the four that describe their wanderings shov/ them
primarily as Negroes, secondarily as people.
SmaiARY AMD CONCLUSION
In summation of the findings of this study the follow¬
ing points may be noted with reference to white G-eorgia’s
contribution to Southern fiction from 1920 to 1940: that
the Negro is to be found more or less prominently in all of
these books, as actor or subject or both; that the amount of
Negro material varies from five or ten incidental references
in books about whites to detailed treatments of Negro life in
books entirely about Negroes; that the Negro material thus in
eluded is variously used and variously interpreted; that,
while most of the novels are realistic in tone, the Negro ele
ment frequently partakes as much of the romantic tradition
as of realism; and that in general the major emphases in the
use of this material were in the Interest of an authentic
portrayal of the Southern scene; the representation of the
Negro as a special race; and, to a much smaller degree, the
presentation of ideas about race and race relations.
Themes of racial propaganda may be found both in support
of and in opposition to the tradition. A large number of mi^*
nor instances, scattered through nearly all of the books, ad¬
vance the traditional beliefs of the Negro’s inferiority and
intrinsic difference from whites; but, though a number of the
characters express a resentment and fear of Negroes as a
threat to white supremacy and white womanhood, only one au¬
thor treats the Negro seriously as a race dangerous or harm¬
ful to white society, and in that case the menace is repre¬
sented as a temporary one, limited to the "new" free Negro
who was a part of the horror of Reconstruction which was
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ultimately suppressed by the Southern whites.^ Georgia has
no parallel to Dixon’s The Flaming Sword.^ On the other hand,
there are a few authors writing in the interest of tolerance
and fairness to the Negro, suggesting, if not actually stat¬
ing that Negroes are, intrinsically, little different from
whites and discrediting the argument that the Negro is a
menace to white society justifying the dualism and the abuses
which accompany the maintenance of white supremacy.
More common than deliberate and positive propaganda are
the representations of race qualities, which tend to point in
the same direction. Most of the books offer some support,
either through their delineation of Negro characters or through
the references to race traits as such, to the traditional con¬
cept of the Negro as a peculiar, inferior creature, though
his peculiarities are, in these books, often associated less
with biological capacity than with social performance, the
latter of which, one may infer, is due at least as much to
social and cultural background as to heredity. This cultur¬
al emphasis is particularly evident in Odum’s trilogy, which
attempts a scientific study of the race traits and backgrounds
of the Negro, finding in his folk heritage and his incomplete
home life and his familiarity with conflict and accommodation
the source of the peculiar qualities that characterize ’’the
blue trail of Black Ulysses.”
Sharing the stage with the race traits, which are mostly
^See above pp. 52-3, 70-1.
SDixon hysterically warns the public that the ambitions
modern Negro is a menace to white civilization.
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traditional, is a newer emphasis among Southern whites, the
study of race position, which is a major part of the realis¬
tic portrayal of Southern and of Negro life. The growing
tendency toward realism is manifested in a number of ways.
For the sake of authenticity, as well as for picturesqueness,
in the representation of the Southern scene, the Negro is in¬
variably Included as incidental background and local color;
and, in the more critical works his social position is noted
as one of the major issues and one of the outstanding problems
of the section. A similar movement in the ’’proletarian” or
class literature also requires the inclusion of this racial
group which constitutes a large percentage of the Southern
masses and which suffers a special handicap that makes more
difficult the effective functioning of the Southern proletar¬
iat as a class. Sven more important, from the point of view
of literature, at least, is the Increased realism in the pre¬
sentation of Negro characters, resulting in the creation of
a wider variety of Negro personalities and in the Inclusion
of character traits rarely conceded to any Negro in earlier
works. Accompanying this realism in the treatment of the Ne¬
gro is a corresponding variety and frankness in the treatment
of whites which serves further to v/eaken the traditional de¬
termination of personality by race and, by its effect on the
perspective from Vifhlch Negroes are seen. Indirectly presents
some of them in a more favorable light than was formerly the
case. Hov/ever, in spite of this broadening of the range of
Negro characters there remain the almost exclusive attention
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to lower class Negoes and the tendency to present unfavorably
those who are more ambitious. The only educated Negroes are
"the Bishop" in Siesta and Lieutenant Jackson in Flumes, and
the former was an unscrupulous individual who sought the level
of the lowest classes in his career of exploiting Negro church¬
es. In Death Is a Little Man three of the characters are
fairly prosperous; but they have no intrinsically worthwhile
advantages over- the others, one of them having abandoned some
of the finest of his earlier values in the pursuit of money
and another figuring in the story only as a man of bad habits
and worse reputation.^
From the various materials and attitudes, the additions
and omissions which are found in these twenty-seven works of
recent Georgia fiction may be drawn, with reservations, a num¬
ber of conclusions of social and literary significance. As
indices of Southern taste and Southern ideas, these books are
suggestive, though not infallible and not uniformly significant
for, as with Caldwell and Odiim, much of the material and many
of the ideas may come from the work of one author; and their
works, though they may form a considerable part of Georgia's
fictional treatment of the Negro, may not be particularly re¬
presentative of the characteristics of Georgia writers. Es¬
pecially is this,true with Caldwell. Six of the twenty-seven
books discussed are his and several of the new developments
are best exemplified in his v/orks, while, of all the writers,
he is probably the most unpopular with Georgia critics and
3
See above p. 63.
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readers, frequently cited for what is considered his misre¬
presentation of the state‘s and significantly missing from the
commendatory article on Georgia writers (some of whom are,
like Galdv/ell, residing outside the state) published in The
Atlanta Constitution in November of 1939.^ Gone With the
Wind, on the other hand, is hailed as ’’the greatest literary
phenomenon since the publication of the Bible.The results
of a poll conducted by the North Georgia Review to determine
the reading habits and preferences of Georgia’s population
are interesting in this connection. Miss Smith reported that
’’careful tabulation of eighty-odd questionnaires filled out
by librarians and readers in towns varying from a population
of 1,000 to the flourishing city of Atlanta” resulted in the
following findings:
A. j/hat everybody already knew; most popular novel. Gone
V/lth the 'Wind; second most popular novel. Magnificent
Obsession; third most popular. Lamb in His Bosom; best
4a review of Thelma Thompson’s Give Us This Night was
hailed as a novel that ”shows 'Tobacco Roads' do not dominate
the state."--See The Atlanta Constitution. XXII (Nov. 19, 1939)
160. Also the president of the Trust Company of Georgia cites
Caldwell as creator of a "fashion of critical observation and
prejudiced expression," pointing to the fact that:
"Tobacco Road" no more truly portrays the condition of
even an average tenant farmer in Georgia than the selec¬
tion of the worst sweat shop in New York city would be
typical of the conditions of labor in the average well-
conditioned industrial plants in the great Northern or
Midwestern manufacturing areas.—See R. Strickland, "The
Hconomlc South in Current Literature," Book Section of
The Atlanta Constitution. XXII (Nov. 26, 1939) 167.
^^R. McGill, "Publishing World Looking to Georgia With
Good Reason," Book Section of The Atlanta Constitution, XXII
(Nov. 26, 1939) 167.
eibid.
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southern novelist, voted so almost unanimously (even by
those who stated that they had not read her book) Margaret
Mitchell....B. Doubtful generalizations but accurately re¬
ported on basis of returns;...Death Is a Little Man read
rarely and seldom liked...Faulkner, Caldwell, Wolfe,
Fielding Burke /Olive Darga/T" read infrequently, though
receiving high praise from many of their readers.
Keeping in mind these variations not only in circulation
and popularity and critical approval, but also in the authors'
inclusion of particular themes, we may yet point to a number
of general implications of the Negro element to be found in
the recent fiction of Georgia. Perhaps most obvious is the
white man's consciousness of the Negro's constant presence
on the Southern scene. The incidental Negro characters to
be found in all of the books about whites, the discussions of
Negroes, and the existence of books entirely devoted to the
Negro all testify to this awareness of the Negroes' presence.
They appear as a race, vivid or problematical; as colorful
individuals; as disturbing groups; as an indispensable, sym¬
biotic, servant class; as the picturesque lower strata of so¬
ciety; as an integral part of Southern life; as an unassiml-
lated and unassimilable racial group; or as the unmoral, dirty
people on the wrong side of the railroad tracks, the backyard
of the South, of which the South is defensively ashamed, but
of which it cannot rid Itself. The Negroes that the various
authors notice and present differ, of course, with the indi¬
vidual works; but in general, they indicate a combination in
the m.odern Georgian of a fondness for the old and a desire to
"^L. S. Smith, "Dope With Lime," The North Georgia Review,
I (Winter, 1937) 4: p. 13.
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comprehend the new. As has already been stated, there is at
the same time a persistence of the traditional themes of the
South and of Georgia and an increasing breadth and honesty in
dealing vd.th the Negro. The "Uncle Remus" tradition continues
through the interest in folk-lore and dialect and in the at¬
tempt to characterize Negroes by their folk-patterns. Most
prominent still is the traditional servitor, devoted, simple,
and contented; superstitious, irrational, lazy, and unstable;
needing and expecting constant direction; and living most hap¬
pily in his white folks. Still present, though less prevalent,
is the comical Negro, who amuses the whites with his childlike
reactions and his ridiculous incongruities. As Guy Johnson
says,
One cannot help noticing that the white man must have his
fun out of the Negro, even when writing serious novels a-
bout him. This is partly conscious, indeed a necessity,
if one is to portray Negro life as it is, for Negroes are
human and behave like other human beings. Sometimes it
is unconscious, rising out of our old habit of associating
the Negro with the comical.^
The tradition persists and is liked by the majority.
Donald Davidson notes this general approval of the old way of
treating the Negro, defending it as a literary asset worthy
of being perpetuated and suggesting that the fact that tradi¬
tional treatments "touched the public mind more persuasively"
than the more realistic treatment "might have proved, to the
southern mind at least, that the old view of the Negro is
8g. S. Johnson, "Folk Values in Recent Literature on the
Negro," Folk Say. ed. by B. A. Botkin (Norman, Oklahoma, 1950),
p. 371.
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right after As Davidson suggests, the Southerner,
writer and reader, finds the tradition very pleasant. At the
same time, an increasing number of them are trying to be fair
and are including non-traditional elements of character and
situation, even though they may sometimes do so at the ex¬
pense of their popularity and their literary effectiveness.
A definite gain to literature, however, is the fact that the
Negro is permitted a greater variety in development; for the
diminution of the tradition of determining character by race
encourages greater depth and individualization of character
portrayal in the treatment of both races.Another result
of this greater honesty is the gain in perspective of a liter¬
ature that does not have to rely so completely on the per¬
petuation of a sentimental tradition for its artistic attrac-
^ • 11tiveness.
Another general tendency is the approximation of the fic¬
tion to contemporary non-fiction in the growth of critical li¬
beralism and in the treatment of similar themes. In some cases,
notably in the works of Odum and of Caldwell, the novels and
®D. Davidson, "The Trend of Literature," Culture in the
South. ed. by V/. T. Couch (Chapel Hill, 1955), p. 191.
lOOne of the editors of The North Georgia Review points
to the great "...extent to which the characters in our south¬
ern fiction have their role determined by the color of their
skin" and expresses her "...conviction that it is this very
unwillingness to concede human dignity to their black char¬
acters which has circuitously brought about also in our au¬
thors the inability to make their white characters more than
a simulacrum of aristocracy."—See P. Snelling, "Southern
Fiction and Chronic Suicide," The North Georgia Review. Ill
(Summer, 1938) 2, pp. 3-4.
llMiss Snelling also points out "...the necessity of




short stories parallel almost exactly^recent prose works on
the same subject. Odum’s trilogy presents in narrative form
the material on the Negro that may be found in his ^ .ArrieriGan
Epoch. Southern Regions. and, with slight modifications, Social
and Mental Traits of the Negro. Caldwell's stories are essen¬
tially fictional demonstration of the points that he makes in
You Have Seen Their Faces and Some .American People. The main
differences of the fiction from the non-fiction are the style
and the presence of specific characters and situations and
plots through which the diffused ideas are implied instead of
being condensed and systematically expressed. To a more moder¬
ate degree, a number of the other writers reveal the same ten¬
dencies. In general there is an interest in the South's back¬
ground and in such current problems as class division and
strife, race dualism and conflict, economic defects, narrow¬
ness and provincialism, and inadequacies in church and poli¬
tical systems; and there is an increased realism in the re¬
presentation of people and of situations. Characteristic and
significant are the prominence of such themes as cotton and
Negroes in Blackberry Vifinter and Mingled Yarn and the impor¬
tance of the "pineywoods" in Lightwood.
In its manifestation of the characteristics already noted,
Georgia fiction is similar to, yet different from the fiction
of other states. The editor of The Atlanta Constitution claims
that as the result of a twenty-year renaissance "Southern wri¬
ters are the best known in America and throughout the world
where books are read," and that "Georgia has led the South
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In this literary renaissance.'’12 Certainly Georgia compares
favorably with the other states in the quantity of her recent
literary output; and several of her productions have gained
enviable critical recognition and popular acclaim. Moreover,
Georgia has made a considerable contribution to the literary
treatment of the Negro, not only in the past, but in the last
tv/enty years. Georgia has no Heywards or Peterkins or
Strlbllngs or Van Vechtens. Its books about Negroes have
not won the Pulitzer prize or been widely presented on stage
IS
and screen. But Minnie Hite Moody and Nan Bagby Stephens
have produced representations of Negro life at least as genu¬
ine, if not as picturesque as those of Peterkln and Bradfordj
Odum’s trilogy is unparalleled in its broad, Incisive report¬
ing of a very large part of Negro life; and at tiraes the Negro
also occupies an Important place in the books about whites.
Vdiereas in North Carolina and in individual works in other
states the sociological interest in the Negro is manifested
in a considerable number of non-fiction works, in Georgia the
interest in the Negro as a subject, seen chiefly in novels
and short-stories, is not so much that of the trained socio¬
logist or of the political, social, and economic determinist
as of a literary observer who finds interesting and sometimes
significant material in the life of the race in the South (the
McGill, '’Publishing V/orld Looking to Georgia With
Good Reason,” Book Section of The Atlanta Constitution. XXII
(Nov. 26, 1939) 167.
13Nan Eagby Stephens’s Roseanne and Laurence Stallings’s
Plumes have both been produced in New York, however.
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tv/o major exceptions being Odum, v/ho, though a native of
Georgia, leads the sociological group at Chapel Hill and
Caldwell, v/ho is frequently repudiated as the pariah among
Georgia writers and who, like Odum, is no longer a resident
of the state). The majority of the Georgia writers are nei¬
ther active propagandists for or against the Negro nor avid
exploiters of what they consider the Negro folk-element. The
Negro as exotic local color or as a mystery to be portrayed,
if not unravelled, is less of an absorbing interest as in
South Carolina. The tradition of picturesque folk tales told
by and about Negroes, so strong in the South Carolina collec¬
tions of Stoney and Shelby and of Gonzales, has no exact coun¬
terpart in Georgia, being most nearly approached by the nar¬
rative of Odum’s Black Ulysses, which though highly colored
with folk material meant to give the atmosphere of the Negro’s
life, is conceived more as a social epic than as a mere col¬
lection of well-told tales indicative of race traits.
In recapitulation then, the major factH and conclusions
gleaned from this study of the Negro in Georgia fiction of the
last twenty years are the following: first, that the Negro
is very definitely in Georgia fiction; second, that there are
several major uses of the Negro material, notably for purposes
of propaganda, for artistic exploitation of a special group,
and for representation of Southern life; third, that there is
wide variation among the different books in the presence of
these primary emphases and in degree of representation of
Southern taste and Southern literature; fourth, that Georgia’s
contribution to the literary renaissance of the South is
159
similar to yet different from the contributions of other states
fifth, that recent Georgia literature is predominantly "social
fiction," serious, realistic, and somewhat didactic, concerned
almost as much with regional exposition and interpretation
and criticism as vd.th the values of pure literature; and sixth,
that the treatment of the Negro in this realistic social fic¬
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